Faint, Garden and Household,
Butter

The

Making.

American Farmer thus stuns up
\.iri,uts moiles of making blitter in
parts of Ktiropc: “Denmark
along with France, arc the
which supply England, Hrar.il
:h, Hast v.it!) butter.
The prepara"ii "i mittet 'ii the first two countries
is
mother the opposite of what takes
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Innate, 1ml at a loss of its colisistt.i or and aroma. It is the
opinion
'hem judges, that by
adopting the
of Imtter making, viz:
prose
is tie- milk lo mean.' of iee or wellnd churning the cream before it
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'l all acid, also at a low temtsliing tlie Imttei with
ailing n one, and for good, work-■ 111 v and
a p:, 11 \
l he most per1
tor export I, il,11 e, mill lie ollA
In t ram e, Imtter is a I wax s sent
l" I lie market. and lienee its
nod lino or can he liilitested : the
haver- then
Ii and barrel iI
'"•dia ■ l.v lot expo, tat ion to llra/il,
market from England.
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'' I he was Inin
years old, with a lot. of
"Hi- grades.
| he grades made a gain
1 ''la
piitmds i‘iii-li in ten mniiths and
data, and the send) made 4:M pounds
the ..nne time: and through the feed;*'a.uai lie ate tliree pounds mure nf
"fd per day than any ntlier in the lot,
'"I I think full as mueli
hay, though that
IS lint
weighed, lie weighed at four
'""is "Id l,4bt>
puimds, and sold at l|
1
*‘llts per pound, while the two and two
■aid a half year old
averaged over 1,100
I'nimds, ami sold at b eeuts.
In feeding,
1 few
nitahagits are a great help. May
"id iirii-fodder fed alternately are better
'lam either alone.
In my opinion, no
l unier who feeds
grade Shorthorns judiciously, and takes care to get the ben’it of manure, will ever need credit. As
1"1 scrubs, tight
shy of them, for if the
market is dull and slow you are compelled
io sell for less than
they cost, and seldom,
ahdei any circumstances, at a profit.
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Houses.

ormerly the problem of domestic
drainage consisted in little more than
keeping the cellar dry and disposing of
rchise matter where it would be inot'H-nsi\c and would not contaminate the water supply, and even tlie.se
simple demand- were otten
entirely neglected ; lint
the introduction of “modern conveniences’ lias placed in every house all the
elements of a complicated sewerage system, necessitating an abundant water
supply, workmanship, and thorough ventilation.
Ii is in the last respect that
the system is most universally defective :
poisonous sewer gas is necessarily formed
m (‘Very sewer and soil
pipe, and in some
If a proper
"ay will manage to escape.
ei,' il.it iiiy
pipe he provided, extending'
irom the soil
pipe to above the roof of
tlie liou.se, the poisonous gas will
escape
through this pipe. and. mixing with the
tree oxygen of out-door ail1, will become
harmless: it ventilation lie not provided,
no sxstem of xx ater
iraps can lie trusted
they "ill either lie drained as sy piion.s m
forced In air pressure; in either ease
poisoning tin- air of the house bv direct
communication with vaults or drains.
The xx,nit ol ventilation is usually the
nio.it glaring delect, but
other details
might lie mentioned, aiming them the
common pan water closet, which a high
authority (l.ithom) lias described a.
•cuiiit in iii
appliance which cannot lie
introduced into a house without creating
a nuisance,’ and for which
very superior
-1111 111;ni•
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Culture.

farm that can hax e ,i
ii h-pm: i on ir, hut i lien- are many farm
1 ha 1 c*ulId iiax(• them as Well as not.
Wherever there i.- a good it rung spring
to l" -d n
there a profitable li.-h-pond
cm he made
Hundred of farms have
swamp; oi niarshes too ioxx to drain x\ ith
neat expense, and led by springs,
; out
and the e could lie turned to profitable
i .iccoant by turning them into lish-pnnds.
WV don't mean protltable in the way of
I
| making money, but in s.axiug it. I’he
11< 11 ol fe ll is a uiiolesome diet, better
I'li'ix
way than so omeh fat or measly
pork. We know plenty of laruieis who
enrccly taste tisli from mu year to
another.
Not because they are not fond
"I 11 ii, hilt because they cannot gel them
without going some distance after them
and paying a good price ill the bargain.
\ pond of an acre or so in extent, slock
It

ed

not

ex

cry

with xaiieties

adapted to tin* place,
would fui nisli an abundance of the \cry
best meat, costing nothing' to produce it
either.
As to the e,itching, it is only
port. and that part can he ateix dele
gated m Hie hoys and girl' We are sure,

also, that itch an institution on the farm
\x on Id
]irm e one of its eliiel at tractions
h your hoys aiv inclined to leave the
farm. We write ... know ledge in i his
in.(tier, having in earlier days caught
many a “nice string" of lisli in a pond
that was formerly a swamp.
During one
dry August the owner, with two of his
hoys, went in it with a plough, scraper
and shovels, and in a short time had a
pond of nearly all acre in extent. This
he to, ken with fish common to the slug
h a reams of the neighborhood, and
procured some at a distance: and for
ears I liereatter il proved to lie the best
i1 lino Kanuer.
icte on tlie farm,
■

itye

Bread.

to Iu:iki- iIn incest. sweetest,
t lufiitI. il is In-tier to harvest
the rye earliei than is usual, before the
jlliec hit:, dried (lilt lit the kernel. If [Mis
idle use |i(it;itll \«•; -1.
I’l ie lady win»
liirnished the liilluw in.u direetiims, makes
h r own least. and hei ryt bread is pro
Hu.meed hi ill who lt;i\e had the yooil
r<•rtinn* to eat it, to he faultless:
!,i make two youd sized loaves, take
"lie ell 11 III li< I tl il 1 Veast, Olle til I
ilespm infill
ill salt, two i|Uarts uf silted rye flour.
Ill unit
anil win:,

Wains.

many fantastic shapes; pipe holders
quaint and graceful in design, and fifty
other things llufus had never thought of.
“hut which women will be just fools
enough to buy and give to men," he said
to himself, bitterly -shone from his neighbor's window.
Poor fellow 1

i he stalwart reaper bears
Or tracks the course the

his brightened scythe.
great machine has made.
And bonnie lass and lad. sunburned and lithe.
Hottnd whose straw hats woodbine and poppies
fade
'' ake all tlie meadow land with harvest strains.
{ lustering and
laughing round the loaded wains.
is soft
September natures harvest yield'.
Mat all through life our ripening fruit we reap.
X *w storing violets from sweet
April fields.
Now roses that bright July sunshines steep
Now garnering gray Octobers sober grains.
Now ohristmas hollies pile our loaded warns.

kick, and intended

me ! how fast the fair spring dowers die
How summer blossoms perish at the touch.
\i;d Hope and Hoc* in useless sympathy
'' eep for the faith that gave and lost so much
From half our sheaves drop out the gol.hu grains:
mu ill is our portion in the loaded wain-.
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Mr. I. \inlr'

"Well

ipieried his employer.
business as mini, gent’s furnishing," font hilled 1 ’l ed.
I tou't say ‘onrnand don’t say 'gent'
said Ihifii-, in his surprise relapsing for a
moment into his old role of teaclier.
•Well, Us," said I'ml sulkily.
"The deuce il is
exclaimed Kuliis.
resuming the character of the man of
business, as lie threw down tin* collars Inhad been assorting and walked moodily
to 1 lie ilour.
Before the next store, which had been
vacant for a long time, stood a heavily
laden cart. Two men were unloading
and carrying in boxes and eases tin- same
shape and si/e a- those which had contained his own goods
A tall, rather
"Same

reply

thither with
great pretence of renileimg valuable assistance.
lollils stepped out Oil till' ddewalk.
whistling carelessly, and becoming at
once very
much interested in an overworked horse that had fallen across tincar track : in t as the horse was helped
to his foot by a sympathi/.iiig crowd, lie
slowly turned and came in again, giv ing
as he passed a comprehensive glance at
the neighboring establishment.
liv ery pane in the- window
it also had
only one window shone like an overgrown diamond, and in ea*ji corner was
already placed, on a pretty walnut stand,
a pot of ivy. the dark-green vines climbing the gray papered wall, while the
scarlet Mowers of a nourishing geranium
smiled gai ly in the sunshine.
A sign above the door, beside which
tlic modest one bearing his name looked
like a dwarf beside a giant, bore in great
glittering letters the inscription. "Bright

;
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loads ul stable mani.li.
The farmer who
doe Ihi is inewusable if lie does not use
the it pel phosphate in his wheat. Hut
lie need n .t deer, stable manure as of
Ion little value to be worth noticing as

.•.imputed

with

In the same

phosphate.
arl) a.li.iinino fields, the
super phosphate sown broadcast, after
the wheat was drilled in, produced so
sea

.mi, and in m

little etfeet that it was hard to tell where
it was missed.
Kwdelill) I he main etfeet
of concentrated fertilizers ill the Inst in
stance was to oile the wheal a start

Tin? last great blow in Texas heaped tlio Halves
beach with bones, bottles, old shoes, tin cans
and a hundred similar articles, which were eagerly
collected and sold by the negroes, the bones being
sold for fertilizing purposes. One of the bones
picked up was unmistakably a thigh bone from a
It is reported that a little negro
very large naan.
picked up a skull with a set of false teeth, set in
to it. and that he was holding
still
attached
gold,
his trophy for sale at the price of $10.
ton

:

"Mr. 1 ,y tide's lawyer lnil v wait mi Briyld
A ('o. as soon as Mr. I,yndt* chooses."
But it happened that Unfits eouldn't
Some
yet away from the store that day.
yreat festivity to take place that cveniny
in the vicinity, sent all the hoys and
yonny men in search of masculine necessities and adornments, and tile overflow
from Briyht A Co.'s alone was sutlieient
to keep Uul'us and his only assistant extremely busy. But as non a ni.ylit had
fairly set in and the rush was over he
sent Fred, a deli.yhted messenyei-. with a
enniniunh-atimi to a ymniy lawyer friend,
and vvitli resolution and dehaiiec written
on his hrovv, and hands lirmly elapsed be
hind him. he beyan slowly paeiny hackward and forward, his determination to
liylit it out with his nriyhbor yrowiny
stronyer and stroiiyer every mnmeiil : for
"in the lirst place it was dovvnriyht
slmhhy to set up in the same line liylit
next door," he repeated for the twentieth
time. "I eouldn't and wouldn't have done
it : hut. no doubt, this Briyht is some selfish, yraspiny, cold hearted, unpleasant
fellow not eariny who lie shoulders out
of the way as Imiy as In*
"when sail
ileuly the door llew open, and the round
est. plumpest, prettiest lot of a woman
llew in.
Mic wore :i dainty wiulc :i|>r<iiI. with a
hewitchino l»ili ami twu rhanuin^ puck
els. anil the puckcts were adorned with
scarlet hows, and the lull had a hit ul
scarlet ocranituu pinned at the led cor
iter, and a sane\ small hat. turned up on
one side and trimmed with scarlet herries
and oreen leaves, was perched insecurely
on the tup of liei sal ill-smooth lilaek head.
••Mr. Hrtitle." said she. in a voice that
implied ••I'm not to lie contradicted under an\ circumstances whatever," as she
confronted Itnfus.
Ilurtis replied. At jnnr service," with
a smile.
He'd have heen more than mortal il' he con hi have looked at that hriaht
face, with its frank, fearless oray eves,
cunnine pue nose, dear little mouth, and
air of cheerful independence,
eel lend
without smilino'.
•■I am Bright <V t'o.”
And rightly named," Hashed 111roii;y 11
l.ytide's mind : and then his face In tra\
ed tile cleat astonishment he felt, hut lie
hewed and said nothin^.
You look surprised. said the little
■

.said Jill! 11s
I t 111 Hl.L'tit
I
I was sure
that in, supposed
■•No mat ltd’ what y on ruppi iscd,” i 111 • -1
1!iinill \ Co." in a linnnmr that
mpt d
in : 111 \ olio else woulil have I uadi null.',
I

mean

-•

hut in hid' was

decidedly charming. ■•I'm

Bright am! i o., m/J Co
know why, in tho nanio
needle.-, you're o awful
It can't hurt
that si an

and I want to
of pins and
hateful about
your house if
or you, extending only that
it is yours
far" (holding out two tiny fore linger.-.,
w i11 ■ nails like wee
pink shells, about half
an inch from each other) "beyond my
house
it is my house
and you l./ioic, it
you haie one drain of common sense, it
can’t.'
She paused, but Unfits said never a

liu

bought al tin' nearest florist's inn
Mnderia \ hies, a similax. ami a spicy car
nation pink, ami tin* next niumina there
they worn sweetly lihiiniiiii" in his winilow, when the tall, rather rough-looking
lus

word.
"I iuppn.ii!," the little woman wa nt on,
shakine, her pretty head m cmphatieullv
! that tin- saucy hat neatly -lipped oil', just
young man wlln hail been in ersooilm the hanging on her back hair in a manner
that suggestetI to Unfits the dais ot' his
fiiiiiii-n the 11 a > before, came hrrkly in.
M r. I,y inh'
saiil In-.
boyhood and the "Sailor's Hornpipe,"
Unfits bowed stittiy.
"you think I have injured your business.
Called to soil if you’ll let mo lake a It I bale. I didn’t mean to. The buildlook at the arrangement nl your window
mo next door was left to me by an old
lioni llm insiiio capital clVeel outside, aunt, and the store was stocked from the
I ilon'l know
wholesale establishment of an old ituele.
flow ilo you manage ?
intii'h aliiuil siii'h tilings myself.”
Now, I couldn’t set up a millinery shop
"What eool impertinence!" thought or it llower store, or a confectionery, with

Unfits. Ami thi'li lie said, in an icy man
ami in an icy tone, ‘'I’m afraid you
wont lie taught here, sir.
II costs me
time, thought and patience to produce
the ‘capital effect’ of which you speak
\ ou must use your ow n Inains. Mine are
not at your service.”
“Oh ! is that the way you feel ?” said
the you up man with a chuckle. "\\ ell, I
guess Bright Si Co. can do without you
and he disappeared as suddenly as lie
ner

led tun
\
l.oiidon nuigistratc
weeks UH'O that a pedestrian lia : a perfect
right to hold 111* his umbrella if lie timls
himself in danger of being run over, ami
that aeoaehiiian lias no right to strike ait
umbrella holder a violent blow on the,
forehead with his whip. “You people
who drive carriages think you have an
exclusive right to the road,” remarked
the magistrate scornfully, as he lined the
coachman
This instrument illustrates the readiness with which all Englishman resorts to the police courts when
he has a genuine grievance and promptness with which his riglis are v indicated.
Aniericanssufler themselves to be imposed
upon time and again rather than take the
trouble tojirncure legal redress.

Briyld At

woman.

such i. Ili.- uicon
very i'\filing
nl' mail
in spilt* ill hi. a
i t ion

thill" ilullfl pay

i"

■ ■

lough -looking young man was superintending, and a boy evidently "general
utility like Fred was darling hither and

ami nl

compliment

(and In*tn call their attention to tin
laid ilial thcii last and biyyest .-eyii e.\
eeeils the liiiiil allowed them by law."
I'll
wit h a
in 'l l ot
deli yht, as ,i war
ho; i- that si-entidh tile hattle alar, did
Fred receive anil hasten to deliver next
door, to return with answer, ripially eon
rise, written in a larye. hold, hut ratlin
Seraw lev hand :
"Briyld ,V Co. are sirrv Ili.it '.In* siyn
maker should have made such a mistake:
Imt unless Mr. Lvndr wishes to pm up a
similar siyn. ile-v an at |o s to see liovv
so
-liylit an inl’rinyemcnt can inlerlcre
with him."
"’' til, indeed
aid Unfits. his lace ,1
most as lien as in
hair.
What re
markable coolness the iellow ha,-!
toil
Ml let him see that he can't eompletelv
overshadow his humble neiyhhnr." and
forthwith dispatched another note:
■•-Mr. I .v tide demands the instant re
tnovul of the hiTorc-uicntioiicd siyn, 01
Mr. I .v tide's lawyer v. dl wait mi llriyht A
I 'o, this afternoon.-’
To vvhie.h came the short Imt pertinent

to make.

til,ll "that

iv

been placed there, calling attention in
fat letters of tile giltiest gilt
large enough to lie seen at least half a
mile away -to the business of that won
(lei fully and aggrat alingly go-ahead firm ;
and Him sign ti e pas ,ed at least two inches
on his own premises.
Kiitm. ceased humming, scow led, quick
elied In step
entered his Uiuv, seated
him elf it hi. desk, thing hi. hat on the
Hour, ran hi-, fingers through his sanguinary lock, until they stood up like an an
la**ile around his head, seized his pen, pa
per and ini-: and da lied of the following

for ••general utility," as they say
in the dramatic profession
rushed in,
with a face every feature of which aid
as plainly a
words, "important news’
Kuliis looked at him a moment. "What
is it, Fred
he asked, at last.
"line hundred and thirty-sixis lain n."
said Fred. pausing to give due effect to
whatever further eummunicalion lie had

\

Uutiis,

as

enormous

gaged

I lull

than
living

and \e\almns, his eye was caught lit an
unusual glare at the vert top of "I.right
A Co.'.-.” lusildiii
\ mammoth sign had

Kulii l.y lido had just got i-omli>it;i 1 •!\
settled m his nc\s stutv. The window ,it
had mile one, being well, not a large
stol e) was after much thought, and i‘v] -ri
ini'll 11 n y, a ranged to Inr sail I act ion : tic
bright eolored scarfs and cravats and
neckties forming a sort of rainbow against
tile sombre bark ground of black ones:
the packages of kid gloves, showing the
tips ot their many-lined lingers at the
ends of their gilt and white wrapper.-'
the gandiest silk handkerchiefs Hying like
jolly \oiin.e Hags about the dozen or two
other art ides pertaining to the masculine
wardrobe, which, m admirable taste and
older, were grouped below them when
hi. one clerk, who was also errand-boy
and
iever.il other things' in fact, en-

i.'tuiir

a

freshed l.y the Sabbath rest, was coming
down the street, humming an old hymn
mile wlneli his motliri
good old Methodist was fond of -bilging, and happily
forget till for lla moment of all life's cares

■

tiler.aal lertili/.ei
We all me.dit to use
I hem, bill it i. Well elimndl tu do it 1111
der dan.limt'l).
I lime.seen two hundred
11.Hill.I uf superphosphate drilled ill with
wheat brine a better .top than fifteen

for a him

rat into his store and under his counter,
and Fred had a rough anti tumble with
the boy. "cause lie .-wept all the dirt off
his own flewalk onto outn."
flien, one uncommonly blight and

Vet. ere the middy reaper takes it all.
Fling out if*- seed and lend it rood b\ loud
One eat m full though hundreds round it fall
One :tere iunl a mildewed upland good ;
w

more

anything else), when she chased

came.

And apparently "Bright Sc Co.” could,
for in two or three hours the shop window of that enterprising firm hurst upon
the admiring ga/c of the passer by like a
whole garden ol (lowers.
Such a delicate mingling of shades and
skillful combination of colors had never
been seen in a shop window before at
least, not in that avenue. Dark purple
scarfs and ribbons prettily entwined w ith
those of pale yellow; smoking caps gay
in crimsons and golds, and blues and
huffs, and scarlets and greens; bows of
every hue, looking like a flock of gigantic
butterflies clinging to a carpet of dark
brown velvet; beautifully embroidered
slippers; silk aud satin watch fobs of

j

shirts and socks, and collars, and cravats
and suspenders and such things could
I ?”
"Of course not," replied Unfits. -| see
no way in w hich they could be converted
into bonnets, bmnpiet's, or candy."
"dust so,” said Bright & Co., putting
her right hand into her pocket and drum
min" softly on the comber with the tin
"I took the house and
gers of her left.
thanked my lucky stars and my auntie;
amt I took the goods and thanked my
lucky stars again and my uncle. I placed
■Bright’ over the door without any ‘.Miss.'
(Unfits could not explain for the life of
him win lie was so relieved to find it
wasn't ‘Mrs.’) or Christian name, because
it looks more business-like, and I added
tile ‘Co.,’ because it sounds well, and my
small brother (the one your Fred tried to
thrash the other day) is my general assistant, and my big cousin (to whom you
refused a look at your window) helps me
in every way he can, though that isn't
much, because he has his own business to
attend to —”
‘'Glad of it,” thought Unfits.
“And I have a pair of lovely twin sisters only il years, and a dear mother and

grandmother
can

you

to take care of

lie

so

and oh !
hateful about that

sign

—

Ah.

Kternit\ will rear on heavenly plains
The .smallest treasure won from loaded
| A 11 11 ie \ eai Hound

a

how

That gorgeous window

completely eclipsed his own. and he saw',
with a heartache, the people pass his
door day alter day and enter the more
attractive store of Bright &- Co.
A week went by. during which Mr
l.ynde refused the loan ol a hammer
they had mislaid theirs -to his neighbors,
kicked their eat (it was a very gentle

'I

Stir all toeether, and uel w ith sweet milk
soft as eau lie kneaded.
Let it stand
owr nia'ht : or. if mi\od in the morning,
lor several hours until well risen: then
dissolve one teaspoouful of soda ilia little
A. Co
eold water, and stir il in. and knead the
"i.iiing in lor cniiiiiiiime poetry with
donah ii.diiin : then put it into the puns
business. ’Twon't pay.” said Unfits, re
and let ii slamI from one half of an linin'
(erring to the ivy and geranium, a.; lie
l" an hour, until il rises some, hut not all
slammed his own door behind him, and
i will, as il is belter to have it rise a
seating himself at his desk, took tip the
11 le after it is put into the m en.
hut not to lead,
lie had
I
uke \ eas| i used, lake one cake morning paper,
losi all interest in the political situation :
and sii.ik it in about a tea cupful of waall he did was to gaze vacantly at the
in eold weather warm water should
ter,
sheet and think about his rivals
beii.- d:
then stir in rye Ilnur enough printed
to he
bright \ t 'o."
to make a thin hatter.
Let ii stand mi
This neighborhood won't support us
til a poii e i,, made about an hour and
!i must: he
both, that’s sure" lie said.
a half or two hours,
then use like liipiid
a hand-to hand light until one is left vie
least.
To make potato ieast:
ter.
I'oo had! too bad!
Here’s sister
l ake si\ mediiiin-siz. 'd potatoes, boilFan tlieely married, and mother as emued. mil mashed line: one tea-cupful of
fortablv and happy as can he in her little
of salt', one
su";ir, one table sj...
rooms around the ( inner, and I thought
o
I
of
mi
lin
and
four
table
water,
ipiart
I saw smooth sailing before me at last.
spoonfuls of eold Witter. Stir ;il 1 together, U'tcr teaching school five long years out
uiid wi)eu lukewarm, add one lea-eupful
West, besides keeping hooks for people
of .east, and let it stand some hours mi
and copying law documents far into the
til it foams: then put it in a stone jug,
night, to sav nothing of living like a misci
cork riehtly, and keep in a cool place.
all the time, on purpose to save money
enough to start in business in my native
iNJatural and
A.rtillcinl.
city to have a fellow set upright next
dour in Hie very same business, it’s /on
< 'I'these ,i
correspondent 111' till’ l Njuii- m ich
ami Unfits shook his head at the
tr\ < lent lemun writes:
‘It is prohahle
frowning face that looked at him from the
tint tile 111:1)lIIl‘iaI value of must colleen
mirror t hut hung opposite.
11 lied lei tili/efs Ins 1 .een over estimate.I
\ young lace, and not a disagreeable
The. are it nail) put in c<impn.ri.soti oi
emit fast
with ital ile inannre, an.I their one (on tlie contrary, quite an agreeable
oik when minus the scowl,) surmounted
V allte estillliite.l l.\ their etfeet .ill a single
by wav ing locks of bright auburn some
: hill it isn.it a lair test lor the stable
er..ji
The rmiecntr.tted l'erlili/er i., people call them red and lighted by a
manure.
id sparkling blue eye.
Nose aquiaiua.
[ilae.'.I ill close emit.let with seeds pair
line. mustache to match the hair, mouth
m
runts, and has been so treated with
large and not so very ugly, and the chili
11Iplinri. aei.l that must .it its lertilizine'
well perhaps it the chin had been a
elements are at mire, .nailable.
The
trifle more prominent, and the hair a
stable manure is n.mall) spread br.ia.l
hade less
auburn, Unfits might have
a t, then
plowed under, and the arealer
d luol'e hopefulness and a better
jiart ul' its value often remains fur future |x>sses.-a
temper.
I am n.n araiiinu a<uiusl emu
ei.i|.
a

■
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Loaded

From the broad fields, their golden gl<>n .shorn.
And sunny uplands of their beauty re'lt,
i hrough the still sunlight of the autumn morn.
Vnd hedgerows, with their lingering jewels left
My the brown river, through the leafy lanes.
<'u to the farmsteads move the loaded wains.

|

The

Launch

ol'

Cleopatra’s

Needle.

The lifting of the monument of Thot"•toed gracious!" exclaimed Kufus, run- mes III from its suiul bed at Alexandria,
and its launch into the sen, is described
ning his Augers wildly through his red
that is. his auburn curls, and causing the ns one of the most interesting <>f engineeraureole to rise again. "Don’t say another ing feats of modern times, h'p wonder
word about it. Cover the whole of your wlmt the old Egyptians who used to transhouse and mine also
though it isn't port their large obelisks all over Egypt
unite ; there, too, you have the
advantage and erect them by the hundred, would
of me, as in everything else—with signs say to it.' An Alexandria correspondent
if you will.
1 can make a living for my writes:—
mother and myself somewhere else, not
Seven years ago the now well-known
here.
1 have no large family dependent j engineer and eon tractor, .Mr. John Dixon.
upon me. like 1 '.light \ Co.’"
; conceived the idea of transporting the
”<hi, dear no. Mi*, l.vnile, that wouldn’t ; obelisks In the means which have been
please me at all," -aid the little woman, adopted. His plan, shortly stated, wa.
the "somewhere else" you know. Slav to enclose the Needle in a water-tight
right here, there’ll be room for us both cylinder with wedged-shaped ends, roll it
aftei a while, I'm sure of it."
into the sea, and tow it to its destination.
Kufus looked into the rosy, earnest lace The tirst two operations have, as already
"'ith an almost love like smile, as Fred stated, been successfully carried out. and
hurst into the store shouting, "The law
we can look for Will’d with confidence to
tlic achievement of the third also. The
yer says come to his Other at tell o'clock
to morrow, and he will see that the old
work in Egypt began in June Iasi by exsigh rallies dou ii in a jill'v ."
cavating the monument from the ditch
“i'h, 11m wicked ho\ !" said Bright ,V where il had so long rested, and on the
Co.
«>t 11 of June this was so far etfeeted that
"Never mind that," said Kufus.
I ; lhe whole ol Ihe monolith was disclosed
ri\c you my word that the sign shall re | to view. This, however, was hut a pormain ,ilist where it is;" and seizing ills j lion of liie work to be performed with the
hat lie escorted her to the door, h aving spade ainI pickaxe. for between the obeFred in the act of executing a break- ! lisk and ;In* sea remained several then
and cubic yard; ol earih which had to
down, illustrative ut extreme astonishment. but too tiiueli astonished to whistle
be cleared away. There was al .o an ail
an accompaniment.
joining sea wall to he demolished, before
\nd the sign didn’t come down that j the other operations could he gone on
is. it did eventually, but not until next
j with. Weeks were tin! occupied. MeanMay. and then another, much larger and while, the material for the iron ■ hudei.
tretchkig twice the distance, took its weighing over sixty tons, arrived on the
place
spot and were rapidly titled together.
I'he next step vv;i; to introduce stout
"1-tiide, Bright \ Co..” the new sign
lead and the two small -tores are turn- balks ot timber beneath the -tone, which,
ed into raui laigo one. and
Until:" J.ynde” by means of hydraulic jack, and traver.
and -Bright ,V c,,.' are partner for life. ers, was moved bodily around, until it lav
parallel to the water's edge, w leu tic iron
casing,three -eighths and scv en sixteenths
About Telegraphing.
of an inch thick, was hit le, hit built up
tin- I'r.n Tim." ] around it and riveted
|..." Voil;
together. I ln -took
iMif'.t tlie most interesting
places in some two month at the end of which
tin city D the telegraph lmilding. corner time the monument which had ornament
..I Iti'oudway and hey street.
Formerh ed the Temple of the i '.esar vv a.-- to a to
tins spot was occupied h.v the Franklin sight, being completely enclosed in a
Ihmse a very popular inn. From Frank
cylindrical box ninety-two feet long and
litf eoimeel loll with eleetrieily it seem
\\ hi 1st tic e
liftccn feet in diameter.
propel that the telegraph lmilding should operations were proceeding. steps vn-iv
he its successor.
As a specimen ot'grand
also taken to remove, by means of diver.-,
commercial architecture this structure the numerous blocks ol stone which cov |
Inis no uperior, and the fact that its cost ic..,l tlii' 1,1,111,in ,i tpe It.*!!- vx -.'.ate:', id
»a; S'.!. I tun, (It It l shows how much can he joining the spot whore the obelisk lay.
laid out on space not exceeding oil by loll and two sloping causeway
were eon
The telegraphic operations carried
leet.
structed of stone and ipiarry rubhi .h.
on in this establishment are ol an extent
down whieh to io 11 1 lie ey linder. W hen
that would perplex an ordinary observer. ties, w orks were aeeoiiiplished, 11 a we -t ill
II may, however, be suggested by the remained one more thing to he done l„laet that I lie services ol' tig.", capable emlore the preparations could be said to lie
ployes are required beside operators. complete. It had been foreseen that in
Tile l'oom occupied by the latter is of moving such a mass down the incline, a
asi size. and is on the
ixth llour.
Ilele certain amount of friction, which might
•Jo:, skilful persons wateh the clicking of materially injure the na tal easing, was
I he machines.
\ large portion of this inevitable.
To obviate this, a coating of j
force is composed ol young women.
The wood planking had to he temporarily
best operators receive silo per month, fitted upon the portions of the ey linder
j
and work entirely by ear.
There is a
whii li would rest upon the enusev ay s and
greal surplus of talent in this depart- have to carry the weight of the ■truefiire,
ment, and many ineffectual applications and this coating, again, had to he exterfor employment; are made daily.
nally fastened by Hat hands of iron to t e
The contest between the cheap ma
it in its place. The last stage >f the
teriul.s and Ihe immense results in tele- preparation was reached when the strong
graphy is very striking. 'The power is wire lopes to lie Used 111 lowing. Were I
ohiained simply. Irom ulphutc of eoppei1 passed nine tunes around the
win(blue vitriol), water and zinc. In the der, and the ends led out in lighters
hatter, room there are I I.non cups in moored to seaward, t in these last wen
ii e, each containing the necessary eleiixed erali w incites to hea\ e in on liawset >.
ment
file heaviest battery contains and thus si use tile cy Under to roll slo v ly
d'.li raps (or cells), and is used solely for on its axis.
\t the same time, it was deI'hieago dispatches. 'They consume gil sirable to guard against the tendency of
barrels ol blue vitriol every month, and the nia; once set in motion to make too
'•I Nil I pounds of zinc. (Ill one of the upper
rapid a descent, and other hawsers had
lloors a re.-tan ran l is in operation, where to he provided on the lalldside with which
the employes have a tirst-class dinner at to check the movement if necessary.
a reasonable price.
l iie ->tli of August, the day fixed for
'They purchase tickets m adv a nee, and llie.se tickets are cur
commencing the launch, began ratlici in
reiiey for dishes which are supplied mi
auspiciously w ith what is an unusual at
the Kuropean plan.
This system is be
this time of the y ear. vis
a
thick fog
eoining very general in all large estab- As the day wore on. however, this disap
lishments.
During hot weather a ton of peared and gave plain- to the most i,iire is eoiisumed in this establishment
Ictisc heat.
He I ore six o’clock in the
daily, nearly All water coolers being in morning the winches on board the lightuse.
ers were at work taking in the slack of I
'The cable battery contains a dozen the hawseis. while, oil the lalldside. four
cells. I need Imrdly say that the method powerful screw jacks were being plied
used in cable practice differs from ordi
again-1 the cy kinder. A few yards to sea
nary telegraphy. The term applied to ward two steam tugs were anchored, a Ho
this method is "induction." I have not ready to lend assistance il required. In a
space for it. explanation, but one of its few minutes the huge mass of iron began
features is the relleetion of Ihe needle, to roll towards the sea, but so gradually
file cheapest message on tile cable is 7,*< that the movement was all hut impel
reals, and is limited to one Word.
Some ei-p til ilc. I tour after hour w as thus spent.
of our leaders may think that one word
the cylinder lessening little by little 11n•
call be of Tittle
use. but. if properly
space between it and the water, lill at |
handled, it may convey as much inform- noon it had made one entire revolution.
ation as an ordinary sentence. This can equal to about fifty feet.
\ ot w il list and
be etleeled by the method called "park
ing the sun, which sent the mercury in
Let US suppose 1 lull a .New 1 ol'U
111l;.
the thermometer up to Pit degrees in the
banking house arranges with its London shade, tile work went on uninterruptedly
roil
rspondent a vn •.i!>111;ir> of Words, throughout the day and excited much in
eaeli of which has a. specific meaning. t crest, m it only atm it ig tin- Hu ro | ican popuThe London house, may telegraph, for in- lation. but also amongst the Arabs, who
stance. file word “thill der
and tile New crowded every spot from which a view of
Yorkers, by reference to their liook. w ill the operation was obtainable.
Working
lintl the meaning of ••thunder' to lie “the the hawseis from the lighters had soon to
liank of Lnglan.l has ad vanced its rate of he abandoned, as experience showed that
interest to t! per cent." All this, which owing to the had holding ground, the
at long rate would cost s'i.To, is obtained
anchors of the hitter invariably came
for a mere trille. and the system certainly home when any great strain was thrown
sliowsgroat ingenuity The cable ciphers, upon them, and the hawseis instead were
as they are calhd, are very numerous,
led to the two tugs which steaming full
and are in c.iar.ee of a very expert oper- speed ahead communicated to the obelisk
The ditfei nice in time hefwecti I list sufficient impetus to keep it in mo
ator.
New York and London is a curious feature lion.
\t
p. in. rite iron monster had |
in ocean telegraphy. I'hel.oudon hanker been laboriously brought to the water’s!
is in the lull swell of traffic when the
edge, where the wooden launching ways
New York i.gent is first thinking of “gvl- terminated, and a comparatively steep
At no. n the Loudon markets declivity eouimeneed.
liii" up."
Here the cylinder
are cabled to this city
where they arrive went off with something like a rush, and
at ; o'clock in tile morning of the same
took the w ater with a run of about twel, e
day. The London agent of the New feet, amidst the shouts of the by slanders, j
fork press telegraphs the most imporAfter this its progress was as gradual a.
tant news issued in the London Times,
before, and I lie screw jacks had to be I
at f o'clock in the morning.
It reaches kept in constant, operation till shortly Inhere at ! o'clock the same morning’, just fore 7 p. in., when it again made a .sudin time to lie inserted in the New York den half turn, md rested for the night in
journals, whose readers have the same three feet of water. This concluded the
matter that the Londoner digests with
first, day of the launch, and although
his breakfast.
This is doing a little bet- some disappointment was felt that the
ter than even
faking Time by the fore- obelisk was not yet afloat, the way in
lock." It is getting ahead of him in a
which everything had worked, and the I
absence of accidents, always except
prodigiou. manner.
ing the parting of a hawser now and
then, was satisfactory in the extreme
How They Traded Horses.
Soon after daylight on the '.’Pth tlu- pro
*
| From tin- n,-trait Five I s. |
ceediligs were renewed, and a little InI v, n | )t*ri’ilit mini'll■ i lut|>jmuni 1 to nnvl
fo re noon the ey linder made another i u- h
;il a I larksmilh shop, <‘.n li with u horse
and got so fat out into the setl as to giv e
to he .shod, anil, after a hearty handshake
list1 In me impression Hi.il a was actually
one of them said :
atloat.
'l’his, however. proved nut to
"\\ ell, how'll \oii trade horses"'
In- thu ease, anil during Ilia whole afteri e ] >1 iei I the other,
"till, I don't know
noon the steam tugs remaiiieil tuning
in a -a re less way; ••how old is your horse !" away its before, the result being that, at
'.Ilist eight \ears old.”
sunset mi 'he sect mi I day of the I much
"While mine is only seven," said the the obelisk rested in seven feet of water.
round. "1 will also state that he is pertm the morning of the doth work was
fectly sound ill all IV:,peels, so fill its I ivsmneil as hefore, hut unfortunately a
know.”
difficulty of a somew hat formidable ehar\niI so is mine: 1 nit yet I think I'll aeter
presented itself, inasmuch as the
e
III
to
hoot.”
gi\ you $
cy linder was found to he nearly half full
*-j(i
and it's a trade."
"Say
of water. Kxaminatioii by divers showed
•a Mi, 1 couldn't do
that; lint I'll make that a hidden stone had I'raetured the
it *1.1.
iron, and the work of repairing was
\ ft or some further higgling an exchange
necessarily very slow and tedious.
was made in consideration of that sum,
t)n the seventh the movement of the
and the horses were left to be shod and
cylinder recommenced, the tugs steamed
sent home. After the ministers w ere “'one
ahead, and bit by bit it moved into deep
a lew men,
“possessed of an eye to horse water, the work becoming easier as the
llesh.” looked the animals over.
The
mass approached the depth of nine feet,
eight-year-old horse was over twelve: at which it was estimated to tioat. Shortsome said nearly
The sevensixteen.
ly hefore eleven in the forenoon the filial
year-old one was at least eleven. One move was made, when the cylinder, after
had a spavin, a bad hind leg and the
making a portion of a turn more rapidly
heaves, and the other had corns on three than before, was observed to rise and fall
feet, was growing blind, and showed tlm w ith the swell coming in from the Medipresence of poll-evil and ring-bone. Still, terranean. showing unmistakably that it
no one doubted that each ow ner was honwas at last
afloat.
Shortly after, the
est in his expressions, and it isn’t likely
wooden easing was stripped oil', and.
that either one of them chuckled to him- amid cheers from the crowds
that lined the
self and whispered: “Hut didn't 1 warm
shore, the strange craft was towed away
it to that chap, eh f”
to the new harbor. Here the
railway iron,
which had been placed in the upper part
A stood little hoy who w as kicked by a of the cylinder to counterbalance the
mule di<l not say naughty words or go weight of the “needle,” was taken out,
home cry ing to his mother.
He just tied anil the iron vessel, which had hitherto
the mule within five feet of a beehive, floated on its side, at once righted, and
backed him round to it and let him kick. appeared in something like sea going
■
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Story1 ot

Career.

Remarkable

a

Tli" death of Henry Meiggs in South America
recalls some of his marvellous feats in railroad
building and other eutcriMi. es in that country.
The story of his life must be ranked, in th** singu
larity of its adventures and in the testimony which
it bears to th
marked and daring energy of the
man who lived it. with tin* most remarkable ea
ners in history.
It was not the life, indeed, of a
soldier or ot a great discoverer. But in his way
this bold American, who found Peru without riv
era and resolved to supple their place with rmi
ways, was a wonderful genius to he classed fore-, m
among the few men who have changed the face ot
a great
country and given a ucw direction to the
fortunes of a whole people.
After having won and lost an immense fortune
in the lumber trade in New York, the discovery
trim. When fairly in tin* water, the cylin- ot gold i:i ralit'ornia gave a new directm to Mr
Meiggs' energy. Determining to try hi> fortunes
der, which floats with a displacement of in
that then almost unknown region, lie loaded tietons, draws eight feet forward and
Xiantie with lumber, and. taking his broth
ship
ten feet aft. and presents as remarkable John .1 Meiggs with him. li set -ml for San I': .-,
cisco, where he arrived in .Juiy. 1st». II. sold l.t>
an appearance as, perhaps, any marine
structure alioat. Want of synnnetrv, how- ship load of lumber at twenty times its com. mak
on the ventui.
Then, with eoustim
ing
ever. is, in this instance, more than commate discretion, lie took a subordinate po-ution in
pensated for by strength and utility, and a lumber yard, ami studied all the phases :M
there can lie no reasonable doubt that promises of the situation before he risked a loll m
the ungainly craft will, with an ordinary of his capital. Foreseeing the future greatness oi
Sail Francisco, and the inevitable demand tor mm
amount of luck, suffice to convey her in- her. he
quietly matured scheme* for a grand >ue
teresting cargo to England in safety.
cess.
When everything was ready lie hired live
hundred men. sent them into the forests ofFontra
t’osta county, felled th choicest trees in that then
Gen. Miles’ Fight with Joseph.
densely wooded region, hauled them in >uw logs
Nkv. Y<u:k. Oct li
Tin* following details h;ive to the shore of the hay of San Francisco, built
them into huge rafts. Boated them to t whan
been ivctfiml «>t‘tin* tight with and capture of th»*
Sir/ l*"rees. The Indiums were found t»n the luurn i which he had constructed in tin* city convened
in*?of September JO. «Veil. Miles urged everything them into lumber by tin* energy oi a steam suv
forward —the cavalry, and infantry mounted on In | mill which he had erected, and made miIM.iMM mi
diau ponies, and the pack train- -and coming stid
by the operation.
j gold
Thenceforth, until he fell. Henry Men/s w i>
denlv upon a herd of Indian horses guarded by !
boys of the tribe, a dash of the -Jd cavalry secured foremost man in ralit'ornia in business, in mum.
Tun ponies almost before tin- warrior**, concealed
pal politics and in social lit<- He bad thiec m
11 is land and I mu
nins land, lumber a *i liins'n*.
behind the herders, knew of the proximity of tin*
her operations were conducted on a scale of n up) e
The Indian boys broke away with the rest
troops
1
of the horses in a wild gallop to the right.
They cede u ted magnitude, and he was popularly -ln*\.-d
to la- the richest man on tin* western -oust
wen followed b\ all throe companies of t >d* Jd cav
airy, who were ordered to capture not oi;n as many America. But when the great tin.iucial pies-ure
ot 1 s.» 1 seized t'alifoinia with it> paraly. mi/ -.tip
animals as possible bnl tovv-.rk aron.u.i t<* the rear
ot Joseph's encampment.
Then M !es trotted to
hankrtiplev came upon him like an am ed m.m
the la-ad of tin* cavaln and ordered the charge
He rose tot he contest with such eiioriiioii' st ren /!
'I In- three companies- ..f t!;«• t!i were commanded
and such resourceful genius that, had le* t'«11
t aster s trusted lieutenants.
by Major Hale, oikonly to save himself, he might have eon oil
lorious
hat. with tie* ill jmlgcd generosity w!m !i
Their way
‘’apt tiodiYev. and
apt. Moylan.
seemed elear. but suddenly- their horses halted in
was a pervading c’n-meut of his eharact.-i
the midst of a gallop. it t!n* edge of a steep bank tempted to save all his friends, and was by tin- n
overlooking ravine, at tin* bottom of wlticli stood dragged dow u into hottoiuiess ruin In the nvu
the lodges of the \e.-. I’erres
Idle ollieeis called of that dealh struggle Mr Meigg- committed t."
to the men io dismount and all
tinny their bridles ries of» .iiuuere al paper and eity wan t.M uhommi
and lariants to tin* w id and plucking their ritie*
iu.g in tin* aggregate to over '‘ton.turn So wel! .1
rrotn the
lie manage hi> pilaus. however. that the lust u li
tddle pomim-is discharged then, at the
l»c I->-.u
h'd1
T:
n
mat cm Hie p. -pie of Sin Fiama-co had tb o .my
ati
iv;urm*d.
volley
ty
and then Major iiah shouted,
At
tldng w as w rong wa- his sudden depai'tno- on.*
harge. hoy■*.
lutn
tin* s.t tin -1 listnt tin via tor reeei. e I his tirst wound,
night, at'tei .i grand entertainment lm..-u
nut with tin* otln*, s leaped ilou i. tin* embankment,
oW u schooner
lie boose his oW U I.eUiieht
til hi
tm.
■in I as In* alighted on Ins feet a bullet pierced his
e.uiy iug oil. like a defeated g< m*ral. all his
throat, giving him a mortal wound, lie stauy.-ied.
and store> dow u to the verv ornaments upon tin*
U
.11!
.Him
but iislm- his right 1 uni again .shouted a barge
1*:
"111
Ulf
LlltU! li
111
II
Ilf pil
|
i1' ii
in
iifi
thi ill
of hi' lion.
He then tell .award upon his far.- dead
rii>-,s Hum tin*
His lieutenant. Hoddl-* mortal'!v wounded at the
of hollars was tin fSl*UKit*Ml v.i.iu* oi tin ;m|■**• i:
0
sunt* moment, reeled backward and fell across nis
uiuiitu. liiilun with whiuh Ik- htoppfh ilowu
i>i of •>,'>
body. Meanwhile their comrades, amid wild out Auieruun "<t't in -u ni h ..t mIlls I. M-liii- aii.i Ilf'
lie-., were lii in*.- into and saekiim the Ne, IVrees tiollS. It NV.ll .1 loiif til':.
»< 1
-an
wIk* li.i.l i'itsc<! Hi I"- iii- !i if !i,.llodges
I.lent. Kekersou. rai-me himself from rhe
HfH 111* I -If-I
cully after his leap, called out to his men. Fire ill liilll HI.'I t lull ll‘- Iiilil t* Ml lit l
\\.mi 111
wherever you see a head !"
al>iu Iii*Ul «>t' o|»urutii*ii. in I.
*'i
r.
Tin- tirst tiring from the Indians on their lirst
mulfitonk jmi>>ii>■ if11. Hu l• m11t<l tlif
H iimu
Limn ut In* Kin tvs
recover} after reheat, is described as territie
•
111•
11111'I*
in
l
Iifiiiiiifl
ihd
hfvimuI
imagination.
were
wounded.
Apt u..dtYey
t’apt. Moylan
'.ni,".: mIi
Tin* men "I tin* til w.-ut dou n like straws and tin*
wholfMMiif h\ uniinhliiiu u .ii i
1
I.
i!.
itrlnif-f .m !
command was forced to fall ba. k
ruse viift liUMiinls «>t
."o critical was
Mi
\1
of
I
>■
tin- positi -a of the thre.* r..uipain*-s ot the «th that
I.f
imti
iv.-nil
nuratinn
the*, wer. probably onlv saved from a wholesale
uuhuvtook to rh-ar awa\ tin--' iiimpaO. "i ii-m
slaughter In the arrival of the ..th infantrv at tin* in cnusi'lfratiuu i.i ,i lihi-ral nan- oi :. i i.ul ti-.
V
.1II k.
ruilfuuif.l. This in- tJifii !" mii. an11 how ii t>•
Tin* latter di she-anted ill ltineiy-e ... the
m
iMivi-rl .ut
ami opened such an eii.-ctive tire that tin* Indians
|MfSf it Uiiif hah UMiitinii' ■! i<>
ami awnm--. pi.i.H
retreated precipitate!} to their holes
shvuts. IhmiIunanls partui
lien. Miles
I m 1111 If;
was even where .-nn.iiraying his men
Hi::'. llllJMMVitm. Sfllm** ..Ms to Vi«‘; H !
\ scout
It was a eomplete wonder that tIn*
liniim tlif r*•aitwa\ will* tli«* usfti.il Ku< a1 pi i.says of him
11
i.•
old man uai not go under in tin- tirst hour.
He two milliiMi plants of wliiuh liu iin|»«»rt«
was tie willle.ii dev .1 ! ev.-i siw at tin* head of a
Australia.
*
column in an Indian scrimmage. lie was every
Tlif t'liiliaii t i < >\ iii ii if 111. in tli« 'i* i.nlt
"• here,
*1 In- South Ann-im-ait lit'', iuul pist hf_*uii. iimt.'i
rid every rn- o| the bovs seelned to know
liiiu. and when tln-y lu-aid him call out. they
Ltiglish aiispiufs. to .iny out tin- sin-at plan- <m
internal imjM’ovf liu* ut u ii* I l>\ our foiiuti". man
jumped, you I»«*1
t. ml.-M l
The Hoops did jump
\h U iu-fiu right
Mr Mtierceli into the Id.Iv
•iilr;i«
with a
breach that more than lit'tv oflicei's and men were
j ttoils into ( In!, ami hi-yinum
killed and disabled III the assault
\fler tUtlt tin*
huiltiing tin- lirulsn* on tin- r>* m.irkalh<- Inn- ium.
i.un•
V alparaiso to Santiago. linalh took
lieu. Miles dis
lighting proeeedi'd more warilv
lit if itsfli'. Ilf was allow ill lour \i-ai- in u h.. u
covering the Indians' position. s;n'rounded t!n*m.
postiny his men so a- to command them on all t<» uoinplfti- this -rival pifff *>f mount.h
In- aiuoiuplisliuil it in two. ami ot tin* -!
sides, and eon pel lei 1 them to stick to their bur
fh.row.-.
Tin* squaws and children wen* secluded iu
f\pi*mlfil *mi u iiftti-il iu pmiit otif urn-nth
l
the deepest pits, out of rang.-.
Night brought
purtor uanui- liiailf him tin- aukimw h «ln* >1
Th** kiln: of South Atufriua ami >'•< mvh lor hi.u tint.-mporaiy tnn-e. and extreme void and snow
wounded soldiers suffered much. 'They expected i-otitrol of tin* mairnitiffiit. atnl in tIn-11 w.n mi
tie* Indians would crawl .mi and s a p th-m. but i paralh-lfil. railway fiiti*rpii.-«-- wlm-li IVrn w.i“ii lie*
thfii plannint' t.. opfii up her own mount ii
contrary, tin* Indians saal they would lint
In !*'•;
\|i
Metm:.- h. mm
kill those who were hurt
heimm-h lfsourffs.
Me n>* kill man who
can't shoot plenty men can shoot
tin- lonstrui-tioii of thf Iiin* from tin- \mlu.ni eit\
Tin- Indians,
howevei rot died t lie wounded though in one or of Arui(iiipa to ihf 1 *:n itit- it \l• *! 1«• *i«•. a hm- tintwo instances 1 ln*v put blankets over them.
ili/./.\ arainlunr of whiuh i> rm.ilh-h mil\ h\ inThu work w.tTin*
own siihsuijiiflit auhifvriiii-nt
>-\l d -j Joseph came to- Mih-s tent and
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eo.diy proposed

to

elos.• tIn* engagement

enlupletuh

hy giving

taken |V.U11 the dead
M ies sent
Lieut. Jei'.iim- t.. tin- Indian
.nip to inspect it.
and White Bird kepi him all dav in a deep hole
out ot the wav of the bullets until
Joseph was re
turned.
Joseph was inclined then to surrender,
but While liird would not acre.- t.. it. louring iniprisoiinient ami hundculls. Su-»vv fell all the sec
olid da\ 111 the battle, but tn> deli: Ac results Were
"Id iiih-d e\eept l,.- ping the Indian- ni their holes
Fell Miles had s.. eai’efi il y plaeed .is troops that
not a man was killed Tier tin* assault on tin* tirst
day. tle-ugh the -a vacms emit iuualh suffered. On
the >i|: tin* day they
iTei.dered there lemaim-d
about ::.»u men. squaws ;t|
children in tin- Indian
of
these
hid
wa re warriors.
about
At half
pits
past two p. m that day. Joseph came into Miles'
imp. shook hands, and proposed to surrender.
I he proposition was instant!} --ranted, and when
the scouts left. Hell. Mile was reeei vmc personal I V
tin- anus ami a in m mi it ion from ..ah of the Indians,
win* said •How
ami tendered his trophies
One
added
Had medicine, bette next t.me1'
'Tie-In
diaiis did not d: i-a lii at tirst that f!l< V Were tight i’ g
a 11 \ ot Iter t!i an Howard’s
troops, which they had be
ha'
■;u'oi11 lei'.-.l
Joseph had .-I learned that lie
“•tight with »1 i Id ions at K,g Hole
’The. took
Miles for a guerrilla not identir. ing him with the
Up tin-

1

1 lilted States eov-erilllleut
Hen Miles intends to -tart

tor

Toiigm* river

tin* wounded ami j»risouers
’This
remarkable I mlian li lit on p-.-ord

end

the

w

it!i

most
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for
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I. wli'-n In

tin*
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liftoff t
,;.pif iion m tVi
t
in
I si il. h«- ! i. 1 -.an.-I font r.'.
hmlil no ffWi-r than siM oiln-i 1‘i-rm i.m i.uli.. ul-.
In Iat ;i collfutivi* i-ost ot ahoii! -I |...oui'.iiiu»
'un'.:
n: -1
thf 1 lo ami M o. j in* i.,'ii n roa>l -i\t\ t h
in
.i
at
uoM ot' sii.-.'sl.-j:*ti. w:t- lini-hfi
ui
r.
th.
Mu
l.iuami
tin* I'ai-.tsuiayo. iamlaloiipf
..
fiiihty thivf milf.-. luiilt at a »•.•>! -M
ami tin- olossal Aruipiipa ami I’uno i• ».»*i w ,i.-!

spfi-ulator
ijuipa roaii.
a

•■

1 i:c

<' ('■ »ssf s

l, fl

A

oil

liumii .-il,- "t iMiusts In- li.nl .t fin
from all parts of tin- worth a haiujiift at \n pu;
wliiuh. sftvuil ou that lott\ talh.- l.tinl nl in
ifinoti* ifpioii. .sffiin-il likf a p.n--■ .“il ot Ai niu n.
Two hunilri-'i tlioiisainl dollars u -.ml to h i. u
1 lm i-oin Ii: Il
In* U eXpelih-h Upon tin* fi-sti\al
-./<
in :-<>lh ami
orativi- iiifiial.- m.im ot wi \ lai
silver slruvk "if in 1 la\i>hl\ .iimrihniutl. ami thi*
ahiitiilant ami |>rinu< l\ irifts m ulf to hi- mm-i-ai.
i-stiinatf'i to haw im iva.-eh Iii out !.i\ to
Only tin- Khedive ;ii tin- n-tf- ot >.u-/ h.iIi w ttiiui* stirpassfil this sph-mlnl lio.-pitnlii)
liafiil) an xlrava^ranuf. how i-\i-r. foi tin- pi |.:
•<’
-II
n-fiuvfil
Infontraut
Iniii-umina from
m-i
(Mill for huiliUny tin- lm* luih-s *.t roa.l
wi-i.*
litous.
A po'-iiou of ihi-si- protits Inapart
iisfharui- thf ih-hts lint hi- alil'oniniu uh-.lit. m
amt tin- I
islat ur.- ot Unit Stall- pa-.-fl utiminnnit) i-ovi-rniir In- «• \it ot ls.| ;..I m\
u
Ilf Iuul in* i;11«- ;ti"ii !. *w
him to iftimi
*
a nun
Sait l-'rain-i.-i
n-turnina
t'uruil

urns

\ lull's

ainl leaches

11

!: •
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a 11

Lake Titlea;

Ol

mi.i

Hi
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" mim
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From Finn* to til,* ail. :< nt <'apii.il m
tin* I liras,
li/ni, tills r« nul extends Im .Ml* in, i>\\
lil.'iv.
liilt- these works were a..•ill?- >m In- m
1
tin* Amies at tin- north tin
pushing
iii'i'i
i>t' tin- Orova Iim- w hi eh. in I If u iM 'n m
lenalli

in

Snoring.

«> llu* stndv. tin* 1 K*«iutiftil siiutv, linw
havi- «i' siiii'cnl i'n.iii tin well meant
I>ut c\;is|icratiiic' wasps, grunts, ^th's'lcs J liiliuuiiun of tin- scclicn 1* traverse 11\ 11-> ll'
luaj ir .uni minor keys, m'.md crashes anil lUoru southern compeer. These were .>ii hut parts
111
t
m
stem of lun-s. to •
sudden e-lists'
Have we not ivasnlled of a •.riaaiii h’
iMHt.tHHt. jifi.ji i-tfil In Mr Mnaa- a:.-I nlopti*,| fm
with tllCC ill the silent watel.es III 1 he cXeclit!
*
!
tin
•;.
M
In I' -fit
o;l|*sc
ni.wlft, I'lace.l a wet towel over the tiiiincl takings neither an- inn wen- \pe, o .1 to i<.- mum-«• >•! I hat w
a.!
Hum
leadiny- to thy far oil' . I ii.; jmlle.l thy iliateiy profit able hi "in
If
If
delicate tii.uibime with the index linger i were intemleil to Open u- nival inter
\m
ami to maleannis of I’fni to tin- Ikeam
and tlulln 1.. attached to th\ larger toe a azoniau wraith available. a ,1 weiv almost wnln-m
knot ol' sti'ine- and t maned a]>|in>\ a 1 at exception <io\rriitnent wm'ie Tin- fii n.n
1 tin
\i
every fresh and brilliant eil'ort from thy IVru w re ami an* so i:i >»|\ed that
snundine keyboard
Have we not lain Meiyes has Imeii eompelb-d to -i sp.-m1 ••pn'it
Imt In* h.-m never suth red tin man; out iim- oi tinawake nialits in one of Mr. I'allman's work to hr
seriously itlterl'f reil with «M all I 11
patent palatial |mll back snoring ears roads the most important ami inter* -i. is him1.
to
listening to a band of inereantile barrel to h> the Oroya Filllao Iim-. w !
i,
earrieil ;u-ro.v> both For.!:l!fra- a 1 to
organs and elderly female orehestreons milJy
t,
I'hm
of
\ma
o;.,an
the
tin* lie.-ul waters
wnintina tile “Dead March in Saul?" was intrrfereil with tor turn- h\ a -ioi'l
■an
1’oor Saul I low we have pitied him.
nine milns in length. whieh has Iona hfru in op.•1
w
Ant mail who would die n such a vil- ration lift Weeli * alhlo ml him t in* Iunderi...*!
ers of whieh. ha vine a monopoly
lainous, combination of harsh sounds de'-.i
exorbitant rates
charge M M*
set A ed to be buried ue\l io
liras.-, band, me his material' iml
I
it
t;•
machinery
lint there is rest for the wears, balm si to sa\ i!:a* M Mi- aa- finally built Iim own
m: w 11 h !.:•■ work
atul
went
to
f
hr
sea
eo-.isf
ace
to
those
who
cannot
Dilead, pe
sleep,
mi!.-- i1
Ihirim- tin- Inst foili
joy in the city boardine-house, comfort pemiriitl}
I
•rival O|o ,i liim rliaibs up 'it'1" i•• t
\n e\tint^uish.lias si\t\ mil
by sea and land!
I'
it mounts !(».IUm» feet iicu.
heel) found a patelll Sllole eonsiunei a alone tin- ••■lar of pn-< :piee
---:•
»t I
noiseless nose contractor, a something el i t) h\ brill: e.s I hat sff in to h ill; ill I i. m
.<i\ tie.
rs
ilie mountains In a sern-s
which is destined to make home happy, p:
.-mar distance ol t wo mil.
tunm-l at tinreconcile the human race, cause wars to atul at the summit I >.ii|.i feet aim., the '--a
i..
im1
cease and peace to smile upon a bilious
cuts through tin- roek In a tiinin-l
hnlnet ot \
feet
The iron
world.
•»<(’. fret aeto. s a eh.mm I : t.-.-t
John A. Wyeth, M. D
let bis name springs
F
After ascending a glade of |U.» to -.'ll h
be proclaimed upon the housetops
lives, mile for
h.
twenty three mih--.tin- line n.n Inlie is the man w ho, after \ears of patient ehaMii of Fa Iutirnulla, a lissim- '"'"* t. ••! h j.
with ides as smooth as ui.n-otiurn i. m I tin t.
study, ba discovered the universal N. rent
I ',,, r.ol
of the ri\ •*r Itimne at the !».*u u
D.
If the genteel reader
uose-euide.
ll..
is *• r h\
wav <-losses this gorge -l*** leet ah.
to
will turn
the current Popular Science a bridge opening into a tunm-l a' n h .-:m
In
Monthly, page 701, he will find a human dmilig tln-se tuum-is the workm -a w m- h*weo- I
< li''
of
ami
the
l.aimin.from
the
top
bead, or the figure of one split through hy io[m*s
oi th.hammered at th.
the m ddle. ID will behold his own head, that Will the\
Ulllil they ha.I flit theiiisi-lves a hu loom
I
of
course,
as
and
as
it
described,
laiiio.F
a,ii\•.ntsoftu
llnr ol* tin- object
split,
p
! tin
no
.[• I'.i
probably ought to be split, a- others see j the fatuous silver turn
it when Iu- is snoring the snore of the unfoinn-rl) tin- riehest 111 tin- w orhl hut loti -im
tli'oilnl ami ilealrited t>. m-.- oi tin- dillnultv
repentant. four arrows are seen piere
Mr Mn
reaeitiim them with ln-av\ mai-hmi-iy.
ing the part which constitute the human had reeeiitl\ nllteied into new contracts iv ill. Iim
How have we longed for
oiebe treon.
FiM'itviaii (ioveilimeiit for opfiun- and wuil.m
■
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tln-se imii.
and it was hut the other d.o ll. it ••
in enter 10 snore,
jusi such annws.
ivi-eived a tclepTUlu from London .. a. .i.
km
loci
"we
must
the
li
tl
nioiit
or,
|
says
keep
that the engineers estimated tin ituount ol tin*
open, al.-.o the nose.'' Ii follows, says he silver already made availahh? in this wmld lamons
•.

that any device which [irevents
jaw from dropping down during sleep w ill prevent snoring. I low true,
how simple, how beautiful! We knew
the jaw had something to do with it all
the time.
Now listen to the remedy : A
simple cap for the head, a cap for the
chill, and a piece of elastic webbing see
and the thing's done.
The
diagram
hut ell w ay s being closed, the object ion a hie
human, steamboat can now proceed to
sleep with full steam on. and its funnel
duly protected from the insults of w aking
humanity or the scorn of the envious
skeeter. John A. Wyeth, M. I)., wyelheth
of men, we honor thee .’
Ten millions of
happy noses now point to thee with pride,
benefactor of thy species! No longer a
nosus natiine, the ease of the future will
bless thy name as it sleeps and breathes
in peace.
[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

again,

the lower

In response to written orders, the expressmen of Meriden, Colin., one day last
week were sent in great haste to a hotel
to take the trunk of I,. K. Plant to the
depot. The landlord took the joke kindly at first, hut as express wagon after
express wagon drove up tile joke became
monotonous, and the hotel lobbies resounded with profanity.

It

is

a

remarkable fact that

cannot
not know

we

explain, that the boy who does

that the gun is loaded is nevertheless always to be found at the safe end of the
Providence ought to look after this
gun.
little arrangement and reverse it occa-

sionally.

region hy Mr. Men s'.s explm'at Nis. ot to he lua.le
mi
The Le. dal in
so'available, at r
Faliforma passed an net I" n-lhnc him ot ill p n
.•

eoiilieelioii wit!; the o
allies on
issued bonds. There are < more ol dcimhtlul st
that -n
lies told about these re-i it utnum. mb
an old washerwauuau who mutii\fd to li,i\e imi
\l
M.-i:;-- r.i ''..nth
sent
u
aeeoimt
lorgotte
America, au«l received in return an uimxnecL
git'l of bar silver, wliieh made her eointortai i> hu
Put there are otln-r creditors who >u!l o
life
tot been So fortunate iml Ml Me;
t he V have
He
did not settle all the claims that were dm
used his great wealth with unstinted liberalit,
to
his
ready
was
and
help
countrymen in
always
trouble
aeeoiillt of his

>

\«* lllii'

KIll'W

|H
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MOM

mil.;:

Ml

M>i

>

ll»" iii.-.Mm w a> -u(*|»«»>• *. 1 t*» hr r\
worth
Hr was .-.died M-miI. I’risto all
rcedimrlv lari'.1
was

II
thr Western roast ..l S-.uth Vui«-rn
huge illiioiiiit ot real estate, whirh »\.tre-*
it
into
will
tlit*
of‘
ttiriititt*
tor
bought
purpose
M
idenres iu the virimty ot t’allao ami Lin.
r.l i.i
thr timr ot' his ilrath this proprrtv ha.l
Hr also ha I !»• ililr
hr .»t' mill'll prurtiral valur
van! property, on whic h hr had 'prut a ••.••»«t ilrul
of money.
ilis iimnnisr simar t*>tatrs wiiv disIt IS r\
posed of SOllli* t’lllir before his ilratll
his
fortnnr w ill turn out to hr a n. an
prrtnl that
tic wrcrk. from whirh hut littlr ran hr sawd

along
hail

a

Mr. Meiggs was a man ot imposim’ appeal anre
Hr was ahout tivr feet n rht inrlu-s in hm hi
hroatil shouldered. muscular we’nrhed ahout
pounds. mill had thr biggest lists and larg.-st hr at
in South Vuirrica. His ryes wrrr ./rax drrp srl.
piercing and kindly iu expression. Hr had a
square jaw and ehiti, a big nose, a laive mouth
and tirtn closed lips. His countenance hore thr
impress of power. Hr would have hern simrled
Hr was a
out in any company as a superior man.
err at mathematician, and so remarkably quick at
figures that the ('hilians and Peruvians are fond of
telling stories ahout his wonderful arithmrtir.il

performances.
As the earth supports those who tramnlo it uu
der foot and rend its bosom with the plough, so
should we return good for evil.
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Abortionist Exposed.

A poor, unfortunate
M. Holmes

Washington Matters.

girl

named Lizzie
met her death at the

recently

DESIGNS

a Mrs. Lamb, in Lewiston.
It
evident that she had been in peril of

mother before she was a wile,
and a medical rxamination disclosed
marks of violence. Besides Lamb and

becoming

a

v-tie, one John

l\ Loss was

arrested, the

latter as accessory to the crime. Mrs.
Lamb’s desk was seized, with papers
showing that other young girls had there
undergone like treatment. At the examination

before

justice much testi-

a

mony was given, among which was the
follow ing
Mary A Lamb. a daughter of the woman arrest
,-d. testified that the fetus was horn Tuesday
morning. A writing desk which had been brought
into court she identified as
belonging to her moth
< r. and
thought the letter purporting to have been
written by Miss Holmes in Portland to her friends

Mechanic Falls, was in her mother's (Mrs.
Lamb's, handwriting. The note paper on which it
is written
corresponds with Mrs. Lamb's writing
Miss Lamb named four other
paper in the desk
women who had been sick at the house in the
same way as Miss Holmes.
Mrs. Lamb was recalled and recognized the
desk, but did not know the handwriting of the letter purporting to he from Portland.
She gave the
jury a sample of her handwriting She stated that
Miss Holmes wanted to take a team and go to
Danville Junction, and from there to Mechanic
Falls. <o as to mislead her friends as to her where
a bouts.
Mr. Lamb also stated that she told l)rs.
<>akes and Hiker that Miss Holmes had stated
to her that John F. Foss was the author of her
troubles.
John F F«»ss. who had kept company with Liz
/.it-, said she told him she was going to Massaehu
setts: 1 have seen fellows in her room as I was
passing by ; have seen her riding with a fellow who
-ed to work in the Journal office: that's what
a used thtseparation between us; she said he
had gone to California: have heard her say before
this s h <■ thought of going away: 1 had no knowl
edge of Miss Lizzie's condition : her mother asked
me. and I told her I didn't believe it. and that, so
far a> 1 was concerned, it couldn't be so: don’t
know Mr. ami Mrs Lamb: I can form no idea of
the guilty man ii this case : 1 don’t know that she
has kept company Svith any man since this trouble
came upon her.
Mrs. Mary H. Lauih testified to Lizzie coming
to in : house and wanting a place to stop : that after much persuasion site gave her a room; Lizzie
said she had been to Portland and had an opera
tion pi*rtormed : that she was keeping company
with a man her friends were opposed to, and that
they'd kill him if they knew this, but they shan’t
•! a chance to know: she refused to tell whom
!
had been within Portland: after she was so
si< i; I asked her if she didn't want to see her mother ami shf said she did not: when the doctor came
could just speak, and said. 1 am engaged to a
person my folks are hound 1 shan't have; we had a
i.i !y confined at our house last spring : she was al
'•cork .;i a dressmaker's shop, and wanted a room
! W :tm*ss spoke of several women wiio had been
.-irk coniine.1—at her house, giving names.] Mrs.
Lamb further testified that she asked Lizzie why
shf didn't marry the father of her child, and that
she replied she was not going to marry any one
and have it thrown in her face that he was forced
lo
marry her, but that she should be married in
November.
■

Hr. M
K
was recalled ami test 1 tied that
Mrs. Lamb told him when he was recalled to Lizzie's bedside, who tie* man was that caused the
trouhie she had the information from Lizzie her
.-'ll.
The doctor gave the name to the jury.
-Mrs. Hr. Elizabeth llorr testified to being called
i" attend to single women at different times, at
Mrs
Lamb’s, one of them from Augusta: that in
both eases operations had been performed, and in
both eases the victims died, the former suddenly:
witness was present at the death of the latter, who
refused to give any information respecting the
history of her ease.
The testimony having been closed, the jury re

tired, and subsequently brought in the following
verdict
The jury find that deceased came to her death
by means of an abortion, produced by the use of
s--tiie instrument t<» the jurors unknown,
upon
the body of 1 he said Li/.zk M. Holmes, by Joseph
\. Lamh and Mary L Lamb; and the jurors tind
that John F Foss was uecessorv thereto before
the fact.
Another

Great Fire close to St. John.

John. .\. IF. <h*t. 'JO. About 3 o’clock this
morning the residents of Main street. Portland,
were aroused by an alarm of lire, and
although the
tiivmmi and others were quickly at the scene.considerable headway was gained before
they arrived,
and the lurid 11 ones shot up from several buildings.
The lire originated in the centre of a block betwe< n
Main and High streets, and spread quickly in all
directions
Tin* buildings fronting on the streets
were wood, and very high, and in tin* rear of them
were sheds and outbuildings filled with
highly
(umlmstible material. Although the liremen arrived ear! v. some* delay was experienced in getting
the engines to work, which added to the terror of
the situation. The resid its of the block where
tin* lire began saved noting, and barely escaped
with their lives
The tire soon worked its way to
the large buildings fronting on Main street, extend
ing from .1 ones’ corner to Orange corner. These
buildings were occupied as shops below and dwell
ings above. The goods in tin* shops were hastily
cast into the street, and furniture was thrown from
the upper windows, only to fall an easy prey to the
th* v. »u ring element.
A it hough quite a heavy show
ci had fallen
early in the evening, the dampness of
tin* buildings did not seem to retard the progress
"f tin* tin*, and it appeared as though the lament
able -JOth of June in St. John would be repeated
wilk increased vehemence in Portland.
The tire
meanwhile working to tin* south with amazing rapidity, tin* lire engines took the most available po
sit ions, but could do nothing toward
preventing
the lire crossing to Chapel street, which it did. al
most before tin*
of
tin* houses
sleeping occupants
could be aroused from their perilous positions.
About this time it was found that there was a
scarcity of water, and the entire town seemed in
imminent peril. Pre\ ions to this the inhabitants
•I' High and other hack streets had not considered
themselves in danger, and when they began to take
in the situation.
Sr

s'

l.M.s or

m:

wildest niAKACTt:i:

‘1 lowed.

Men. women, and children, half naked
and Mime with no clothing, ran in every direction,
ki.i.wing not where to seek shelter. Sick people
were carried out on beds and
compelled to remain
in the streets near the tin* for some time, till
means of exit
could he found.
Although the
morning was calm, a gentle breeze had now sprung
up. which was every moment increasing, while the
energies of tin* firemen were being exercised to
the very best possible advantage.
The lire was
mm fairing in the blocks between Portland.
Chapel,
A end ia. and Maine streets, and
threatened the
western side of Cortland street, but here Courtz'
solid brick building on the corner helped to cheek
the violence of the lire and aided the firemen in
savin it the wooden buildings adjoining. With rare
courage they stood their ground, while so comjdeiely wrapp' d in llumes that they were obliged
cover their bodies with hoards to
prevent their
iothimr taking lire. The Methodist church, Kev.
Mr. Teed, pastor, was then in the track of the
liaun
and was licked up in a few minutes. The
parsonage shared tin* same fate, and everything
also in tin* same line to the water's
edge was
reached. All this had only been tin* work of half
hour, when \->. 3steamer arrived from the
city,
fully manned, and by their exertions a whole row
of buildings, and. perhaps, the entire block were
>aved.
Tie* Cortland Temperance Hall fell an
easy prey. Price A Shaw, carriage makers, occuthe
basement of this building, and for the
pied
third time in less than a year were driven out with
lieav\ loss. At •» o'clock
1

Till.

WIND

WAS

BLnWINC

A

CALK

was at its height.
Where it would
could predict. Entire blocks, from
Main to High streets, had been completely wiped
it. and only tall, giant like chimneys were stand
ing. Hvi-ii these were tottering and falling in
such a manner as to render approach exceedingly
dangerous. From High street to the water's edge,
the llames. unrestrained, were extending in all di
na tions Camden street was
burning, large hawses
at the foot of Portland street were in tiames. and
all the buildings from Temperance Hall, on Sim
•unis street, to Thompson's mill, was gone in the
twinkling of an eye. Ferguson »fc Rankin’s wharf,
with huge piles of excellent lumber, were in great
peril, and the steamers Ida Whittier, (jphias and
Vietor. lying in the slips, were far from safety, but,
by a happy ehango in the wind, the tire was eon
lined to houses on the streets above named, and
did not extend to the straight shore
Three tugboats steamed up the harbor within distance, and.
with their hose, threw water with splendid effect
on the lumber on the wharves, which was saved
by their timely arrival ami exertions The tire
raged till about I o'clock, in the directions above
indicated, and even this evening the ruins are still
smouldering, engines being employed upon them,
though all danger of spreading is over Those
abroad at all acquainted with the locality will re
ilize the full extent of the lire by the following
mum ary of property destroyed
All the houses
"ii Main street, between Jones'Corner and Orange
corner: all the buildings on Chapel street; all on
Acadia street, except one very small block, above
mentioned : the greater part of Chapel street: all
the east and part of the west side of Portland
street
the east side of Simonds street, from High
street to the water and both sides of Camden street.

.tii.l 5hr

stop

no

lire

one

SKYKN

The

only

fU'N*I)IvKI» FAMILIES

number of houses

one

lies made
2000

being

of

MADE

destroyed

HOMELESS.

is about 230,

brick, and the’number of fami-

homeless about 700.
comprising about
people. Many were persons driven from the
city on the 20th of June last, who, with nothing
left, sought refuge here, and now, for the second
time, are left doubly destitute just at the
approach
of a possibly hard winter,
lu the district uestroyd
tin* houses were, with a few exceptions, made of
wood and crowded with tenements, principally of
the laboring class. Considering the extent of the
lire a very small
proportion of furniture or shop
goods was saved, and what those now so rudely
thrust into the streets will do for shelter is more
than can at present he delined.
Many large buildings had lately been converted into boarding
houses, to make room for mechanics and others
from abroad, and these, with others, have lost all.
This morning, when the sun rose, in shone on a
sad and heart rending spectacle in Portland. The
streets of the burnt portion swarmed with living
victims of the lire, houseless and destitute, look
ing in vain for what they hoped they had saved,
and trying to plan as to what they could do as to
the future. Some had lost the earnings of a lifetime, and were almost distracted, while others had
lost what was given them by the relief committee
since the last tire, but they bore up with great for
titude, evidently becoming used to the ravages of
the fire-fiend.

Clintonville, Clinton county, N. Y., has been devastated by small pox. Twenty persons have died
within a few days. Travelers are prohibited from
entering the place, all the highways being blockaded.
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The Senate Republicans have, disclosed
ITHLIS1IKD EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY
their purpose concerning the contestants
H
SIMPSON.
from Louisiana and South Carolina. That w ILL! A M
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
purpose, in brief, is to keep the DemoSri;.s<'RiPTiov Terms. In advance,$2.00a year;
cratic contestants out of their seats as
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of tlio
long as possible, by pigeon-holing their
year. $3.00.
cases on the elections committee. ThursAdvertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
lie
summed
result
can
up briefly. of length in column.) $1.00 for one week, and 25
day's
The Kepublieans, under the lead of Messrs. cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction or
a square charged as a full one.
Edmunds and Colliding, forced the tighti ig on Mr. .Mitchell's motion to refer SpofThe following are authorized agents for the
ford’s case toMorton'scommittee, of which Journal:
S. R. Niles. No. <i, Tremont St.. Boston.
Mitchell is the accidental chairman, it
S. M. Pettengiee. A- Co., 0 State St., Boston,
was a shrewd move, for they knew that
and 37 Park Row, N. Y.
all their followers could not be depended
Horace Dodd. 1*21 Washington St., Boston.
on to vote Spofford out and Kellogg in:
Leo. I*. Rowell A: Co., 10 Park Row, New York.
Bates A Locke, 31 Park Row, New York.
but judged rightly that none would dare
desert the party on the question of referAdministrators, Executors and (Guardians
ence, since all could easily explain that desiring their advertisements published in the Jourvote by saying simply that it is a time- nal will please so state to the Court.
honored custom in the Senate to refer all
SUBSCRIBERS
money or desiring to
important questions to a committee. The have the address ofremitting
papers changed, must state the
event proved the accuracy of their calcuPost Office to which the paper has been sent, as
lations. The two votes, one to refer the well as the office to which it is to go.
credentials to the committee on elections,
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
and the other, refusing to instruct the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
committee when to report, have convinced is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance,
the Democrats that the vacancies in Louis- 15 May 7$, means that the subscription is
paid to
iana and South Carolina will be kept open that date. When a new payment is made, the date
to
and
SUBSCRIBbe
changed
correspond,
until 1879, if possible. The Democrats will
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
take it very coolly. Indeed, they feel and DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
say that the record the Kepublieans have are requested to forward the sums due.
made will make thousands of Democratic
votes. “They must be fools,” said ThurMr. Hayes’ Future.
man, after the Senate adjourned. "(Hi,
It is pretty apparent that the party
well,” replied Bayard, laughing, “three
months of life is worth a good deal to a which placed Mr. Hayes in the Presiden“It is
man condemned to be. executed."
tial chair, does not intend that he shall
the old story,” said another. History rea political future, in their interest.
have
cords no instance of a party voting itself
It is a note-worthy point He is to he “given away,” as tin; sportout of power.
that if Eustis, Spofford and Butler were
ing men say discarded because his late
admitted the Senate would be tied. Morfriends have no use for him. -They think
This
absent.
ton and Sharon being
fact,
have shrewder men, truer men, and
they
doubtless, keeps the Kepublieans solid.
They are elated with their victory, car- men more desirable to a still hopeful,
ing little, apparently, that it is sure to though a minority party.
Republican
Mitchell
hurt them most in the end.
state conventions refuse him endorsement
makes no secret of his intentii n to bury
the eases in the committee. "The party generally—and in those that do vote apnever was so solid,” said he exuitingly.
proval, the forces withdraw from the canThe Kepublieans are not claiming Judge didates, as Uriah was left to perish in the
Davis as much as they were. “Do you
forefront of the battle. Hlaiue relinquishes
know what 1 think of all this talk about
the Democracy “all his right, title and
to
said
on
these
more
cases,”
light
needing
he to Stanley Matthews; "It is what we interest in and to the President.” And
call, out west, poppycock.” He further there really remains to the occupant of
told Matthews very plainly, that he was
the White House, of his own party, little
taking just the course to ruin the administration. The fact that Mel ionald voted on which to rely save Stanley Mathews,
sets at rest the assertion that he has neg- Carl Selnirz, the cabinet generally, and
atived his vote by pairing with .Morton the
unsavory kiss of paralyzed Morton.
while absent.
It is a sad thing thus to reflect on the unCHEKRINC.

to

THE DEMOCKArV.

reliable nature of

The Republican party in Congress seems
to l>e ill a condition of hopeless melancholy.
Republican members from the
rural districts of Pennsylvania, have
brought depressing reports of demoralizPoliticians of both
ation everywhere.
parties are sure that Pennsylvania will
go Democratic next month. The Democratic members from that State claim
that it will give a Democratic majority
of twenty-five thousand
Republican
members admit that the Democratic majority will not be less than fifteen thousand. Some of them are telling as a good
joke on Secretary Sherman, and as an
actual fact, that the Democrats are circulating copies of his financial speech
at Mansfield, as campaign documents.
Equally cheering reports are coming from
Ex Representative
New York State.
Meade, who is here, says he knows he is
within the limits of probability, when he
says that New York will give a Democratic majority of seventy-five thousand.
DAVIS'

SENATOR

PliO COSE I)

The most imposing*
political demonstration ever held in the
Capital of New .Jersey took place on the
evening of the liith in the Taylor opera
House, where the vast multitude assembled to do honor to General McClellan,
the standard-bearer of the Democracy in
the’present (; ubernatorial campaign, tilled
aisles, doorways and galleries and overflowed into tile street outside. On the
stage were John 1’. Stockton, Leon Abbott. John T. llii'd, G. W. 1). Yroom, exGovernor Darker, Mayor Undine and a
host of other notabilities. When General
McClellan made his appearance the applause was so enthusiastic and long-continued that he could only stand and bow
his acknowledgments for several minutes.
John 1’. Stockton was elected chairman,
and after referring to the achievements ol'
his friends in Ohio assorted that General
McClellan was nominated because he resigned his command rather than surrender his views of constitutional rights, and
because lie is to-day the embodiment of
the Democracy.
“My friends,” said General McClellan,
“there are some passages in my life which
make it pleasant for me to stand here in
Trenton and receive this ovation. Fifteen
years ago I came here involuntarily. 1 was
separated from the army with whose history I was identified from its first existence.
There were sad hearts at that parting,
and none were sadder than mine. Here 1
received nothing but kindness, and that,
too, when it was no advantage to anyone
to offer me kindness.
1 have never forgotten that treatment, nor can 1 forget
the renewed proof of confidence shown a
few weeks since when I was placed in
nomination by the Democracy of the
State. In this campaign we must take
nothing for granted, but, spurred on by
the brilliant victory of our friends in Ohio,
we must make this the greatest triumph
ever achieved in this State.
I shall expect that the Democratic party will demand of its Chief Executive that he shall
do his utmost to lessen the burdens of
taxation and all that will conduce to the
prosperity of the Commonwealth, and
that without regard to class or party.”
General McClellan gratefully acknowledged the honor done him. and was followed by Leon Abbett, who pledged as
large a majority from Hudson county
alone as was given bv the State in ISfU.

Gilman,

who shot the workmen in
Waterville last Saturday night while removing a fence, was arrested on Thursday by order of Judge Libbev, an indictment having been found against him.
He does not deny the shooting, but on the
contrary says he would do it again under
similar circumstances. He says he means
to kill Edwin N'oyes.
His mother, Mrs.
Joanna 11. Gilman, has published a letter
in the Fairfield Chronicle, in which she
says the land is hers and she hopes her
sons as dutiful children, will always sustain their mother in claiming her just
rights. She does not add: “Hy lawful
means.” The communication was written
for the Waterville Mail, but declined by
that paper.
Promiscuous

Shooting.

York. 1*a., Oct. 21. Last evening a young man
named Frank Frey entered tlie laundry of the National House at this place, and drawing a revolver
shot a young girl employed there, named (Jreybill,
in the breast. He then tired at another woman
named Reilly, the bullet striking her in the breast
also. Upon leaving the place he tired at a man
named Nelly, but the ball struck the lmekle of his
suspender and glanced off. Frey then met Thomas
Craig, a colored man, and shot him in the breast.
Running across the street he shot another man
named Joseph Krney, the ball merely grazing his
body. He then entered a cigar store, tiring one
shot there, but without injury to auv one, wbeu he
was seized by a man named Spousler, and in the
struggle which ensued Frey was himself shot in
the band. None of the victims are considered
dangerously hurt. Frey had been drinking.

to our

Republican

some

times

come

ruler—

•Who oVr tin* herd would wish to reign,
Fantastic, tickle, tierce and vain !
Vain as the leaf upon the stream.
And tickle as a changeful dream :
Fantastic as a woman’s mood.
And tierce as frenzy's fevered blood.
Thou many-headed' monster-tiling,
0 who would wish to he a King!"

Outside the little

portion

of the party

upon the verge of his administration, the President lias no supporter,
and hardly an apologist, save in those

that

The investigation which Senator Davis
of West Virginia proposes to make into
the affairs of the, Treasury Department,
is a continuation of a similar investigation
(treat
set on foot by him two years ago.
discrepancies are said to exist in the figures of the Treasury reports between the
years 1 SOP and is?|. These discrepancies affect nearly all of the principal items
of the Treasury accounts, but more particularly in relation to the public debt,
which. Senator Davis claims, was increased according to the figures for the
three years before mentioned over *100,000,000. Senator Davis is of the opinion
that now is the proper time to make the
required investigation, as it cannot lie
alleged that the inquiry is for political
purposes.
i

Trenton, Oft. 17.

changed

Scottish James did not
e\en

INVESTIOA-

Mac’s Campaign in New Jersey.

who

front idolatry to aversion.
It would be strange if the thoughts of the

have

TION.

Little

popularity—that he

lately led the forces and received the
homage of the entire party, could so soon
so

!

|

hangs

without a country. B ut still there is small
chance of any practical, sale or neutral
sea on which any man, even a President,
can

sail. He who cuts loose from

must almost

inevitably

one

Concerning
“Wuat’a in

party

drift toward the

but

in Congress. But the bitterness of feelthat grew out of the great wrong of

the Electoral Commission may have its
influence against any cordial response to
such tender. And whether the President
runs the administration in the manner in-

the affairs of government will be
in better condition to be turned over to
the Democracy, after the inevitable vic-

effected,

tory of 1880, than though they came raging hot from a radical Republican administration.
Coming Democratic Senate.

with which the United States Sen-

ate is

slipping

away from the control of
the Republican party. The Indianapolis
Sentinel, going more into detail shows that
by 1870, it will have passed entirely into
Democratic control that cannot be dis-

puted. It says that the downfall of the
Republican party is as complete as it is
final.

Ohio covers herself with the garlands of victory and calls upon Pennsylvania to follow. The time has not yet arrived to write the obituary of the Republican party. It is demoralized and rapid-

ly disintegrating,

organization

in

many localities will probably be maintained. The House of Representatives is

Democratic, and the majority in future

of

one

will be succeeded by a Democrat, .Morgan, the junior Senator, is a Democrat,
In Arkanand his term expires in 1883.
\Y. Dorsey, Republican, will be
sas S.
succeeded by a Democrat. The Democrats had 8(i majority on joint ballot in
the last legislature. The junior Senator
from Arkansas is a Democrat, whose term
expires in 1883. In California the Demo-

nearly
lator, and will elect
A. A.

majority in the legisa

Senator to succeed

Sargent, Republican.

The term of

In
Booth, Republican, expires in 1881.
Colorado there is little probability of a
Democratic

Chaffee's term

gain.

in 1879, and his

successor

expires

will be

a

And Amos

■‘The power, the grace, the sweetness of a name.”
in describing the terrors of the

French retreat from Moscow, pursued by
the avenging Russians, crowns the record
of their discomfiture with the assertion
that
“Last cit all tin Admiral came.
A terrible man with a terrible

unteers that with the hero’s adventure-

Re-

Not

names

of great renown, to be sure,

but certain to belong to good fighters.
Hut bless you, reader, this pen of ours
is straying too far among examples, and

learn the christening it would receive—
whether the tidings should go abroad that
‘•the child is horn, and his name is Icha-

bod,”
wise

or
—

advantage, beyond
from

a

that which will

come

wise and firm administration of

majority of 10

a

joint ballot, There is
doubt but that Conover, Republican,

no

on

will be succeeded

by

a

Democrat.

Jones,

he other-

“The Rockland

What
the deuce did they give it that name for ?”
asked the venerable and steadfast Demas lm looked for the first time upon
the overbold heading. The press of Maine
is courteous to new comers, so the com-

ocrat,

to

lature of Florida the Democrats had

proved to

so.

Opinion! Opinion!! Opinion!!!

representation

and generous to a man so circumstanced.
They neither ask nor expect any personal

It

otherwise.

very much

tinue

legis-

was

announced that a new Democratic paper
was to be started in Knox county, much
curiosity and some solicitude existed to

just

be Democratic. In the last

Let

W hen it

subject.

return to the

The

to be

field of literature.

fiowery

into the
us

patriotism
Democracy

con-

nineteen named

and

Sixteen called Thomson,
Smith."

torial

mean

when

to the convention last

August, and it

generally understood that they
tained the clause above quoted.
not

when Mr. Emery's
make an issue with

was
con-

But

plain proposition to
prohibition was put

the convention, it was rejected by a
vote of four to one.
There is older and
better authority than that the Opinion
quotes. The Democratic National Convention oi

resolved tuat "local seii-

ir*/"

govenmient, with iuipartial suffrage, will
guard the rights of all citizens more securely than any centralized power.” This
was

the Maine Democratic

by

re-affirmed

For

State Convention.

vention to resolve that

National Con-

a

State should

a

of the forty editors found
in type. It was plain that

the judicious good sense of the Knox
Democracy had not been consulted in
the naming. What is an opinion? Dr.
Worcester thus defines the term—
OriNiox.

there is
no facts,

no
or

That which is thought, either when
certain knowledge, or when there are
none sufficient for a decided judgment.

newspaper which is an Opinion must be one which thinks it knows
Therefore

a

should not enact

prohibition,

or

would in-

fringe the Democratic doctrine of State
rights. The great issue of the past few
years between the two parties, has been
that of the right of ail the States to local
self-government. Again we say that the
Democratic party of Maine has estab
lished no such principle.

country.”
If. again,

question

as

to the

in Wisconsin.

re-election of Howe

The

Republicans,

as

a

general tiling, manage to secure the legislature, and it will bo some time before
we can hope for a Democratic Senator
from Wisconsin. The Louisiana scat, now
in controversy, becomes vacant in 1871),

and the State will then be
a

represented by

Democrat.

The seat to expire in I HH.'i
be determined by the Senate. It

is yet to
is more than

probable

ed.

Frelinghuysen, Republican,
a

Democrat has been elect-

Randolph, Democrat, holds until

188M.

Colliding will be beaten in New York and
then Kernan will have a brother Democrat for a colleague.
Matthews will give
way to a Democrat from < lliio. The. Ruckeye State will then be represented bv two
Democrats.

Mitchell, Republican,

from

one asks these gentlemen what the
Oregon, will vacate and a Democrat will
Administration thinks about getting its nominaGrover. Don Cameron’s term expires
join
tions continued, and whether it will not get its
friends to advocate them, the answer again is—
in Pennsylvania. The legislature will be
“Not at all. The Senate ought not to be influ
close.
Wallace, democrat, holds until
enced. Senators must use their own judgments,
acting on oath. It is the President’s duty to name 1881.
Patterson, of South Carolina, will
lit men. If the Senate rejects them that is its
business. It ought not to reject tit and proper grace a state prison long before his Senamen, but if it does the President must submit and
torial term expires, in 1S7!». The sueceswill doubtless try to lind others."
If one asks, “lint will not the Administration try sor of Patterson in the Senate will be a
to conciliate some Senators V' the reply is—
Democrat. Butler, democrat, will be ad“Of course not. What has it to do with eoncil
iation f It has a duty to perform towards the na
mitted at the special session, lie will
lion—to select proper persons for the subordinate
This review demonhold until 1883.
executive functions. It means to do that duty.”
“Rut political considerations must have weight,” strates that the next Senate will
certainyou say. and the President's friends reply : “Good
Heavens! what have politics to do with hunting ly be Democratic. Our conclusion is that
up and appointing to oflico the best men you can the next Senate will contain
get to accept.”
Democrats.4f>
This theory of non-intervention, in fact, is per
feet in all points. The President will do his con
Republicans. CC
1 ndependent.
I
stitutional duty, but ho will not seek for friends,
allies, supporters or partisans in either House of Doubtful. I
lie
will
not
Senator
or
disoblige
Congress,
any
Total. 7ii
member if he can properly avoid it; but he will
not seek either to conciliate or influence any.
He
leaves them to the absolutely unrestrained exer
The English had a curious experience
cise of their judgment and to the entire responsibility of what they may see lit to do, and, if he is in the attempt to transport to London the
rightly reported, lie holds that the Senators who,
under the Constitution, have to sit in judgment Egyptian obelisk known as Cleopatra’s
upon appointments, who are made judges to decide Needle.
It is about ninety feet high, ami
on oath, cannot
properly urge or instruct him be
two
hundred and twenty tons.
forehand as to nominations to office; that he has
weighs
a right to ask advice and information on such subDixon built about it lengthwise
Engineer
jects from members of the House, but not from
Senators, who are a court to sit upon his nomina- an iron tank, or caisson, in which to float
tions after they are made. To the average Senait. This was taken in tow by a steamer,
torial mind this theory is utter nonsense and fool- 1
ishness. but there are persons who believe that if 1 and all went well until a terrible gale was
it should he faithfully adhered to it might prove I
of Biscay, which
embarrassing to the anti-Administration Republi- encountered in the Bay
cans, who are itching for a tight, and fully intend obliged the steamer to abandon the unto “smash’’ Hayes, but who need, of course, somebody to light against them and something to tight wieldlv affair. Singularly enough, it kept
about. As some one said here to-day, speaking of
and was picked up after the gale
this matter: “They are ready to tread on the Ad- afloat,
ministration’s coat-tails, but the Administration is by another steamer, and may be by this
just now wearing a jacket.” It would be a hit for time safe in the Thames.
the auti-Administration Republicans to put the
President in the attitude of Johusoniziug, but if
As to "when anil where” Mr. Simpson “expert
he asks nothing, seeks nothing, but leaves them
to the unrestrained
of their own sweet diced disappointment,” wo know nothing. He is
performance
wills, they can hardly make this point against him. himself the best authority on that point. Perhaps
At present they have the impression that he is in- he never was disappointed in any political ambitimidated, but in that they are probably mistaken. tions. [Rockland Opinion.
The few Senator^ who are generally spoken of as
To this complexion has it come at last.
especially Administration men have certainly the
appearance of being intimidated, but it is quite The Opinion alluded to an “attempt,” and
possible they are only bewildered at the discovery an attempt is something definable. It
that the President has no work for them to perform
now
confesses that it knows nothing
and no policy for them to defend.

A President without
as

a party would be
strange and unaccountable as the man

about it.

Plain people call that sort of

thing lying.

peare’s writings
the term.

full of contempt for
of

are

speaks

Oratiano

‘•The fool’s gudgeon, this

s

blit

u

tool that makes

payment thereof,
And when Mahan
Mac

argued

on

the accused

the

ground

of fraud.

indicted for fraud,
jury in his behalf that

was

to the

very upright tradeshonest hut unfortunate

was a

pursuing
business, and won their verdict. It isn’t
often that a lawyer can thus, like a mountain farmer, have his field set up edgewise
an

man,

and crop it

both sides.

on

The outward habit

by the inward man.”
Iii the Winter’s Tale, Ciunillo counsels

Republican Congressmen are in a
terrible apprehension for fear the Democrats will introduce resolutions endorsing
the President.

To have the roll called

on

the passage of such resolutions would be
terrible trial of radical nerve. At a

it

recent

meeting, the suggestions and

pedients

conclusion

ex-

many and various. No
arrived at, and they ad-

were
was

party

Thus does lie justfy the Democratic claim
that he should have been the fifteenth
member of the Electoral Commission.

lady correspondent of the

"He etired
and betimes.

Of this diseased Opinion,
For 'tis most dangerous."

thus

"What's the matter, you dissections rogues,
That you. rubbing tlie poor itrh ofyour Opinion,
Make yourselves scabs

written to burlesque,

Dryden’s lines,

the Duke of Huckingham, might be taken
as a not inaccurate portrait of our selfsutlicient Rockland

target by some
grim political opponent, although either
may hit pretty hard.

was

Hut, despite all that the great poet has

there is encouragement in one passage
of Shakspeare.
It is that where Falstart'
addresses one of his boon companions

$11,000 instead of $1100, and afterwards increased it to $dl,oon.
Sitting Bull has disdainfully dismissed

the commission.

I le says he shall remain
in Canada, and don't want anything todo
with the Yankees.

a com

light upon such
lect and adopt

a
a

neighbor shall

one

half the issues of

commodity,

let him

se-

decent name, leave oil

his foolish swagger, put on a becoming
modesty, and in time the public disgust
in respect to that [taper may change.
‘•We advise the Journal to
wit for tint

approaching

reserve

its

Deacon llandv

ease,” says the Rockland Opinion. There
is <i similarity in the defence made, no
doubt, and the Opinion is quick to see
that if the Deacon made

a

successful

plea of physical impotence, its editor may
interpose one of mental impotence, and
get a verdict from the public.
.Mermaids have been seen on ealiu, warm Octo
her mornings, combing their sea-green ltair just
below lotion River bridge. [Ellsworth American.
Our

neighbor

makes

to the realm of fable.

of the mermaid have

a new

venture in-

All

previous views
represented her as

combing the flowing hair about her should-

omitting entirely
Hridge.”

ers,

The Rockland

“the Union River

an

bright

the Courier, fail to

neighbor,

man seems

to

Islimaelite of the

press, with his “hand against every man,
and every man’s hand against him.” It

recently provoked the following sharp
thrust from the Free Press—
Noticing the loon exhibited in onr office window
by .Mr. Ross, the Opinion makes the witty remark
that the "Free Press always was a little loony."
We return the compliment by observing that it is
more credltablo to be loony than
boozy, and that
we prefer ill oar cabinet of curiosities aloon rather
than the Opinion’s jail bird.

there

Tin* Supreme Judicial < mirt for Hancock «•
ty adjourned Saturday, after ten days -e—ion ....
\ i
but a large amount of bu-inwa.- done
diverees were granted. Jud-o- Virgin preside.:

faced child

are nauy homeless, pale
in this great city, who have stored
in memory, for a whole summer’s reerea

ren

only

tion,

ride in those

one

bright

The examination of the statutes h relation
mileage show.-, that numbers of t'..iij/ivs^
lowed mileage for two >.-->n.ns only ii- i-iirii •
gress. and that it eannot i>e paid them before tin
first of each se-sion

ears.

Poor little waifs!

-what untold suttcring
and want there is among them.

Owing

to tl>i'

prolonged

Tin- farmers i.i the vu-iuity «-t t'arroil. \
ii
have lost durimr the season many si i-ep, ami tbear tracks have been seen in tin- unions, t i*
posed that bruin is the thief All attempts t »
him have failed.

summer, our

winter entertainments have been much
deferred, hut first among the standard
varieties to greet us is the welcome lec-

At Alfred. one day last w.-.-L a Stiprem •
.)udgc tw. Ivo juror-' two lawyers and ;t -t
grapher wen* engaged half a >li\ deciding ith<* ownership of an old pair <>t bob sleds.
y

There has been much trepi-

ture courses.

dation existing among lecture bureaus,
owing to the great decay in the lecture
field, and no apparent prospect of a fresh

diet of >»; tor thr

growth of talent in the future, Hough,
Phillips, Collyer and Hale, are sure of a
certain amount of cordiality from tin
public, but agents have found it impossi-

<

A ternbk- r>.pIo-i u, occurred m
High libcoal mill'* near Glasgow Scotland. Mon.la
There were •JdA men i:i the min*- at the time aim
over two hundred ot them were killed
uvei :
corpse.- Were found at tin- foot of the shaft
/.re

ble to make the courses remunerative or
attractive, with only that well preserved
stock : hence a most agreeable revolution
has taken place. More than half the

W hat might have re-i. ted in a serious on- m
in the upper shop at the Vermont State p-.-on
Tuesday morning. !*th. was instantly cheeked
the lirmness ot the keeper. who did not he-kt
to use his pistol OH .i eon Viet who attacked lull

time advertised for the approaching season, is to be devoted to musical entertain-

Larral.ee. oi Phip-burg. employed a Iran,
wood, and left the house m charge of
!
Making pcuei with the doe. the ra p d t.u.e
alt eiitranee o:to tin* loeis.* .m i took awa\
a!
Ides to the annaint ol >100. including a revolver

<' .ntrress l- to be asked to pay so p,-i e.-ut ■!' t ..
expense- of tlie lMstnet >f ..Imnbia tro\ cititii'M.:
Tie* tied'
.etweeti SJd.ooo.noo and Siloou.ooi
The amount of taxes collected is Sl/Joo.ouu
I
government is twice t:
expense?, of tti,* 1».-1rt.

ceeds past years, when lectures and only
lectures made up the whole. Concerts of
rare excellence are advertised, and with

The

approach of the great Wagner
Opera, we have surely sufficient opportunity to indulge the most insatiable music
loving appetites.
word for the

ears

Mr. Pulsifer’s

new

volume of Maine Re-

Senator Blaine is ill of

an

attack of

ma-

larial fever at Washington.
and

The Prospect and Stockton Farmers' Club held
their eighth annual Cattle Show and Fair at Pros
peel village. Sept. "TStli. The day was eloudv and
somewhat threatening, yet there was a large gath
ering ot‘ people, and we had a very good show.
Indeed, the show? of neat stock was very good,

largest squash of the mammoth variety (we think
the largest raised in the county), weighing 151
pounds. While speaking of squashes, we would
mention the rare sight of seven large, well grown
squashes of the marrowfat variety, all grown on
one vine, weighing in the aggregate 150 pounds,
raised by J. M. Grant, Stockton. Then the beets
The show' of apples, it
—such beets heat all.
being an off year, w’as simply grand. One would
hardly believe that such fruit and vegetables could
be grown in a year so uupropitious as the present
has been. The ladies department was well represented with all the nice ornaments and fixings peculiar to their

department.

There

were

nice

quilts

and rugs exhibited, suggestive of comfort. There
was a good showing in the liue of farming iinple

by Aludgett and Libby, such as sulkcy
plows, and plows of other varieties, together with
mowers, rakes, hoes, forks, pruning knives, tfre.
The trotting was very good, the prize being a picture of the celebrated stallion Hen Morrill, worth
*500—won by Fred Morrill, entered by B. P. Sliute.
R. M. Tkkvktt, Secy.

Ohio.

Official Election Returns.

Cincinnati,

Oct. 23.

The full official

election, including every
precinct in the State, is as follows: Bishop
271,625; West 248,845; Bishop’s majority
over West 22,680.
vote of the late

a

»».- .-.war.-,

.u y.-ai

un-

A genuine Chinaman. giving the name ..t' Ktiia
nel Thompson was naturalized m the New \
IHeas by Judge Kobinsoii
H
emphatically renoutieed allegiance t.» any fotviL.
prince «*r potentate, and especially to the rue-i
Celestial Umpire.

of

your day has come at last; and we hope
to see some of those well behaved Kcl-

'The eaptain >f the schooner Northern SLn
(Jlonccster. has demanded damages from tic 1*
reef t able Company in the sum ot .s jno. for m-s
atn hor and chain during the late eiieotuiter ad
the cable. Tic- company has probably h-t rV
000 by this break in its line

fasters at the show. Wash up the babies
i
and tug them along: leave your work in |
the cellar, shed and back yard to those
homeless felines who steal around in the
|

small hours, and postpone all jiiin
piiss-nl concerts until you hav e the over
wee

[lowering satisfaction of having appeared
All

in Music Hall.

prizes

are

decision of't'c- «Urt-. tintr>-.
the limits of
overhanging la ;
on :i;.• premises
ot one man. while tin- roots .u
to
the latter out 'c per-on ove
another. belongwhose laud tin- limb- projec- may it he s.-e- t.

of handsome pieces of gold and silver,
are to lie given without regard b
nationality or pedigree, to the best look-

and

>aw

that the intluenee of the entertainment,
will long linger with the much abused cat
have been breathing an
and prayers,

many and varied, have been ofi’ered tor
The
the increase of godliness among us.
great National F.piseopal Convention has

!

only the minds of that esoccupied
but the community in
persuasion,
pecial
general, and cannot fail to be productive
of much good : far more, we imagine, than
the imwhulsome reign of the uncultured

a neighbor for company. In* started m
was too -low. and reaching.
Ka-t
had to wake the couple from sb-.-p .md r.-ni i.:

pur-uit, but

near

New

sip will lie recognized throughout
England namely, the weddings of

Miss

Marsh, daughter of Marsh, of .Iordan.
Marsh W Co., and the only daughter of
In
S. S. Houghton of the Pav ilion fame.
points of elegance, both in wardrobes and
there was but
both names would sug-

of entertainments,

little choice, as
gest unequalled display. Perhaps

England's fair daughters.

amt vest neiore me lenninne

dress-maker’s bills are satisfactorily set
tied '.\ few mosquitoes limping around
on one foot, but not much bite left.

Hie n
..1 M Helkliap of II..band. \
killed SMturduv
Helkliap and .cc-t
voiiny man had loaded their trims, preparatory
atteinlinir a shootnnr mateli. Tl.e other boy. ha.
iu*r set his trim in a sap holder, stepped some ec
\\ lien Helkliap placed his in the !
feet back
lie hit the lock of the oilier trim disrharinmr it
the chartre strikmii him :u the hill and blown.,
the top of his h« .el entir. lv oil

\

for

up their tar

gether.Such
clasps

set

found in

a

with

getting their heads
trifles

as

diamonds

garters
were

son

stantly

nished French, with a view of airing it
next year at the l’aris imposition. Hood
too,

c

ed its ehart.

Does it intend to suggest such
horrors to the masculines who anticipate

excuse,

:

i I...
■.bThe North Hank of |:. .okl
r. the plates and bills.»t the lmuk w
of
>r 'a
otic-*
the
at
th
Tuesday destroy..!
of State at Allim-tu. Ill the presell.ot the Tr. a';
Id. :.'
urei of State
of unsigned lulls were burnt, and the plate- def.u
ed. The institution will become a national bank
There remains but oin- other State bank in Mac
-the Pastern of Haiimur

spread two glaring signs,
Eire, Smoke,
inscription,

down town has

rubbing

S’ «»reaa
l.s ; .>\ Tr mia:
learn that <
N
alter tin1 I.iraeiy ::cre.i>;ua >ai> in that countly
the popular Meadow Kma Mower
In this v
where tin- busin—• is mauaaed by Hon. I
Atwood of Winter port
as well a> throughout
We

a
The You lit: People''s Potumdc
prettily in
ed ami well edited pape ;»11i».i-h• 1 at lo.eu!
bv f. Pope \ ose.
The til's? numb-T has be.
It is .c .:<• mail'd :
sued, dated December
vouna musters and misses in school life and
beyond, but will be attractive t.» the little folksn
Mrs Julia Poluian
the household as well
merly ot' the Sunday School \d\oeate has ed
iill inuiuiyeineut

Silk jewelry,in delicate shades, adorned
with hand painting, is the latest novelty

are

possession

Knaiaiid. the <*rejaa Sulky Plow. r*.;i bcim j>!
and the t.reaa Lawn mower are !ia\ ina ir&te >a
| Maine Farmer.

a more

select array of belles and beaux might
gather on the side of Miss Marsh; hut
either can count wealth far in advance

pants

Three fellows stole a ri< 1*■ <>n :t i**»;il trull: 1 ■»>t w
\N :
Lancaster and t1rovesp.*rt •»
Sunday
tin- latter place they cut the train in thiv
parts, tor the purpose ot eseupma. but by a wr'■
ealculatiou they wrecked a part of the tram,
of the scamps beina killed and another breaki:
bis lea. The third escaped. It is believed tic
were burjriars. .is a baa of tools was bun d m tin
■

Two marked social events have taken
place the past week, and as a bit of gos-

bearing the

\ Stepney. L.mii
married an Last.par-m
couple tin* otlc-r nigh- and let them go. when lc
.suddenly remembered that the ceremony miillegal, as the license was obtained in Ka-t.ui a
11
they should have been married there
getting

Moody and Sankcy.

of many of New

the line

night."

not

style

even to

Senator Morton arranged t>» have tic* dm •
He stood
brought to his bedside
grief as disaster alter disaster was dashed t<> 0
until midnight, when lie declared it enough to
Finally a m
any average Kcpubliean crazy
setiger struck him with the vor.- -t Lucas com
when he dismissed him with the command
Cod'- -ake don't bring tin* any more report-•

of holiness;

atmosphere

tie-in oft

tion returns

creation.
we

recent

on

Marcel-Ins Stewart >»l N’ortn Vnson. luml»er
er. well known all over the State. ha- 'ii-p.-- !>■
involving mat y of tic* leading business uc-n
Hi- liabilities arc said
the upper Kennebec
about >••
SloO.OOO. His assets will probably
third or one half that amount

ing and best behaved cats on exhibition.
We shall much enjoy giving detailed accounts of the occasion, and sincerely hope

For weeks

Last Thursday evening
sleeper across the rails

some unset-cants pin
of tic- K A N A It..
road Hack near the engine house in Bangor,
as the St. Joh’.i express was running into that
tin* entire train passed over tt. but forrima'.
none of the cars left the rails.
a

By a
•Trowing

to eons.st

to-

with
to

John

Gen

be

M

Harlan

(Ifu. .I• >hn
Harlan, whose :i|>[>t>int
merit to the vacancy on the Supreme
1 telleh was sent to the Semite yesterday
is ahout I-years ohl.
Ills patents wen
natives of Kentucky, ami his tat hi-:
M

late fashionable bride's outfit.

.Theodore Tilton is visiting boston.
being between fifty and sixty head, among which Longfellow and Oliver Wendell Holmes
was one ball calf, presented by Lewis Mudgctt, j
were the guests of Joaquin Miller at the
nine months old, girting 5 feet 1 inches, which !
"The
of his famous

is not often heat. The show of horses and colts
was smaller than usual.
There was a tine show in
the hall of fruits and vegetables. William C. Per
kins of Stockton took the palm for raising tin*

an!

the down east puss, Cutler the head of
amusements, in our dailies, we see this
“(treat Cat Show." Thomas and Tabby,

Voung people
Prospect and Stockton Cattle -Show

Hay

Court of Common

coat,

ports gets many compliments.

sen..

is it! declining health. Hi- lather -at in < oggiesliefore him and lu- -on l(..uia- l
-!.
••.-de
him.
This is tin* most remarkable instance
succession
in
oflietal
life
in
the
family
history
our government

near

a

,•

Mr.
to-aw

ments and

the

plaintiff

The dwelling house and bam of Mr- Lou
.Miller, ol Koillld Pond. with most of the onte!
was burned on Sunday evening
The cause v,
probably from a detective chimney which
mm c ited tire to tin- wood work

Water."

ments

Opinion

have made hmiself

our

Pair.
ever

Flam P Burrill has been appointed p-.stum-rat t’oriuua. Frederick H (i<-ss at beer Isle, MiMan L. Hatch at Pembroke. W:n I. rd at haThorndike, ami Wm. Fuller at North Warren

bright

in feminine fancies.\ clothing house
About

modify

If our Rockland

He fixed the bail

arraigned.

reach this office.

written in disparagement of our unfortunate cotemporary's unfortunate name,

would to liod thou and I knew where
of good names were to be bought.'

a

at

Rockland

nuighhor-

"Stiffin Opinion, always in the wrong.
Everything by starts, and nothing long.'

"!

better than to be made

Gilman

Cains Marcias, addressing the wrongheaded mob in (’ariolanus, speaks out his

thoughts

Camden Herald, we perceive, makes us
the text for a sonnet -which is rather

We tender an apology to the Waterville justice before whom the desperado

his troubled friend

air and

scenes, for a nominal sum, that is bestowed upon ttie occupants of the lash
No doubt
finable turn-out of wealth

Oh! but here’s

The

A vivacious

us scan

ones

fresh

eluded in the programmes of both lectori
courses, and the sale of tickets far ex-

machine notes from the

mowing

—

•’Opinion

of

of Mahan

Opinion."

'The biting wit of Thersites exclaims
A man may wear it on
A ])higue of Opinion!
both sides. like a leather jerkin."
And Simonides—

that the Demo-

cratic Senator from Louisiana will be admitted at the coming special session. In
New Jersey
goes out and

time when Dickens’ Jack Hunsbv gave
Shaks•■an Opinion as is an Opinion.”

benelit

same

Joshua Piper of Starks, lost a four months -d
colt recently, singularly. The colt reared up beside a tr*c, and placed his head between tw
boughs of the tree, and hung himself

whereby tin*
can reap the

avenue

and his little

man

poor

an

readings. Kellogg and Cary,
some ofournmuy talented musical organ
izations, and leading orchestras, are in

eases

but is never sure of it! And journed, feeling much like a brood of
They simply stand by junior Senator, is a Democrat, and holds something,
there may have been a di- motherless chickens in the shadow of a
after
thus,
all,
his
1881.
seat until
Georgia, Kentucky,
by the constitution and
late in the selection of this curious hovering hawk.
recting
North
TenCarolina,
the Union.
Maryland, Missouri,
title for a paper that thinks it knows so
Our Brother Emery complains that the
Every thinking citizen has no doubt nessee, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia
and is really sure of so little. The
much,
will
Illibe represented by Democrats.
assessors of llangor have lixed the value
speculated in his own mind concerning
chose bettor than he knew. Hut
the Presidential future. What will he nois sends David Davis, who is most like- sponsor
of his printing office at nearly twice that
it will strike, the average observer as in
do.' Where will lie go ? Who will he his ly to vote with the Democracy. Oglesby's
of the Whig. Perhaps they had just been
It is hazardous to keeping with the fitness of things that the
friends and advisers '? What will he his term expires in 1879.
looking at the Williams vote of the city.
the
form
an
as
to
opinion
political com- mental force which, out of the abundance Success has a money value generally.
course regarding matters that are sure to
of the English language, could select no
arise, and made to have, if possible, a plexion of the next legislature of Illinois.
titter title for a newspaper, should assume
The Thomaston Herald is the latest
party significance ? 'These are questions The chances are all with the Democracy,
in
and
sit
to
mount
the
birth
into the newspaper family of Maine.
condemning
tripod
difficult of answer.
The Washington and Oglesby, the Republican, will probon those that have approved
It is a neat and well tilled weekly, issued
sucjudgment
his
and
a
Democrat
vacate
seat
correspondent of the New York Herald, ably
themselves to the party and public by by Geo. E. Richardson, and begins with
usually exceedingly well informed, reads ceed him. The next Indiana legislature
such a rush of advertising prosperity as
will elect a .Senator to succeed Morton. long and faithful services.
the riddle thus—
word
is
a
The
term,
to call for a supplement with the initial
scabby
Opinion
That
will
a
is
man
be
Democrat. Senator
The Administration
trying a policy which has
ul least the merit of novelty—the policy of having
It has been flouted and rid- number.
everywhere.
1881.
holds
until
McDonald, Democrat,
absolutelv no policy so far as Congress is concern
cd. The President has not only, so far as can be
Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Minne- iculed by authors from the days of sacred
Senator Davis of Illinois, has proved
no
in
either
discovered,
House, but all the
party
writ, when Elijah derided the people for
signs show that he does not mean to have any. All sota, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada.
his independence by refusing to attend
the expressions made in conversation bv members New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont “halting between two Opinions,” to the the caucus of either
in the Senate.
of the Administration eoiiiirm this somewhat startand Wisconsin will continue to be represented by Republicans. There is some

have

we

in this city developed
rare versatility of legal talent.
McLellau
successfully defended the maker of one
The Mahan

the government.
those who stand

ling view, and make it appear that the President’s
theory is that he shall execute the laws, but that
he will absolutely refrain from the least attempt to
influence the action of Congress or of any member
of it on any subject: that he will make appointments and removals where the good of the public
service requires it. but leave the question of con
lirmation absolutely to the Senate, without the
slightest attempt to influence anybody's conclusions. For instance, it is generally granted that
the admission of the two Louisiana Senators would
be an approval by the Senate of the President’s
Southern policy, and what one would call an AdIt is certain that if the
ministration success.
President should express a wish on the subject,
would
vote for their admisenough Republicans
sion to secure it. and if h<‘ desired it. more than one
Republican Senator would at once present and ad
vocate, as an Administration measure, a resolution
for the immediate admission of Messrs. Spoflbrd
and Fastis. Rut there is no doubt to-day that the
President has entirely held aloof. lie has not
asked any Senator to vote for or take any steps for
their admission. It is said this evening that the
two cases will undoubtedly be referred to the Committee on Flections, there to rest, it is now believed, for a long time. And if one asks in be
wilderincnt whether this will be an Administration
defeat, the calm answer of the President’s friends
is:—
“Not at all. It is the business of the Senate and
If a majority of Senators
not of the President.
choose to deprive a State of its constitutional repone
resentation in
branch of Congress, that is their
adventure. They do it on their own responsibility.
The President lias nothing to do with it. It is a
matter which lies between these Senators and the

A trumpet fog signal is established at Whal-Back light station, entrance to Portsmouth Har
bor N. U.

as we

not afford to let them nurse the scorn,

to

when he feels that he amounts to something. In Don Juan, the poet makes
whimsical allusion to some English vol-

will certainly carry the legislature. Eaton,
Democrat, holds until 1881. The Sena-

body

inline."

“My foot is im niv native heath, and
my name is MacGregor,” is the proud assertion of one of Sir W alter Se itt's heroes,

of the country, are disposed to give
him credit for a conscientiousness and
a

again, outCampbell sings

Southey,

good

as

heard of

was never

side of Byron’s satire.
melodiously of

Democrats who, knowing that he lias
kept his official oath and acted for the

of Delaware will

days,

tho past week, rarely come to
late in our New England falls, and

seen

do this by simply citing the platform of the
National Democratic Party adopted at St. Louis
last year, and endorsed by the Democrats of this
state last August, which declare in favor of "the
liberty of individual conduct, unvexed by sumptuary laws."
The national resolutions *were not read

■*

Congress in 1879. In Alabama the
term of Spencer, Republican, will expire.
The Democrats had 93 majority on joint
ballot in the last legislature.
Spencer
ent

50

and beautiful

bright

The wrecked steamer Massachusetts has been
got afloat and towed to New York.

and says—
Wo

loving party joined the Russian army that
was then, as one is now, trying the road
minish. The Senate will certainly pass
to Constantinople-to the Democrats at the close of the presMninest them were several Englishmen of pith.

crats have

Such
have

ac-

"Oh, Amos Cottle ! Phoebus what a name
To till the souudiug trump of future fame."

publican. Teller, junior Senator, a Republican, goes out in 1883. In Connecticut Barnum’s term expires in 1879, and pelled laugh
no expression
he will be re-elected, as the Democrats

that his party lacks.

but to those

will increase instead of di-

Congresses

t'orrespondenoo
Boston, Oct. 22, 1877.

object desire;
city had tied, is one more admonition to
weigh causes and calculate the people of Belfast. There was just the us so
Alice, eldest daughter of Senator Blaine, was in
Saturday evening by the premature discharge
effects, there is much, very much, ilc combination of conditions which we have fairly put to shame that saucy October jured
of a toy pistol.
us
snow-storm
which
dealt
a
last
who has euphoniously and appropriately reasons to fear
year,
wooden buildings, a
Steamship Teutonia, drawing •*» feet!) inches ot
christened his son, his daughter, his ship, strong wind and a lack of water. Even e’ro it hail left its teens. The foliage upon water, went to sra through Southwest Pass with
out
detention.
is
radiant
the Common and public park
his book, or any other venture that is to a recent heavy rain did not
prevent the
The
in
the
in
its
flowers
autumnal
body of beautiful girl was found in tietints;
come before the world, lias done somegarspreading of the fire. There is no use in
lake in Fcntral Park. New York. She probably
dens
are
as
untouched
and
to
often
ensure
frost,'and
times
by
was
yet
murdered
milch,
thing,
trying to hide from ourselves the danger.
success. There is a great deal in a name.
It is at our doors, and will some day con- tho little songsters are lingering to catch
A cargo of sugar which arrived in Boston the
every ray of healthful sunshine, before oth«T day netted the (iovermneut tie- sweet sum
Suppose that George Washington had front us in an appalling manner.
of Sl'21
in duties.
been recorded in the parish register as
Since the abovo was in type an attempt they hid good bye to their northern
Accounts from all parts of the t'uited States
Aniaziah Scruggins; could he by any pos- has been made to burn Frederickton, and homes. Open ears are still upon all the show that the wheat crop is tic- largest ever pro
duoed in this country.
sibility have been a nation’s savior and although the city is wooden and the wind different lines of eitv railroads, and give j
Five steamships from New York for Kurop.a
line
for
one
to
tile
taken his place on the roll of the world’s was high, the fire was stopped. The disenjoy
opportunity
took heavy cargoes of produce, iiielm!
of Boston’s most charm- 1 Saturday
autumn
A Massachusetts cobbler was
scenery
heroes t
lug IbS.'dro bushels of wheat and 17.000 bushels *>:
patches say—“The good water supply
rye.
iug suburbs. What a world of praise is
simply Jeremiah Coolbroth while he ham- had much to do with saving the city.”
The proprietors of the Sedgwick silver mines
mered hislapstone in Natick; but changCan the people of Belfast fail to see the due the man who invented those open have had
several trade dollars coined from metala few of from the mines, the first ever made from Maine
To
be
there
are
ears.
he
his
sure,
yet
to
of
Henry Wilson,
ing
cognomen
application these cases to their own t
silver.
Boston’s blue-bloods, who scorn to raise
climbed to the Vice Presidency. When
In the Supreme ( ourt at Portland. Mrs. Fhurk-s
The Rockland Opinion asserts that it a finger to stop one of the comfortable
Lord Bvron turned on his critics of the
H. Pearson recovered one thousand dollars fiou.
can show that opposition to prohibition is
because
the
the
translaboring
shafts
people
one
of
his
conveyances,
city on account of personal injuries resulting
Edinburg Review,
make so great use of them, but can we from a defective highway.
a principle of the Democracy of Maine,
fixed a rising poet in this manner—

ra-

pidity

but the

which the inhabitants of that stricken

Generalities.

of tho Journal.

r-

dicated by the Herald, or whether an understanding with the Democracy shall be

a

Cotiep (Tom Boston.

Belfast.

tor

—

ing

recently

Lesson

The tire on Saturday morning, by which
the suburb of St. John was destroyed, to

customed to

President and his friends seeking sympathy and support from the Democrats

'made allusion to the

gentle

There may not be much, to a
love sick girl, for whom the world holds

He will tend away from his revilers and enemies, and towards his sympathizers and friends. It will not ut allsurprise us to see, in the near future, the

The

Another

?” asks the

Juliet.

other.

We

Name.

a

a name

(James Harlan) was the Whig politician
play
Danites” at the Hlobe.beggars and1 who represented the Mercer district in
Congress from ISttii to isttti. His lathe,
tramps are coming to town by thousands. was also
Secretary of state of Kentucky
can
The thrifty eastern housewife
drop from IS-ln to IS-ti, and from lsdtl to tin
us a tear of sympathy as she gazes upon
time of hiadeath in Isiid, he was Attorney
her uncut apple pie.Vnd speaking of General of the State. Harlan county. Ken
was named after (Sen. Harlan's
tramps, we fear we have tramped over tacky,
grand-uncle, who fell in a Wattle with
more space than is allotted us in these
Indians at Blue Kick. In I So!*, when only
21 years of age, tSen. Harlan t ail for Con
columns, so make our best salaam.
cress in the Payette district on the opKris it:.
position ticket, and after a hard tight wa>
defeated hv the Democratic candidate hy
Mrs. Elizabeth Webber, \vlu> died of a
majority vote of only (!?, in a total vote
hydrophobia in Boston the other day, was of i:{.7!»7. When the war broke out lie
the
nail of the second lin- served for two
bitten through
years as Colonel of the
ger of the right hand, on July ill, by her Tenth Kentucky infantry. The death ol
own pet dog. l’ains in her arms appeared
his father then compelled him to tendei
on .Sept. ~S, which she attributed to rheuhis resignation, on returning to civil lilt
matism ; they increased, and the pliysi- | (Sen. Harlan settled his father's estate,
cians called it “a bad cold." Even after and in the same
year (ISd.'f) he was elect
she turned away from water with aver- ed
Attorney t ieneral of the State. At the
sion, and her throat had swollen fright- close of his term he removed to Kouisville.
fully, so that she gasped for breath, the and returned to the practice of law. Gen.
physicians persisted that it was not hy- Harlan is probably the West orator itt
drophobia. She was carried to the City Kentucky, and is one of the most successHospital, strappeil to a mattress, and ful members of the bar in that State. In
barking like a dog. She died in three- 1S7I and 1875 he was the Republican
quarters of an hour after her arrival, j candidate for Governor of Kentucky. Gen.
The hospital physicians unanimously pro- 1 Harlan is about six feet
high, and weighs,
nounced the disease hydrophobia.
perhaps, 225 pounds. He has good-humored, expressive blue eyes, fair comAn engineer in Philadelphia has been arrested
plexion and hair, a large head, massive,
for squirting boiling water oil a little boy standing
lofty forehead, deep chest and broad
on a bridge, frightening him so that he jumped off,
shoulders.
a distance of forty feet, receiving fatal in juries.
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the

Mas.mi. Block arrived

Friday

Saturday m..ruing Hiram had a
the what :, tie vessel’s hatches were
and a load oj brn 1. was ,IU the
spot for
■■'"ikuien w hen the niornin.tr hell
rang.
L
H. Harrinian. of
ship 1*. i: Hazeltine. !
15 fast is on a visit to this
city. The ship is !
New ) ..r);.
The
iptain reports that his
'■
greatly admired in every port, for her!
••f model and general build.
He savs she i
';i:h,r and has heateii **verv vessel vet en I
v

-iii! on

■

••

•■nidered
I1,

apt. H<»bert O. Patterson, late pilot of steamer
1
tmbridge, will leave next week, to take command
"t >hip limerald Isle, now
loading at New York
for London, ami will sail about November 10th.
She i.s a tine ship of 1700 tons.
i

mustn't

Misse.*' Kergusoii A Littlelield on Monday, made
very handsome op<ning exhibition of millinery
-iinl cimiee articles in their line, 'l'bere w as even
thing, from shining silk and ribbon fit feathery
plume, which make the ladies neat and attractive.
:iiwds of ladies came to view the display
The petit mil el A li. Jew ett ami others to build
sidewalk on Miller street to the residence of Jos.
C Townsend, eame before the
special meeting of
the eitv government on Monday evening. The
a

;■'i-ported favorably: the Aldermen or
dereil it 1-uilt. but the Council refusing To concur
the project is defeated.
■

•oininntee

Attention i* culled to the advertisement of Dins
mon a- Son.
They announce a large stock of boots
and shoes, ami by conducting their business
upon
tlie cash principle, are enabled to oiler inducements
to
people t.. purchase of them. Mrs. K Sheldon
A *
aniiouiiei* that tlu*v have returned fr*iin Bos
ton with all the late fashion* in
millinery Their

popularity

t
apt. Harriman. of ship ( ity of
Hellast. states that he jmi into St.
*Tt i»th. l *r provision.
The ship w as on

and

reputation

any commendation from
A

from

ou

1

one of
the
Norfolk, arrived on
•'•‘•'■i
passage from \ew York. The
•'! !> rotiiih u
ii her. .tic! that lie lost all
.ilit 'ill's .in the passage.
on

>w

Fogler

is

a

better guaranty than

us.

despatch from New London. Conn., dated the

17th, says that the sell Florida of Belfast, when
Say brook. Conn., collided with the English sell.

denied,

for

on

defence.

1 1*1 A I.

O)

THE AGRK II.'ITKAL MAHAN.

.StillL- vs.
I). Mahan.
The indictment charged
that the respondent did. with intent to defraud,
etc
anil !>y representing that t"<> mowing ma

chines were on their way to Belfast,
fraudulently
obtain the signature of Harrison Hayford to a note
for $150. dated at Belfast. Aug JOtli, ISM
At the

beginning of the trial McLellan. the eounsel for
the defendant, claimed that the indictment was
defective, but the court ruled that the language of
the indictment was sufficient, and that the trial

Monday and

Countess ot Salisbury
It’s an editor's business to
t*'ll what 1j<- knows, and not
ne knows it

appearance.

■•"■d wi;h

on

at

'-i-i.

»rcii.nni !«•

Hastty.

U-erUtiv cap
to
Ubkll«-U li

rliHIliii-tl oil !Sur.
inori..n^r to a rain and hail

<»1

.'

W as

Mr

imjuire too minutely into that ear
t. r business Captain. Remember what the
king
■cud when hi’ picked up the leg encircler of the

whiskey spilled

Ii.lT
el'll'

! Vi.'le

;

■!

j;-

II

west.

'<0,0i)0 die iiunrally by neglecting a Tough, Cole
or Troup. often
leading to Consumption and tin
\\ by will you neglect so
grave
important a mat
ter when you can get at our store Sin tarn's 0»n
st'Mn toN Ti in:, with the assurance of a
speech
recovery. For soreness across the Chest or Lung?
"f Faim- hack or Side. Sim.oii'.- Romas Pi.a-iki
gives prompt relief.
Sold by Richard 11. Moody.
II \< kmi;i a< k. it popular iiud fragrant
perfume
Sold by Richard II Moody. Rcliast, Mr., elsewhere
by dealers generally.

represented to him that

oi

the freight agent given Hayford by Mahan was
shown t » witness, and he swore to its identity. It
was found to be forme machine.
When at last
some machines came here
Hayford looked at them,
on

machines which came in JSept. 1875. because they
did not come according to contract
Bradburv,

ilr

A. H

Bradbury

swore

that

me

machines

called, and swore that
note.
The money re
ceived on it was sent to Mr. Mahan.
Knew that
some machines arrived a short time after the note
became due.
was

be had been holder of the

Mahan was called to the stand. In the
tall ot Is, 1 hi.s lather. Nicholas Mahan, was eon
ducting the Agricultural Works at Lebanon. N. H.
<'

lie

on

salary, and a sort of general silent and
An agent. Maxham, died last
April.

and all

nervous

;

1

1

otl'

1

**

roduetion or'

a

we

Thursday,

take

their

goods

'»ur
>

he

sure

H

that m \kks tiik msnu nt:

no

they

CASH!

mistake about it.

,

we

the Choicest,

propose to

Largest,

Trimmed and

Large

that makes

place

a

HAT

some

or

City

i t

reputation

will

<>r/t stock

to

us

Department.

open this day Two Cases of lilankets.

!•<■

!<•

This advertisement holds troud. until the su!<- oi
the entire lot. as we eaniiot purchase another lot
of the same goods at that price.

7
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is:r.
the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
County Conn lissiom s meet at the house of
Reuel Mussey, iu Jnity, on Tuesday the \I7th day of
November next at t«*u o'clock A. M. ; and thence
to view the route set forth iu the Petition;
immediately after which a* some convenient place
in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties and their
witnesses will be had, and such further measures
taken iu the premises, as the Commissioners shall
judtic proper. And it is further Ordered, I'li.it notice of the time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons
and Corporations interested by serving an attested
Copy of said Petition with this Order thereon, upon
the Clerk of the town of Unity, and by postil g up
the same in three public places in said town, ai d by
publishing the same in the Republican Journal, it
public Newspaper published in said County, said
publication and each of the other notices to be *hir
t v days before the time appointed for said view, that
all may appear and be heard if the\ think proper.
W. U. FRYF, Clerk.
Attest,
Copy of Petition add Order of < 'ourt.
W. U. FRY!., Clerk.
Attest,

ON

pioceed

Flour and Grist Mill.
having removed and rebuilt the MAY«> Ml 1.1.
Wi.ST
I N'TF.Rl*< >RT, with three run <>t
stones, and new machiury, and a good privilege of
water, am now prepared to grind the various kinds
of grist. Hoping to maintain the former reputation
of this Mill when under the management of Mr.
Mayo, and thereby receive a fair share of the patron
to
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Pote’s Saloon.
in all

HICrH GRADES OF

OYSTERS

Ribbons, Silks, Satins, Velvets,
Plushes, Feathers, Flowers.

We

777
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FANCY GOODS!
Miss I.

having just

returned from the

in

Openings
is

prepared

to

BOSTON,
show all the

Newest
III

and

BO.N N KTS

Our

li

For Men and Hoy's wear, A NEW STOCK
received at PKICES that will U A KJt A N I
IMM KOI ATM S V !..!•: of them, t.ood l'. \ I?
C M NS to he obtained ii. this

for the Fall of 1877.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

u>t

Oeparlnieut

CAMBRIDGE.
Capt. J. P. Johnson
Will leave Belfast for
at

m-sday, and Friday,
ing Moday, < tctobei

Fresh Confectionery and Nuts
found

Owilur 4to the liooh I.IC1IT rendered by the
LAlItiK CLASS FI?ONT to our

1STE\N
t

STORE,

traile is enabled

a vein close inspec
tion, torv-uy variety and shade of goods

lie

to

give

A GOOD LIGHT
Is essential to the selection

ALL KINDS

Styles

OF

PIS] [ !
-A.t

Bottom

oi

t

ioods. hem

we

Guarantee Satisfaction
In Colors and (Qualities.
to our

Prices.

Price

hat

.•

he.

a

ill

.•

Stock.

Lower than have been Know for
tears!

Straw and Frit Hats,
Vet rets, Plushes,

Silks, matins,
Feathers nihl Flowers,
nil the NKW unci liKSlUAlil.K .similes, ulso u
Clll'efllllv select,si stuck of

in

FANCY

GOODS!

Loiisisting

COLLARS & CUFFS.

OI<t Lada s'

Cajts, Infmtts Smjttes a,nl
/lands, Luts, Nrrdfes, /'/tread,
tie.,
,|r.
,|V„
dr.,
-o-

have just received from New York

We

a

WILL

I,

assortment of

KID
»

buttons,

O-LOVESI
the

at

\

*ry

low price of sj. J-•.

Undressed Kid Gloves Embroidered
W
Baeks.

Buttons, for

tiling

new

Astracan

Vlso

some

in

Grloves !

AT LOW PRICES!

Millinery Department

there,
most

22

is again with us. and having
Boston visiting the Openings
coiilidcnee in the
to suit the

time in

we feel
fastidious.

ability

High Street.

Belfast, Mo,

MillineryOpening
Oct. 11th & 12th.

and Milliner, have just returned from all

The Grand Openings in Boston.
prepared

Salt
A till

Cliolcr l.ot ol‘ MKSS

it

to furnish all the

Hats & Bonnets!
Silk. Satins,

Velvets,
Flowers,
and
Ribbons,

Mourning

Made at SHORT NOTICE and
as

Hats

as

the CHEAPEST.

CHEAP

FRED W. POTE,
Church Street. Mrs. B. F. WELLS.
Block,

to all
and

parts

Froe ol

Mackerel,

Nos. Isa
VKIIV

lit

1 iis.

MAChDKIl.

in

Geo.W.Burkett&Co,

hits,

NICK

Halibut Heads, Fins & Napes,
DRY OOD,

V5 Ham Street, Cit\ lilock, I'ellasl, He.

Tongues and Sounds,

Mr. & Mrs. L D. CHASE

California Salmon, Smoked and
Pickled
Smoked Halibut, Herring, Yarmouth Bloaters, Finnan

Herring

WILL

HKTl'HN

I'K'i.M

Boston & Ne w York
this

&c.

\m;kk.

SATURDAY,

Oysters, Scallops andClam s
A

In any
best

1

WITH

PU

SPECIALTY.

quantitym tothesuit,

in or out of Urn shell.
flucity, at LOWEST 1*UICES.

grades

furnished at liberal rates.

COLLINS' Fish &

Oyster Market,

Old Telegraph Building! High Street,

Opposite New Masonic Block,

\

-W

E

j

AN D

COMPLETE STOCK OF

Fall & Winter

Dry GK x mIr
Carpetings.

Oil-Cloths &c.

CLOAKINGS! MILLINERY !

NKW and LATEST Styles of

Bridal <fc

of the city

A l.» >T OF MCI

Mrs. B. F. WELLS

are now

jt'd‘“Goods delivered
promptly
Charge.

a choice selected
stock of all
Kish lor Fall ami Winter trade.

Parties out of town

and

Catalogues Arrived.
FREE TO ALL!

just rt-ft-iv«*tl

11"AS
1 kinds of

our

during tin* Sutnnfer,

spent

Domestic

Pollock 2 l-2c per lb.

Haddies, Kippered

Miss A. A. Stevens, who had charge of

some

Quoddy

F, W= COLLINS

of

Worsteds, ) tints, designs in L'atbruiden/
('(un its tif nil kinds, Jorc/tnn I,tin s,

GLOVES.

Extra

-A-

Splendid

Assortment

-OF—

STYLES
--AT-

Canned Fruits and Delicacies for the sick always
on hand.
And the Largest and Best Stock of

GOOD LIGHT!

KATAHDIN.
Capt. Wm. R. Roix,
Boston everv Monday, Wed

o’clock 1* M.
CommencFeturning. will leave Bos
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at a
o'clock F. M.
Passengers for up Fiver will take the Boat l ues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings, from 7 to
S o’e'.eek.
All ireight must he accompanied by Fills of Fail
I ing in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on
delivery of goods.
1». l.ANF, Agent.
Belfast, t >ct. ‘.‘J, is;;

ATS of every varietv.

Stork comprises all tin- Latest Styles in

Feathers

city.

Undervests!

upon exhibition One Cast Ladies’ Vests
at .’»t)r each. » heap at L>e t-aeh.
All examination of these < ioods solicited

place

and \\ ooLmis!

LOWELL

AND

ton

A SPECIALTY.

-.-

in this

Ladies’

4

4 4

I’ATTKI! N

Bonnets & Hats,

Autumnal Fruits
Oysters Served
Styles.

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Wednesday, Oct, 23 & 24,

Tuesday &

BIDFIKI.D PUIMMF.R.
Oct.
1877.
4wl7

-0 F

4

Arrangements

_,,_

BELFAST. ME.

Splendid

4 4

4 1 4 4 4 4 4

Ladies of I

attention of' tit**

;

STA7:E OF MAINE
County Commissioners’ Court, August
D. Is77, held bv adjounum t Oct.

No. 3 Pierce’s

sue

$2.50 Per Pair.

at

ready to

tween the Fanvell Corner and the dwelling house
of Reuel Mussey. We therefore request your Honorable board to view su'd route and locate the same,
provided in your judgment common convenience
and necessity require the same to be done.
CHARLF.S I \ V LOli and .'tu others.
hs7f.
Unity, Oct.

To be

AN

-forcall tin

t.i

<>!•’

tin- Honorable County Commissioners of the
County of Waldo.
rlMlF undersigned, citizens of tin* town of Unity,
1 would respectfully rcprtsetr that public convonicnec and necessity requires a road beginning in
the County road at or near the furwel! Corner, so
called, in Cnity, and running in a North-westerly
course to intersect the road leading from the Whit
ten Corner to the Fanvell Corner, at or near the
dwelling house of lieu el Alussey in said town of Uni
tv, meaning to include the most feasible route be-

Excellent

The
tin*

in

BONNET

formal Opening, but are
TOCK every du\ 10 the week.

no

Winterport,

Varietv

a

and Permanent

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

To

ag»‘.
West

lu-

BLANKETS!

mmmmmmmmmmm

Untrimmed

4

MANUFACTURE.

H Kill S TREET,
Octob'-r ,’5. 1877.

r

t

UIIIIII

Belfast and vicinity to their

MRS. R. SHELDON & CO.

1

t r:n i.

4 4

wry attractive

We hope our past experience and
be all that our friends run expecr.

ss.
A.

Lively

I I
III I
111 111

and most

»

r«*« «nt

7777

TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS!

Wai.;h>,
Term,

ie

mil

m*:

tin-

CAKPKT LI N K. warrants
main* it

>

H. H. Johnson & Co.

attractive.
will exhibit

; 'j n. a: in a: look

•11M

—

n>

lx* found this side of Portland.
‘‘ess tha: has attended our efforts

of

Of any house in the

Flowers. Wreaths. Ribbons.

S

a
CAKPKT.
visit our CAIvPKT LOOM
LAKOK IT U< H ASK nivc-*
be uc tit of as

PRICES THAT DEFT COMPETITION.

WouM inform their old friends and customers that
they have lately returned from the Boston (MM N
I NOS aud have the latest fashions in

W«- have
SHOW our

Curtains, 6lc.

Hats & Bonnets

MRS, R. SHELDON & CO..

own

CO

Everybody desiriin:

I III III III

Beg leave

of our

Carpetings, O'! 0*.

as rail

MILLINERY!

Edgcombe

2
O

so.

BELFAST, ME.
Fall and Winter

Miss

A full line of Black and Colored
Silks constantly on hand.

>

DINSMORE & SON

everything

selling

of

a view

Them at Prices not met to Competition.

H

before the Public this Season

can Buy
Hoods for CASH much
Cheaper than you can on Credit,
and if you only try it you will

find it

ill he the specialty of tais estahlishtnent iluriii:'
the Pall months. consequently our Piuvhascs
have been l.anie. with

To the Ladies of Belfast and

Stylish Assortment

You

and

W

H

FALL AND WINTER

CASH!

FOR

and, there is

BLACK CASHMERES!

X
m

T|

AND-

SELL

WOOL

t

vicinity,

Awful Low Prices!
FOR

ALL

-O:o: O-

O

Low

’nil Sell I ioods ;il siiell

is.

O

IN

H

3-

But the secret of it all

I. S

everybody to

our

1>. C. Dinsinore & Son

BUY

NOVELTIES

French Polonaise Goods

MILLINERY!

CASH

people

never

Goods and Prices.

and prices,

to some

were

BASKET CLOTHS!
\

it is tiii:

]»u//It*

1>KESS (loops

of

replete in Styles. Qualities and Qnan

ALL WOOL

o

CALL

C-A-S-H-!

It is j

—.

titics. than at present. Attention is called to the very t’hoiee Patterns in

>

and bring ihe

-3

assortment

more

YOU WILL BUY!
Bui

-C

5

Business, and iJ' you will call

see

o

Dress Goods!

and examine

and

Oct. 4, V*77.

-C-

From Regular I’riirs.

mean

&C.,

on

And invite

10 to 20 Per Cent!

They

place

74

Public,

FOK

ill sell them at

U

..

NOTICES.

Will take

7777

Pleasure

C-A.-S-H !

1

SPECIAL

CURTAINS

77777777
777777

to inform the

Market.

“"

CARPETINGS!

777777777777777777777777777777777
77777777777

are

Which

RUBBERS!
AM)

OPENING

DRY GOODS!

Department

AND

1

Surged

Stock

Boots, Shoes,

••

■

an enormous

-U Y

<

..

s

hand

on

—

1-^^

■

have

—

WKI>NKSI>AY, Oct. 17.
Arnvut' of stock at marke t— Cattle
yiW;; sheep
ami Lambs 2.»l0; Swine i»;T2; number Western
Cuttle 2030; Eastern Cattle :o:{, Milch Cows ami
Northern Cattle 32.>.
Prices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs. live
weight-Extra quality $7 Wad
1-2, first quality $0 _'f>a*i 60
second quality $3 7;.a»i 12 1 2; third
ooaa r»2
quality
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c j?:i 5«»

FALL

in every

Am.ty-

Cattle

Announce that their annual

~

giving
Extra Bargains
I hev

W. Burkett l Co.,

m.

1.1JM i CD'S.
We

MARKET.

manager.
Mavliam and he came to Belfast oil the I'dth ot
Deeori from Winsor for New York. The latter
Aug 1874. Had ordered machines sent to Portj vessel w as loaded with
'•*-* from
plaster and sunk immedi- land to he forwarded to various
Liverpool to Mobih Had weather
points. Told Hay
the crew being taken off by the Florida and lord it
'assa-je ami three stow a
was the practice to send a
ways found on hoard. ately.
Brighton Hides So per lh; Brighton Tallow f. l-2e
sample machine.
carried
into
c.
B.
Hazcltine
has
lb.
received
a
"•n ll;,‘ ~!,>res
port.
Sin- sailed after onlv one
Country Males 7a? 1 -2c per lb. Country
Hay ford agreed to take two machines in all. Ma per
I ill 1 ow "»c per lb. Calf skins llalOc
letter
from
per lb: sheared
s delay
Capt Bagiev which explains the matter. hau swore that he did
a
machine to he Sheep Skins f»0a?f»c; Lamb Skins iiOa77»e each.
expect
He says that the vessels wen* approaching each
Oxen—The
trade
lor
Working
them
here
On
-lV
her* t"lor>- mentioned the remarkably
Wednesday or Thursday of the week ami the supply in market for the week isopened dull,
othe; m opposite directions, the Florida steering
larger than
1'
»t Mrs. Bcthia
following his visit to Belfast, he telegraphed to the demand requires. There were a few sales made
lliissey of I nity whose
the
east,
west,
with
the
wind
from
the Daniariseotta
Englishman
uj> to noon yesterday. We quote sales of
m o *d nlo >hat tow n
ii\
e
to
send
ears
a
machine
to
freight agent
ninety
_\
ago.
1 pr. girth ii ft,
inches, live weight, Xitj lbs, $130;
northward.
Fader nautical regulations tin* Eng
was hut three \ ears ot
Belfast. Head copy of despatch from leaf of his
1 pr, girth ti ft, > inches, live
Hu veiier
ig
weight, 2njo lbs,
li slim an bad the right of way. li is starboard tacks
1 pr, girth ('• ft, (■ inches, live
d lady passed uwav last week, at the
l!,ie
memorandum book. On t ho way from Winterport
weight, ciiOO lbs, $l2a;
age
1 pr, girth ('. it, 7 inches, live weight, ,".K)0 lbs,
on board, and the Florida was bound to
being
’>
••I
keep to Rockland, he
having retained her faculties in a remarka
store Cattle—Prices of small Cattlstepped oil* the boat here and independ much’
away, wide!: tin- captain claims he did. The Eng
their value tor beef, many of the small Cattle
d" e .rr-..
-ip to about six ue -i.flis be lore her death
quired on the wharf if any machine had arrived upon
being bought by butchers for slaughtering purposes
lishman at the satin* time kept away, which
e-i
w.i
here: found that none had come. Wrote on the ranging in prices from $H!i$4.'>
'i:..: tool
!:oi
id vert ised, caim- off
per head.
brought him under the Florida's bow. hence the 11th of
-Milch Cows—Most ol the Cows oifered in market
.~l
week net ween I Janie! !.
September. 1874. to Mr Hay ford, prom is
Dillsbmy and the collision. Had the Englishman kept hi* course
lor sale are of a common grade. We
quote Extra
:-'• -:'-' ■..
Dbishuin.i- arrested, but escaped
ing to send two machines soon. Knelosed the $55aK0; ordinary at $2.">a5u per head.
there would have been no trouble
The Deeori
and Lambs— There w* re none from the
Sheep
* ii iT
ide
note
in
a
letter
to
Daniel ran was a
put into tlie * a rriage
Bradbury the xfoth of Aug. 187 1. W est. I hose from Maine were all commissioned to
nearly new vessel and valued at £10.000. A
d
a
a
w
li. the marshal it:
pursuit, and survey upon the Florida made her damages £X00. Hid not know then that the machine had not been <L W. Hollis, ami sent direct to the Abattoir io be
~cm!i«*
forwarded. Swore that every dollar of the money slaughtered. Northern Sheep and Lamb- sold dull
Darker was tin* stronger run
She was coal loaded, bound for Cortland, and is
at a decline of Me per lb from prices of one week
went to his father to carry on the business, and
'"it!
returned
to
ins
own
Dili-oury
now upon the passage.
Swine—Xo Store Pigs in market. Eat Hogs
was
no
to
him
h. wa> aft e»-wards captured
advantage
personallv.
by the
W iNTi kkoi: i.
prices o Mali l-2e per ib.
Marcellas Emery. Esq., of the
ar-hal ami lodged in jail
Thompson, an agent of the Lebanon Works, tes
Bangor Commercial was in town last week.. .Hon. tilled that on the 17tliof
" ;i '"i' II
Aug. 187-1. Mahan ordered
Thorndike, from Dhiladel
John T. Rowe and ii.*o A Fierce are in New York
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
him to send a machine to Belfast
■ai lor Ditcher A' Sun, and brick for the
Correct e d Weekly /< > t h e Jo urn a l
completing arrangements for commencing work
The arguments, by County Attorney Foglor. and
1
Block. about which there has been some
By C. II. Saiu; k.nt, No SMainStreet
on their quarries.
It is understood that they arc
McLellan the counsel for the respondent, were
"'••ssed. was report«yj Friday afternoon,
ulu.-j. Uoned lit* ef
‘JaOO i
to extend their railroad track to the
quarries and earnest and able.
OaO
"■‘due
"t! Lmeolnvill.*
The steamer
in
a
Corn
.Mt
.il
steam engine to handle stone*
put
powerful
The
-v as
Judge delivered his charge, explaining tlie Kyi* Alt ai
1.00
dispaudjeo. urn; the vessel, took and haul cars. This will do
1-air.
away, to a great ex
l.oo Uhickeu
and the responsibilities of parties under it.
Rye
IdalJ
b>w and brought ber into
port earlv in the tent, with the use of oxen.The Citv of Rich- law.
l"alJ
Burley
After an absence of about ’JO minutes, the jury re
II"' ''>1 pta;i reports a
!1Ml4a
Oats
1‘Ja H !
long and tedious mond Inis landed quite large freights here recent
I
turned
a
buck
verdict
of
Not
$i.:
a
1-,'aH
i
a the Dei a ware Hav and Diver.
He
Guilty.
*:t;ju40 [lav
ly she is a popular boat among Wiuterporters.
$ l ’.OOala.OO ;
A special writ for indebtedness growing out of
laid :<u.e -lays at the Breakwater.
I0a?5
Straw
Dr Mauler has a tine Jersey Cattle Club heifer.
Sn.ooa7.oo:
like mowing machine operations elsewhere was Dried Apples
da? Washed Wool
40
e
Bassick. Deni
pro>].»vts an* that Mr N •
Butter
bought of Den. Tilton, Togus.Fred Atwood has served on Mahan,
Unwashed
after
the
verdict.
immediately
di' Depivscirtalive elect from South Thomas
lluTd Hides
4a f>
sold hi* Ayershire cow to a gentleman in Massa
I alt Skins
I pon this he proposes to make a poor debtor's dis
10
Egg3
\ rtui haven and North Haven, will not
take chuseus.For tin* tirst time the Catholics have
Bound Hoy
<ia« Lamb
r;»ai.oo
-n the Legislature this winter.
l'ork
Bark*
B*
Hard Wood
He is a
.i
O'Fut Driest.
$l.:.0af».00
Father McCarty, recently lo
Lard
l-’.a 14 Soft
The following additional divorces have been de
11
Sd.00ati.50
to Mi
i.. ('
Bassii k. of Waldo, in this • ab d at Fortsuiouth. V H.. has taken
Beet
halo Snorts per ct.
up residence
^ -•-.**
Veal
maty who is rejmrted to have discovered, in here, lie is said to be. a liuelv educated gentle creed—
HO
Jackson Whitehou.se from Mary A. Whitehouse, Dry Cod
;»ar» Butter Salt
■!
'.o
a
mi: e of laoi.ioii^ richnes-'
|{ep mail and his appearance is much in his favor.
Bollock
Plaster
or.
si.
of Liberty.
■•sei.ia'i
Bassick ha> received, and will prolia
The Catholic church here is being repaired, and
John
F.
Richards
from
Sarah
L.
of
m
>■.,
to
Kichards,
e’ler
i;
olorado ami help de
i
tli* around* fenced ..The sociables, (semi month
Searsmont.
••'-1 p tin- mine.
lv) i*l the Methodist and Congrcgutioualist soeie
Amanda F. Andrews from James Andrews, of
w
A drunken row oecunvd
Momia.v afternoon and t'c-. ill soon be an interesting institution for the Albion.
..gin -n board mi. .! J Bodweil lying at Ditcher winter evenings.Trade has a little better feel
A. <3 A. AID.
Mary C. Lewis from Theodore M. Lewis, of
v
Sot
wdiart
A11ei
he vessel was disdiarged
To all who art- sulfering from tin* errors and indi.A
ing.... Many are of an opinion that Hour is as low
oretions of youth, nervous weakness, early
the captain went home, when all the crew together as it will be am! are buying a winter’* supply Winterport.
decay*
loss of manhood, \.r., 1 will send a recipe that wil1
'flic Grand Jury found the following indict
V' stern railroads have formed a combination and
with the coal shooters got drunk.
cure on, KKKKOF CHARGE.
Some were
This great remedy
incuts—
was discovered by a
missionary in South America.
!.Mi~
apstan liars, one had a gun. others were will soon control tin* earn ing of the whole crop.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Itli\ Josi-nil
John F. Gilkey. assault and battery.
Those fanners who have raised their own (lour are
n.t• k11:the
eabin furuiiure. while one drunken
T. Inman, station />, llible lIonse, Xnr York.
Charles Kims, assault and battery on Rachel
not affected by any rise.
ly 17
was bowling in tin*
Why not every farmer
rigging. A young man in
Dunton. Belmont.
Hour
all
hi*
..Cheese
holds
raise
Butter "JO
u'nee s oilice see ired the
up.
gun. after which
Franklin J. Stevens, burglary, on cottages on
to •-’< cents.
•"•t "'it.' restored soun what.
(If farmers would pack their butter
One of the men
MARRIED.
shore of bay -four indictments.
in good nice ash tubs, it could be sold to export.)
itterw ai ds halged in jail The
captain ret urned
Michael Gannon, breaking and entering shop of
lit this city, Oct. 27d, by Kev. James T. Bixby, Mr.
-1- I
d-sday rei-ntsed his man and hauled his vessel .As soon as work commences on the quarries
James B. Crockett.
Cyrus K. Davis and Miss Marv L. Sleeper, both of
tie- st: an- with not a
high opinion of his at Frankfort it is proposed to run a (touch from
Belfast.
Geo. T Wyman, assault on Hiram B. Keller, at
mb ordinates.
In tiiis city, Oct. JIth, by Kev. Janies T.
here, night and morning.H. T. Sanborn, who
Bixby,
Mr. William L. Littlefield and Miss C arrie 1. 11 ilcon!
l sics boro.
was temporary clerk on steamer Katahdin. this
^;i‘
N«,
both of Belfast.
\'I HUM'
\ very pain t ill shooting
Alfred T. Da. is, assault and battery on Oliver
summer, was recently presented by his steamer
In this city, Oct. JOth, by Kev. J. A. Boss, Mr.
iin iir-cd
•i.'
m
lh-It list, on Saturiluy after
George B. Flowers of Belfast, and Mrs. I.vdia J.
friends with a silver water service.
Your city is Bo wan. at Freedom.
Rich of Searsport. Oct. 20th, by the same, Mr. Nathi
which n-Miltrd in the death of a very «-sti
Frank Cobb, stealing horse of Robert Allen. of G. Clifford and Mrs. Sarah K.‘
relieved of the tramp by the activity of sheriff
Rich, both ot Stock
Mr \
; ning man. se\ .-iit.-en years of age.
toil. < >ct. ‘21st, by the same. Mr. Alexander N. GraisSears port
Walls in arresting them.
This
town pay £<b.00 lo
and Mi>s I eline K. Katterslmll, both of Belfast.
Minpson ami hi- son Fred. who live in the
bary
Orrin B. Crocke •, forgery of note, at Stockton,
£100.00 annually to feed them temporarily. Why
In this city, Oct. 11th, by Jas. S. Ilarrinian,
'l.i-rn part <»1 theriiy. w.-n- out
Estp,
partridge shoot
Mr. .lames W. I'atterson ami Miss Cora B. Walker,
purporting t«. be signed by Otis L. Hurrimuit.
not all towns arrest and send them to jail, and let
W Fm returning and m ar the house
both
of Belfast.
they
Jeremiah
assault
and
on
Michael
battery
Flagg,
the county care lbr all (
In Stockton, by Ilenrv S. Staphs, Mr. Ivorv M.
,\"-d an 1 practiced some target shooting at a
(Quinlan, at Belfast.
George and Miss Evelyne Clark, both of Prospect.
ie
to try a gun.
The y mug man had in his
In Freedom. Oct. .'1st, by J. 1>. Lamson, I ls<j
Mr.
Alonzo R Wentworth, assault and batter) on Nathan B.
Ureat Hand Swindles in Texan
Karkhurst and Miss lJz/.ie F. .MetBay,
hi !
.> double barn-lied
when unseen by the
gill
Geo. W. Fattevson. at Belfast—also on Albert K
both of l ni’y.
ter, and without any known .-ause, one of the
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 18.
In Bath, Oct. 2d, F. 1). Winclienbaugh, of BoothA gigan- Ratterson.
bay, and Edna B. Kuhn, of Waldoboro.
tic swindle was brought to light here tomarges exploded, striking the young man above
Willis Downs. larceny of watch at Brooks
In Boston. Oct. 7th, Joseph Khilbrick, of Boston,
Hi" ear. tearing otf a large
portion of the seal]). The day. b\ the arrest of.I. H. Ham. Edward
and Edith B. Simmons of Waldoboro.
K '1’iieker. '! indict incuts for
at
Beiij
forgerv
'■
Gouldsboro, Oct. 7th, Mr. John F. Berry and Miss
E. Stevens and (ieorge \\ Miller, on the
»y fell in one direction, the gun in another, and
Belfast.
Cora Winslow, both of Gouldsboro. Oct. 11th. Mr.
very strangely the second laurel exploded some requisition of (lov. Hubbard of Texas, on
Calvin M Hanna, of Sullivan, and Miss Amanda F.
toil* alter striking the ground
Hammond, of Gouldsboro.
The young man the charge of forging land titles and isMrs. Mary Libby of Auburn is eighty tive years
In Orland, Oct. F.'th, Capt. Fred M. Keys and Miss
a as lakeii home,
surgeon.- called, and at one time suing deeds for large tracts of land in of age, and has lost one of her hands. She does Linnie K. Wight, both of Orland.
Texas.
The
swindle
all
the
work for herself ami a blind son, and this
Ills !"r..> ay seemed hopeful, tint he died «»u Sun
originated with Ham
and Thomas Tullis of Austin.
Ham lives summer cultivated a garden in which she has rais
la
night. It is thought that >oim- of the shot
ed besides other articles, throe bushels of beans,
DIED.
here, and through his persuasion, Stev- all of which she shelled with her one hand.
penetrated the skull
ens and Miller were brought into the
( (ihitua.ri/ notn'rs, ttrijoiul tk> Date Xaiue, and Aye
Poi.na-: <oi i.i
On Monday. Sol.uj S. Andrews
m nut be paid
Fishing schooner Aledora. of Bristol, Me., while
•scheme. Stevens is credited with
for. J
haviug hove
too off Half Way Rock about
w.e* taken betore the court on
In this city, Oct. 17th, Mrs. Sarah A.
daylight Tiles
complaint of the gone into the operation innocently at first, I
Wiggin, aged
was run into by an un
morning
f.4
day
widow
of the hue Nathaniel
polloeking,
years,
t v marshal h r hi assault and batten
Wiggin.
upon Alton by buying 11,000 acres of Texas land; known schooner and considerably damaged
In North port, Oct. 4th, Justin i. McFarland,
The
aged
Hi- pleaded
guilty, was lined sb ami costs but subsequently lie became infatuated Medoni asked to he towed into port, but was re 3f> year-, 0 month*, 10 days.
hi Lincolnville, < let. Ith, Mrs. Martha, wife of F..
fused,
'l’lie
vessel
o :.."
also
to give her name.
refused
:e\
os.was
then arraigned on com
paid
with the money-making plan, and acted
Morse, aged 80 years, formerly of I'hipsburg [ Bath
ot pohf.-u.uii French for an
"i
assault and bat
papers please cop\
lively with the other parties engaged in
In Grinnell, lawn, Oct. 1,Mr. John
t-i
Black, formerly
IF- also pleaded
-ip.*n \iidrewA writer in oue of our standard medical jour
guilty, was it. The better to enable them to carry
ot Searsport, aged 78 ears and 0 months.
bm d ro and costs, which lie paid.
u Kocklaml, (let. 11th,.
The testimony out their scheme, Ham and his confeder- mils says: ‘1 was cured of Dropsy in one month
John, sou of John ami
Ellen Sanson, aged :t months. (>ct. lf.fh,
;,eing ut oil', the true inwardness" of the affair ates had made duplicate copies of notarial by using lii Nlb Remeoy." All Diseases of the of John
Lucy, wife
Valentine, aged 7*8 years, y mos., 2Udavs
was not brought out before the court.
In Vinalhaven, Oct. 10th,'Herman
Andrews and other seals and obtained the signaKidneys. Bladder and I rinary Organs, are cured and
F., son of Mr.
Mrs. A. C. Sprague, aged 3 years, 0 mouths and
-.in* of tin* divers on the
dredging machine in the tures of many officials. They also print- by Hi nt’s Remedy.
lo days.
Oct. lath, child «»t Mr. and Mrs. \\ m. Frabar hoi
Vose is oue of the boys of the town. It en blank forms and perfect copies of deeds
zier, aged about 7 years.
Clarke's Tooth Ache Drops cure inskiut/t/.
In Sou ill Thomaston, Oet. 17th, child of Mr. and
for
their
All
titles
s reported that
operations.
parties with others were engaged necessary
Mrs. N. 1). Lindsey, aged about *7 weeks.
and patents representing either State or
>ai unlay night in a little
At l)ix Island, Oct. 11th, Gertrude,
money changing specula
daughter of
Heart
Disease
can
he
cured
to
our
asser
used
were
lands,
prove
Capt. Fred A. and Maggie Crockett, aged \ car, 8
by them,
foil which did not terminate even
upon the ap- government
11 days.
months
and
we
tion
the
An immense amount of land has
print
following:
In Waldoboro, Oct. Nth, Catherine
proach of the Sabbath. Farly in the morning
Storer, aged 7>
“This is to certify that 1 have used Dr. Craves’
been conveyed by them, under many asyears. Oct. 5th, Mr. Adam Shuman, aged m years.
(Sunday) they repaired to the American House
Heart Regulator, and from the worst stages of
In North Waldoboro, Oct. 7th, Mr. John
sumed names.
Flanders,
Heart Disease 1 now consider
■‘table, closed the doors and had a
well, l»v the aged 07 years.
light, which
About a year ago, the attention of Gov- use of one and one half bottles myself
In Washington, Oct. 9th, Willie II. Weaver,
of Heart Regcla
ended in a draw game.
aged
Vose was badly scratched,
> years and 7* months.
I have been troubled a little more than a
ernor Hubbard was called to the matter,
tor.
and Andrews had one huger nearlj bitten otf. Mr.
Oct. 7th, Betsey S. Morrison,
aged
and on looking into it, a monstrous swin- I year with u sluggish misbeating of tin* heart, and 84 In Ellsworth,
years, s months.
Tucker called the city marshal and had the affair
dle was detected, involving both Texas could do no stooping work whatever. 1 applied to
In Sullivan, Sept. l‘»th, Capt. Asa Higgins,
7.1
aged
best physicians of New England, and got no
-topped The marshal complained of one of the and the I'nited States. The authorities the
years, N months and 3 days.
relief, but hy the simple use of this really valuable
j
and
French,
who
witnessed at
principals,
policeman
Washington were informed, and Special ! remedy, I am uow able to do a good day's work,
the affair, complained of the other.Kdward Dims.
no distress from it.
I think there
SHIP NEWS.
Agent Foster w as sent here, where lie ob- | and experience
of Massachusetts, was arrested
by the night police tained a clue which has been closely fol- is nothing that equals the Heart Regulator, and
I
advise
all
afflicted
in
with
Heart
PORT OF BELFAST.
Disease
any way
its a
trainp. but the Judge acquitted him, believing lowed ever since, resulting in the simul- to give it a thorough trial,
and thev will not regret
him to be a worthy, but unfortunate chap, seeking taneous arrest
ARRIVED.
Thomas M. Towns, Tilton, N. II.’’
to-day, of lit) persons in it.
Send your name to F. E. Ingalls, Concord, N.
Oct. 18th, schrs. .1. It. Bod well, Spaulding, Baltidifferent parts of the country, who belong
employment.
containing a list of testimonials more, Jachin, Getchell, Boston; Sea Flower, BobDaniel K Pillsbury was before the Police Court to the gang.
No less than thirteen court II., for a circular
bins, tishing grounds; Liberator, Collins, do.
of cures, d c.
Oct. 19th, schr. Walter II. Thorndike, Cushman,
last week, for drunkenness am! family disturbance. houses have been burned the past year,
sale
For
hy druggists at 50 cents ami *1 per hot Philadelphia.
The complaint was made by his wife, and it is the to destroy evidence that could be brought tie.
‘2wl7
Oct. 20th, schr. Lucy Amelia, Holmes, Macliias.
Oct. 22d, schr. Eveline, Burd, Hoboken.
see.aid offence of the kind. He was sentenced to against the swindlers.
Ham, Stevens and
Oct. 23d, schrs. Georgia, Witherspoon, New York;
Miller left for Texas to-day, in charge of
M days in the
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
county jail.
Marth A. Brewer, McFarland, Portland.
from
that
officers
State.
The city marshal la*t week picked
Oct.
24th, schr. Abby Gale, Darby, Boston.
up a couple
Dr. Shiloh’s System Vitalizer.
SAILED.
«»f tramps and took them before the Police
Court,
The body of Otis Hood, of Turner, who disaoWe are authorized to guarantee this remedy for
Oct. 18th, schrs. S. E. Woodbury, llolburn, Mawhere they were sentenced to jail three
on
days
peared oil the 10th, wan found Friday morning, m the cure of Dyspepsia, Inactive Liver, Sour $tom chias; Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Philadelphia;
bread and water. They gave their names as John a dense swamp some distance from his house. Ilis ach,
Case, Rockland.
Constipation, Loss of Appetite, coming up of Oregon,
Oct. 20th, schr. A. W. Ellis, Bartlett, Philadelphia.
Walker of Boston, and John Kenney of Rockland. friends think that he went to the swamp in search Food, Yellow Skin, and General Languor and De
Oct
23d, schr. Esperanza, Smalley, Mutinieus, and
of Indian turnips, and became lost in the dense bility. You must
A term on bread and water seems to be a
acknowledge that this would be a market.
very efunder growth. He evidently died from exhausruinous unless we had positive evidence that it
Oct.
24th, schrs. Jachin, Getchell, New York; J.
fective remedy
tion. He was eighty one years of age.
will cure. You who are suffering from these com- R. Bod well, Spaulding, Rockland.
1
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complaints,

Mond,\ v, October jj.
lit ii in- Wr quote tine fall butter at
dSadOc; fresh
creameries at -.’Uad'.'e; lair lots at .’Oa .'.'c, and common
flutter at Ha 17c; good factorv packed butter at ton
He; common butter at lL’ah'ic per lb
CI1KESK -We quote tine
factory at 13 l ialtc.
Western do at b’.aPl ! :tc; and choice factorv at U
1 -tialdc, an<l common to line cheese
at lu i '’ul! I "<•
per lb.
We quote Pastern and Northern at
< for
Iresli stock, and 'He for those a little stale.
ill- an> -We quote Pea beans at £1j 1 -av 7 1
per bush, mediums at $JaJ -j'j per bush for old and
new ones; > ellow eves at .*7r_’ 17,
per bush.
We quite prime lots of sound winter
fruit at
.iUa'1 7 per bbl, and common apples at
< 5a 3 00.
l’o i'A l< o-:s
| here is no change to note in
ju ices of
1 otatoes, but the
receipts are liberal, and we quote
r.astern at 7>5a7»se
j»«*r bush, and Northern stock at
50a5Uc.
H u A.vii S nt.wv
Wo quote prime Northern bav
at tflsai'.' tor
coarse, $!«>al7 for medium, and .flii
P‘*r l"n tor tine; poor hav at $17>. Western at sHf.al"
Straw at $lf. per ton for rv e.

B.

was

CAS H!!!

s

<

points.

debility

BOSTON

ami he swore on the stand that they were worth
the pric e asked for them in 1871. He would not
have signed the note if he had not supposed t»o
machines were on the way. Befused to take the

I he steamboat agent
arrived for Mr. Hayford

ner\oils

ieels it his duty to make it known to his sutiering
fellows.
\et tinted by this motive he will cheer"
fully send, free of charge, to all who desire it. the
recipe for preparing, and full directions for successmil) using tliis providentially discovered lemcdv.
Tho>e Who wish to avail themselves of the benefits
of this discovery without cost, can d«> so b\ return
mail, by addressing, with stamp. Dr. Charles P
.Marshall. :i:i Niagara Street. Hull do. _\ y
hvlh

machines were on tinway from Portland t< Belfast. To pay for the ex
pec ted machines. Hayford gave Mahan his twelve
months note for $150. The machines did not ar
live until fourteen months afterward. The order

on some

i- the duty of ev.-ry person w lio has used
HosniKi/s Tin,man Svm i* to let its wonderful
•
nullities he known to their friends in earing Con
sumption, seven1 < uighs. Croup. \sthma. i’neu
mom a. and in fact all throat ami lung diseases No
person can use it without imm< dintc relied'. Throe
doses will n*liev“ an\ ea-\ and we consider it the
duty of all Druggist,- to recommend it to the pomdying consumptive, at least to try one bottle. a>
hUMMi dozen bottles were sold last year, and no
one ease where it failed was
Such a
reported
medicine a.- the Ckk.man Svitri* cannot be too
wideh known
Ask your Druggists about it
Sample Bottles to try sold at 10 cents Regular
size To centFor sale b\ R. 11. Moody. Belfast.
Kittridge, Rockland Fletcher. Camden Smith A
Son-. Searsport Robinson. Thoinaston also to be
found in Waldoboro and Bucksport
No Failure Known!
1 lie re is no case ou record whore Dr. Morris'
Syrup ot Tar. \\ iId Cherry and Horehound lias
tailed to give satisfaetion. On the other hand,
wherever it has been used by our people, in severe
cold-, coughs, asthma, bronchitis,
croup, whooping cough. and consumption, they are euthnsiastii
ii: its praise. Containing no
opium or other dan
geroits drug, it does not constipate, and is safe to
administer in all conditions of health. This is an
important annoum-ement. and the suffering are adVised to lieed it.
Trial size. JO ets.: large size. AO
cts. and Om Dollar.
Sold by W. O PoorA Son
sob' agent.- to!' Belfast. A. .1, .Ionian
agent for Ur
hind R B. Stover, agent for
Also
Bucksport
agents lor Frol. Parker's Pleasant Worm Svruj*.
hicli is sure death to worms,
pleasant to take,
end requires no physic.
Price W* cents. Try it.

I

DRY GOODS
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two

asliier ot First National Bank, notitied him that
he held his note.
Flats. King, a former workman of Hayford. was
called to the stand, and corroborated his testimony

CASH!!

Purchase

It

lo Consnmptivea.
advertiser, a retired physician, having
pi..vi
dentially discovered, while a Medical M issionarv in
Southern Asia, a very simple vegetable
remedy tor
the speedy and
permanent cure of'consumption,
asthma, bronchitis. eatarrh. and ail throat and
mg atleetions. also a positive and radical
specitie

proceed. Harrison II ay ford was the tirst
witness called fur the State. He testitied that on
the 'doth of Aug. 1874. A. F Maxhain and C. lb
Malian called at his house and persuaded him to
take the agency for the Granite Mower. Mahan

CASH!

Now is the time to

Astonishing Success.

'l'lie

must

<

chamberlain. »,f Klls-

Monday, visiting their
i.iii-'O
who leinaiiis qaite

legal gentleman from the

were
excellent—probably the
best ever heard here, liis selections are
very
elioh'i* his voice excellent, and he “suits the
aetion to the word ?"

of

11.

a

readings by
Tuesday evenings,

plenty about the streets
rigidly'enforced last
been forgotten

burna- Young and .1
the i• 11y
,a'1‘

1 lie

as so

Vfuiinhv. cashier

*1

■'*

'"

and

which linallv closes the whole matter.

vear

v.-n
v

lady

the special meeting of the
city government
on
Monday evening, a linal settlement was made
with the detanking collector's bondsmen for tin*

<loodenoiiah. of Belfast, ami the
'!:
l’rehh ot Bangor. 1 ::iversalists. e\
pulpits last Sabbath.
used dogs are
he iaa ihai

alleged

not

either side, and the pivot of
the case was found in the charge of the court that
it was a matter of intention or
understanding between the parties, as to whether the
daughter's
services were to have a cash compensation or not.
The jury disagreed, standing eleven for plaintiff,
and one for defendant. Williamson for plaintiff.
were

At

-M

I

Mary was dissatisfied with the intention of her
father to marry again, and
interposed this suit in
order to stay proceedings
The main facts

Mi. Jonathan 1\ Marsh, ot Boston, a venerable
deaf mute preacher will officiate before the
people
ot his class of this
vicinity, in the vestry of the
North church next Sunday
morning and afternoon

kltehe;/.
ladies to

Mr. Cunside, has loaded seh. Empire

invnations are being circulated about the
city.
friends, to a wedding to take place
early uext
mouth in the Baptist church, between a Belfast

squeezes The farmer tries
apples, and his boy on the girl in
f*r

covered by the demand began at the death of
plaintiff's mother, when she assumed charge of
affairs. It appeared in course of the trial that

t<>

t

wa\

sell. Hat

time

store,

<

lashe entitle

are

lie Bohemian glass blowers,
opposite Morrison's
are
attracting large crowds, who are made
acquainted with tin- manufacture and marvellous
qualities of this article.

for

has o! i,.te been largely transferred from
di.e-r- to the cal'"'
unseijuciice Of had
cat her,
't

for Boston.

anew

of certain barrels of rum which the
town agency had lost.
The jury disagreed last
April, but this time a verdict was found for the
defendant.
Mary A. French vs. Kverett 11. French. Parties
live in Stockton, and Mary sues her father for ser
vices in his family for a period of ten
years, at
four dollars per week,
to s-JOSO.
The

1

el

ie:

hay

over

amounting

loading
Wilmington.

east

parties in the Deacon Handy case, after

disappearance

preparatory

Woods. Mathews d Baker
tie with briek and
hay for

•-"oap
1

behold.

the winter’s work.

one

nights will be glad to
creaking door hinges ran lie cured bv a
OUT

to

Mr. Lame, Of the firm of .1 lamed- [Sous, Bos
proprietor of the Belfast shoe factory, is iu
this city, taking account of stock
to

tin- first chance.

leaves

:‘IV

..

are

pilgrimage

plaints, these \ onls ur add 'essed--ar ! will ym
continue* to suiter wncu you cau uc eureu on suci
terms .' It is for you to determine.
Sample hot
tie lit cents: regular size 7o cents. Sold bv Rich
ard fi. Moody.

ntEsiDiNG.

James S. (Hidden. Parties live in Palermo. This
is the third trial of an action for
damages claimed
to have been sustained
through an alleged malicious prosecution, the defendant
having made
complaint that Pullen had guilty knowledge of the

ton.

in

n mainder ot tlie season
the steamer
will make but one trip weeklv.

autumn

-S

grasshoppers

us

a

p!ckj;i:son,

all the details of the evidence,
arrived at the former
unsatisfactory result, a dis
agreement of the jury.
The next ease was that of W. M. Pullen vs.

liidlield Plummer, of West
Winterport, advertises in another column a new flour and
grist mill.
The machinery was built bv W W. Castle, of |i,.j.
fast.

of ten weeks.

tty good bit of winter to be thrown at
Id be smiling October.
i>"

I lie

raking

Have you seen the new pattern fora
fancy mateli
lighter which Our George hangs up iu his store

airain next Mondav

rommeuce

\<*icin favor of
was

i unk

Street Commissioner Stevenson has rebuilt tinsewer across
High street from Howes to Moody's

of snow ball on

-nine

Jiddu-r boots and shoes

.■ity sehools

!

Supremo Judioial Court.

\ esper service at the Unitarian church
next
at 7 o'clock.

ii. iiiday.

term

lias full
good business catching

comer.

!»oy- had their tirst
M-aulay.
'•

ut

eddings
a

Sunday evening,

be All Halloween.

premonition

a

w

doing

flounders.

for smelts.

of coni arrived last week.

cargoes
■

hots of wooings amt
the boys arc

boys.

—-1^--

We have Now the DECIDED
FALL STYLES In

Millinery

With

and
a

Dressmaking!

Full Assortment of

HATS, BONNETS & TRIMMINGS
Of every VAKIKTY. of our

H.

L. LORD’S.

Cloaks and Circulars Cut and
Made if desired-

4 w Hi

own

selection in

BOSTON,
Which

we

will he

customers ut

happy to show our friends and
their earliest convenience.

Mrs. Richards. Miss Southworth.
II MAIN STREET,

BELFAST.

Autumn

A

pencil paints the lissom leaf :
blades of grass grow pale and droop and die
hii<‘ ears of gold from their protecting sheaf

AU(!'!ic
W

Lean out to

hear the north wind whistle

;

by.

■'

spring tide music of the tuneful throng
In other climes now wakes the
lazy sun :
" bile
loitering crows drop down their mocking
song
I nmi naked ;ree
toj» and from clouds of dun.
.e

laughing orchards blushing hows bend low,
And hid :o feast lug on their splendid
freight;
\:1 hill tops, waiting for their crown of snow.

In

frowning down on vales all desolate.
<.wings of flame which spring from hearts ablaze.
uv takes his
flight when fades the short lived
day;
A: I sweet
ontentment with her simple wav.! urns
Look

<

hill November into smiling May.
A

Protest.

is tlie

Sabbath season of the vear.
When summer silence falleth ou*the earth^ ben truce hath come to
husbandry and mirth,
lo mowers
scythe and wanton wood-notes clear.
!

.us

tin* world is still, as if with holv fear.
And from its heart, through lily-bell and
A stream f incense rises
up and flows
f outwards with soft
repinings for his ear.

rose.

<

And 1 would with the Sabbath world take rest.
« ould
breathe my life out with the summer's sigh:
Loiild lay it at <L>d> feet if. dispossess
My soul might find new life as glad as high:
Hi.t of no dweller on this earth mildest—
This fair, lost world, where mortals love and die!

1 Spectator.

Jewels of

Thought

and Devotion.

°ii > fir shore
Ihtt I could

iuy land swam far from sight..
see familiar native stars
wi
home
shut tVom me l»y ocean bars.
My
\vt iioiuc hunt: there above me in the night
I m-ham-eil fell down on me Orion's lie it
\ always. \ enns rose, ami lierv Mars:
My own tin* Pleaides yet. and without jars,
in wonted tones sang all the
heavenly height
when in death from underneath my feet
Kells tin* round world. 1 then* shall'see the sky
"I God's truths burning
yet familiarly:
Ah native constellations I shall greet
I lose the outer, not the inner eye.
The landscape, not the soul's stars
hen 1 die.

Hricf brawling day. with its noisy phantasms.
poor paper crown tinsel tilt i> gone, and divine
erlastiin night with her sister diadems, within .•
silence and her veracities i- come
|f'arlyle.
it>

My principal method ibr defeating error and
he’vsy is by esTablisliing the truth. One proposes

* liii
a bushel with tares, hut it 1 call till it first
with wheat 1 may dcfe.it his attempts

t

[Newton.

assured those will be thy worst enemies, not
whom thou hast done evii. but who have done
il unto thee.
And those will be thy best friends,
a"t to whom thou hast done good, but who have
done good unto thee. [Lavatcr.
He

>"

'•'

I’,march lias written an essay on the bmetits
wl..ch .i mail may leecive from his enemie.-. and.
mining tin* good fruit- of enmity, mentions this in
particular—that l»y the reproaches which is ca-l
I Ad
oi">!i us we see the worst side of ourselves
ill soil.
dawn with no more noise
than
makes in rising. All great
development- complete themselves in the world
aiid modestly wait in silence, praising themselveic \er.
aiiuotineiiig themselves not at all. We
m.i.-t be sensitive and -ensibleif we would see the
gilinings and endings of great things. This is
•mi- part.
[Heccher.
The

gravest events
the morning star

■"

There may be. and there often is. indeed a re
card for ancestry, which nourishes only a weak
pride, as there i- also a care for posterity, which
•uil\ disguise- an habitual avarice or liidcs the
working.- of low and groveling vanity. Hut there
also a moral and philosophical respect tor our
ancestors. which elevates tin- character and im
proves the heart. [Daniel Webster.
There

chords in the human heart strange
which are only struck bv a.ci
ary mg- strings
dent
which will remain mute and senseless to
tinmost
appeals
passionate and earnest, and re
'•pond at la-t to the slightest casual touch. Il: the
most iuseu-ible or childish minds there is some
train ot redaction which art can seldom lead or
-kill a—i-t but whieh will reveal itself, as great
truth' have done, by chance, and when the <!i'
< ovcicr lias the
plainest and simplest end in view.
| Dickens.
are

the ruins of Thadinor
.:
pitiable thing to see the
inagiiitieeiit temples of Greece and Home lie pros
irate; but to see a man who has been endowed
with a radiant understanding, and who is rich in
imagination, and whose nature is noble, and whose
heart is kind—to see such a man destroyed by evil
habits i- more pitiable still
it is one of the most
pitiable things in the world. Vet such things are
happening; and we do not need To go out of
Hrooklyn to see them. And when a man falls until.uk- one should do as the sons of Noah did.
who. when their lather lay drunk, took a garment
and went and covered hun. To see a good man
fall i- enough to cause tears to rain from the eyes
of every man who ha
true and sympathetic
le-art. When a mail tails is no time for aquatbrti'. for vitriol, for flailing: it is no time for pierc
i ng -words and venomous words
it is a time for
-<»jtow.
it is a time for sympathy.
It is a time
for suceor
It is a time when we should tblliil the
command of the apostle, and remember those that
are overtaken by faults, and bear in mind that we.
t'"'. are in the llesh. and are liable, like them, to
fall headlong into ruin.
A ud it ought to be ea-y for a good mail to get back
aeaiu when he has fallen into evil.
There ought
to be quick hands of
sympathy stretched out to
help him bv ten thousand good men. Then* ought
to bi multitudes of
generous hearts ready to medi
cal.- In- wound, and smooth his
way. And when 1
him met with averted eyes, severe remarks,
bitter criticisms, gibes ami jeers, or the sneers of
newspapers. 1 think 1 behold the scene of tin*
parable enacted over again: only it is not the
prodigal that has run through a whole career of
vice, but one who. by surprise, at one blow, is
oicrlhrown. Some sudden disaster, lion-like, has
-prang upon him. and In- finds himself sliding
Koun sonic unknown plain- or falling over some
m-.i-preted nby— Men being tints brought into
trouble, a wall, a- it wen-, is lifted up before them
when they try to get back: t lie elder brother, so
t" -peak, -lands in their
path, and discourages
'bcir recovery, and they arc kept down
whereas.
a
of
and
kindness
and love were
spirit
mercy
c"wn toward them, tliei
would be inspired to
make tin* -tronm-st effort it: their power to reform
their demoralized life, and become worthy ami
honored members of -ociety once more. It i,- -ud
to know that in tinmajority of cases where men
I' pait from rectitude the hardness ami
unsym
i>.tih\ of morality and piety make their career
iiapelc— in the future. | Heccher.
it i'a pitiable thing to
the wilderness: it is a

see

Another \<»un«r lady lias been suceesshil m lie! search under the bed lor a man.
This was at Ashland, a little town in
'''■Inn II.ill enmity.
According to local
report, this young lady has lieen rcgular1> lookiny under the lied more or less,
-teller,.I!\ more, lor eighteen years she
nasi ha re begun the
practice at a very
lender age and the other night she was
anted tor her diligence by finding a
man.
lie couldn't have been the man
lie was looking tin', however, lor she became panic-stricken, and there
being no
one :u the house to aid
her, she rushed
into the street screaming and
looking
uigiilarlv like the materialized sweetheart ot a Philadelphia man at a sconce.
I lie neighbors got up to see what the
d.sturbance was all about, and halt the
town went and looked under that bed and
-e lrelied
the house without finding the
slightest trace of a man. The popular
verdict is that the young lady has an
imagination as vivid as a campaign slump

speaker.

The fisherman living on the lonely island of llittereii, oil the coast of Norway,
have had for generations a tradition that
in shoals near the island, over a
century
ago, a large, ship was wrecked.
Divers
searched lor the vessel this summer, and
easily found her. Since then portions of
the cargo, including ninty-six cannons,
twelve anchors and two hundred pounds
of lead, have been recovered.
The cannon hear tiie date 17l<i.
it lias lieen discovered that the ill-fated ship wasalfus-ion man-of-war, and that while on a
voyage from (Tonstadt to Archangel in
17(1(1 she was wrecked.

ingenious use of carries pigeons is
on record.
They were employed iu ltd
gium to smuggle tobacco into France.
An

Kadi bird carried from ten to lifteen
grammes of the weed, and two dozen
pigeons per day were regularly dispatched. How long the new industry has been
established is not stated ; hut one day it.
came to grief.
A bird was too heavily
loaded, and he dropped with his bunion,
exhausted, into the Seine. A police inquiry resulted, and the whole business
was exposed.
French scientists are now
discussing the question whether the bird
was merely overloaded, or whether the
tobacco, heated by the warmth of the
animal, poisoned it.
At

recent, sale of short-horn cows in
one animal brought $“2,000.
'J’hat is a tremendous price, but it has its
To be kicked in the
compensations.
stomach by a cow worth .$22,01)0 must
be accompanied by a variety of ennobling
sensations. Not every man can afford it.
[Danbury News.
a

Dev.
known

Wonderful

<Fletcher of Indiana, who i- well
in Hoston. and who is now engaged in a
tour
in Indiana, contributes to 11 *.In
lecturing
(iianaj)olis Journal the following account of a. remarkable crow which he lately saw at Kokomo, in
Howard eountv:
After delivering mv lecture (during which
Hick, outside of the higli sciiool. could be heard
delivering another lecture on his own hook.) 1
made m<>re partieiilai inquirie.* ebncerninathe hist**ry and deeds of the learned crow of Kokomo,
t ol. Richmond informed me that his father in-law.
Mi Kennedy, some two years ago. when on a vi.-dt
to his farm (onh a short distance' from
Kokomo.)
perceived a voting crow who had evidently preina
turely issued from the maternal nest high in the
trees ihovc.
'ii'. K. took pity on the gnwkv fledgling and carried him home. He proved such a orat ions bird, and withal was so
constantly cn ing.
like the horse-leech's daughter, '(live, give.’that
Mr l\emi'-dy, to he rid of tin* crow, gave him to
tiis grandchildren. the son ami daughter of Col.
Kiehmond.
I hesc three were soon intimate
playmates, but
Hick becoming too familiar with tin* hall, or entry
of the house, he wa> frequently told in a verv eni
j
phatic manner by Mrs. Richmond to -walk'right
j out
ot tliis..
lJhis expression was not lost upon
the bird, for one day a visitor comimr to the hou.-c
and finding tiie door open entered tin* hall without
further ceremony, when he wa< saluted by a grail'
voice in decided English:
'Walk right out of
And ever since that day manv a tramp
| this!
and many a respectable citizen.‘has been ordered
by Dick from Col. Richmond's doorway. \o pains
I had been taken to educate Rick
He i< ,t genius,
! ami educated himself in mam phrases, some much
more emphatic than agreeable.
1 took down from
j j"
less than four persons the phrases that hick
had been heard repeatedly to utter.
Each morning durum term time he goes to
school as regularly as the children, and usually
m-es to the room where ( ol. Richmond's son and
daughter are. If in the summertime, lie elite: <
by the window, and perches upon the teacher s
desk -only this.'ami something more, tor lie >nr
veys the assemblage with due gravity a* if».u in
speetion.
Very often his exclamation is bad b
and more rarely good b..v
the
colder months..f the-year Dick *.i:s
During
himself on the window sill outside until satisfied
that all is right, and then, as in summer time, he
tiles to -pastures new
Let me say tlnu lie
to understand the school bell as well as the ehil
dren.
\t recess he is sure to come back, doubtless
attracted by the sound of merrv voice*
It is par
; tieularly at ibis time that In- displays his love for
miseliiet. J1 e has frequently been known to come
I swoopim: down upon the play ground, and snatch
ing oil the cup or the straw hat of a bov has gone
sailing off with it amid the shouts and chum a of
his unfeatheretl playmates; and when at sm-h
times receiving the objurgations ot tlie boys, lie
will retort by crying out to them in tim most li.di
crons manner, -very had crow*.'
1 am sorry to say that Hick’ is no; gaiiant for
the scamp will sometimes tly oil' with the light hat
or bonnet of a little girl, and alighting
upon some
f*ncc lie will deliberately dissect this piece ot mil
1 incry in order that he may obtain the feather.- of
South American or Asiatic birds, which adorn the
bonnet
It grieves 1(J(. a|<0 tl) saV that Pu l: is a
thief, or to be more polite, i- addicted to klepto
mania, for lie has often been known to run along
a clothes line and steal all The smaller clothes
pins, ami tlie lighter articles like pocket hundkci
chiefs ami stockings.
Hut lurk does not c-oiitiiie his mischief to ehil
dren. lb- is a great consumer of young chickens,
and Col. Richmond teiis me that In* lias seen I>iek.
witli malice pretense, watch a cat with the great
est patience until pussy's attention was directed
to .something else, when suddenly his con ine muj
esly would .-seize the tip of tabby’s tail in his beak,
giving the poor animal a severe nip. which would
cause a terriiie meow. up..n which hick would th
to tin- 1.ranch of a tree near
by and laugh in I Inmost side splitting manner.
Ihek. I am forced to confess, is somewhat pro
tunc
Not. it is true, ealliio; down maledictions
on people, and conferring d. d's in small letters,
but he indulges in expressions such
<• Lord!
ii; which it is evident tluil veneraiiou and pietv
are not intended.
Sonic of his favorite cries inhas learned from the little Kiel morels, when he
has heard them callim* for th ir father or th• *ii
or
oh
grandfather. Mr. Kcmiedv
;»h, pa!
grandpa' Hut they never uave him any instrue
lion.
Hick s jiatriotie quaiilie.- are unmistakable And
what 1 am about to relate s.*i;iu> almost incredible,
but there are hundreds of persons in Kokomo w li>>
are ready to attest the Ruth of it.
During the late
presidential campaign Hick took mi active part,
and was a 'black Republican' of the deepot dye
Every time there was a Republican demonstration
he was on hand, living around and shoutine -Hu
rah for Hayes.' Hut u hen the great Democratic
rally took place at Kokomo my informant told me
that Hick hid away in tin* woodshed- would not
conn* forth -but
constantly muttered -bad buys
(>u the day after tin- election, when the returns
were coming in, and hundreds of
people were
gathered at the telegraph office. Dick was there in
full force, and when he saw his political friends
joyous he would shout at the top of his voice.
‘Hurrah for Haves!' He went early in the morn
ing to the telegraph office and was soon surrounded by crowds, who were amused and astonished
at Dick’s vociferations, and by his evident
attempr
to make speeches."

turned from the last obsequies of her
dear lamented. “No, it won’t last long,”
and sure enough it didn’t. Six months
later she was skipping around pricing
orange blossoms and inquiring after the
latest style in wedding cards.
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Call and See the Finest

The padndrone is a line that reads
alike backward and forward, one of the
best is Adam's observation to Kvc, ".Madam, I'm Adam."
Another is the stun
that Napoleon, when at St. Helena, being
asked by an Knglishman if lie could have
sacked London, replied. "Able was 1 ere
1 saw Klba." Years ago might have been
seen in
California a street sign which
came very near being an excellent
palindrone.
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At a Court ot Probate, held at Belt'a-t. within and
for the County of Wahlo, on the second foe.-day
of October, A. i>. 1*77.
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foregoing petition, Ordered, lout the
l>»n
petitioner give notice to all persons interested b\
causing a copy of said petition, w ith this order t le «*on, tc» be published three week-successjveiy in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on t he-ec
ond Tuesday ot Novi ml er next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he granted.
Plfl 1.0 HF.RSFO Judg.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. FiKi.n, Register.
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At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
October, A. D. 1-77.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
tin

second Tm

day

I

o

S. KNOWLh
widow Ot Ahiather
Knowles, lute of Winterport, in said ( ounty
ot Waldo, deeea-ed, ha\ine pn -eiiteda peiiiionthat
her dower may be assigm 1 In
in the real estate ol
sai.i decea-ed.
Ordered, That the -aid Mary S. give notiee r.»
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this older
to be published three week- .-ue,
nely ill the L<
publican Journal printed at Belfast, that ilo;. may
be
at
a
Probate
held
at
to
Court,
Bella-1,
appear
within and for said County, on the -ec*md lne-da\
of November next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cau-e, it any they hav e, vvhv tin prayer
of said petition should imt !•** granted
Pill l.o IIP.RSI Y, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. P. Idi'.i h, Register.
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W, H^ISTEY.
54 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

"notice."
rHTMUS is to notify that my son, Geo. Skinner, has
left my care without any cause on my part, and
that all persons are forbidden to harbor or trust him
on my account, us I shall pay no debts of his contracting after this date.
PHILIP SKINNER.
Belfast, Sept. 28, 1877.
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Fancy Cards, Snowflake, Damask, etc.,no2 alike,
Z 0 with name, licts. Nassau Card Co., Nassau, N.Y.
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and Salt

Rheum, Worms, (iout, Neuralgia,
as a Dinner Pill, and
Purifying the Blood, are tinmost congenial purgative yet perfected. Their eltects abundantly show how much they excel all
other Pills. They are safe and pleasant to take, hut
powerful to cure. They purge out the loul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organs into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the
every day complaints of every body, but formidable
and dangerous diseases. Most skilful physicians,
most eminent clergymen, and our best citizens, send
certificates of

Iluud

olkitr

performed, and of great benefits
derived from those Pills. They are the safest and
best physic for children, because mild as well as efcures

Being sugar coated, they are easy to take;
and being purely vegetable they are entirely harmfectual.
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Bankruptcy.

the estate of I -auk Perkins and

Daniel Perkins, individually, and as partners under
the style of Perkins Brothers of lb Hast, in the (Hun
ty of Waldo, and State of Maine, who have been ad
bulged Bankrupts upon their own petition, tiled
August Is, Is;?. That the payment ofan> debts and
the delivery of an> property belonging to such Bank
rupts, to them, or tor their use, and the transfer oi
any property by them are forbidden I y lay ‘hat a
meeting of the creditors of the said Banker ids, to
prove tlieirdohts and to choose one or more as? ?gm es
of their estates, will be held at a Court of Bankrupt
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PIPES.
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19 Commercial St ree*, Boston

States, for the
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Bankrupts.
is to give notice that or the nth day ol
rpilUS
JL October, A. D hsrr, a Warr nt in Bankruptc\

I.im
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chasing a note given in the fall ol |H,o f,.r
nuiiiing to O. Preston, oi ilornellsville. N.
it was improperly ohiuined
Kuiaa M \i
Prospect. Uct. In, IS,

m„„

,i n ii \ s ti \
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Attorney

.“.111.1- Lira.
PR IVIDENICE RIV.R
OYS I ERS. I'reslt from ili.-lr 1..-.I.l:iil.. at -I I"
ALir:il!,m.
PROVIDENCE RIVER NAI"!'
MV

Caution Notice
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Percival Ave.,

!• ti

A. GREER,
Attorney & Counsellor at Law.

England

The most reliable House in New
ESTABLISHED INI 1828.

i

li I.'i is to forbid all persons harboring oi tt ii-t
iug m\ wife Kllen M. Cooksoii on my account,
I shall pay no debts ol her contracting idler thidute.
KIJANh S. COOK SUN.
Witness, Wii.i.iau Kki:io,
Oct.
:s\» hi*
Burnham,
hi, !.*>??.

Fogler,

BELFAST. MK

I.-:;.

t.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine
1
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at
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W. II.

Maiu Street,

A j .ri 1

1
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v,

Notary Public,

1

Providence River and Virginia

MABA

NOTICE.
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m
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AND

<

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore request
all per-onWho are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have tun d«niands ther. i.u, to exhibit the -aim-for settlement
to him.
AMBKOSh t*. SH I I.i m i\

p
:iiiu

BOARDMAN,

.\-w
n !

130 Court lit. and 35 Howard St., Boston.
Wholesale I ■•al.

Belfast. M.-

1
11,

.•

Block.

(>th.*r In nr-, •ml' \ v
; ;•■.
liatiwn- an.i I'wii-ult.it'wn-. I.

R. R. HICCHMS & CO.

Belfast, wit bin and Li
the second IHesday of

WF.BBFB, named l.xecucix in a certain
instrument purporting to lie t!:e la o will ami
testament of Klbridge Webber, late of .Monroe, in
said County of Waldo, dereaed, having pr» -ented
said will for 1'robate.
Ordered, 1 hat the said .Mary give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of his order it,
be published three weeks smcessiv ely in t lie KVpuMican .lournal, printed at Belfast, I hat they mav ap
pear at a Probate ( Hurt, to be held at Belfast, w illiin
and for said County, on the second fun-day ul
November next, at ten of theclock before noun, and
show cause, it' any they have, whv the ,-ame should
not be proved, approved, and allowi d.
1*111 Id ) HIICSI-A Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. I
Fit l.l*, Kegistei\

against

mu lit

DENTIST.

o.

YiriLLlAM KLANOLBS, ..I Cliarlein said Count}'
VV S. Burleigh, late ot
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his third and
liual account of < iuardian-hip for allowance.

issued
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an.t

Wtlff
pa limit

P. LOMBARD.

HuyTortl

am!
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one
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first itin/,4 mu.-1’i• i,
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iis/iifi. A nt-. .l-xi t iim
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time. Sou 1 I,.r
n- )-\t
! •• ■:
it
r.
k •!!..! M
iptii I. .-f tip1' .!'!
A. 1>. U Oil Ul
to

the

AUBAKA MILLS, named Kxecutrix n a cer
tain instrument purporting to be the last will
and testament of Charles Mills, late of Belfast, in
said Count} of Waldo, deceased, having pit-scnted
said n\ ill for Probate.
Ordered, Thai the said Barbara give m>tie«- to
ail persons interested by causing a cop\ of t l-i- order
to be published three weeks succe^sixi 1} in the I.
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they ma\
appear at a Probate Court, to lie held at Belfast,
within and for said Count}, on t lie seen mi I'uesda}
of November next, ai tell of tile elock before noon,
and slo w cause, it any the} have, whv the sane
should not he proved, approved, and allowed.
PHI I »> HLIC-IA Judge
A true copy. Attest
It. P. Kn u>, Begister.

was

in.

,nn

\ ii<iti.-!n. M
tilnllt \ il.
trim.P nni

II

G. W. STODDARD. D.U.S

WORLD

sive

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and (nr
the County of Waldo, on the second 1 u sday ot
October, A. 1)., is".

heivbv

’>>

-t

IW.STilY.

Russian Tu rk isli War

I»< hast, within ami tor
tin* secoud Tuesday of

Ordered, That the said Ouardiun give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy■ «»f this
order to he published three weeks successiv el v in I lie
Kepublican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tln v
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel
fast, within and for said Countv, on the -ecoml l ues
duv of November next, and shew cause it any tln v
have, why the same should not be allowed.
PIIII.o IIKBsl, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B P. Ki ii.n, Begister.

\

HATES, Proprietor,

llMiiUSoN

o! S..||> (n-rii ICiI'kIu, rml.,
kt contain- tall dob :.pf
Is ut. Or-fCf,*, \ -in Min.-'-. •{>., liol
l.n.-ol.
1
ini
IS:.-tilted Wl.il
i.i
complete History puLlc-diud ol the cuuutries involved ill t

YII.I.K OLIDDFN, widow d Abial Olidden,
late ot Palermo, iu said County of W aldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance
from tiie personal estate ol -aid deceased.
Ordered, That the said Oriville give notice
to all persons interested
by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three week- successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Ht lfast, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said ( ounty, on t lie second
Tuesday’ ol November next, at ten of the clock be
fore noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petition should no! be granted.
PHILO HKRSM Judge.
A true copy, Attest:- B. P. Fill t>. Register.
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At a Probate Court held at Bellast, within and lor
the CountV of Waldo, on tin second 1 ue.-dav ot
October, A. D. l.*77.
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oft he dock lie fore noon, and
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At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
October, A. l>. Is??.
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of Administration for allowance.

Ordered, That tin-said Administ rutor g ive not i.
to all persons interested by causing a ooov of t hi.order to he pllhlisln-d t hrei- W eeks successively l« t lie
Republican Journal, printed at Bella-t, that they
may appear at a Probate (‘ourt. to be In Id at ltd fast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol

All person-
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j^LlAS >F,A\ I Y, Administrator of the e-tat* >d
Nathaiiiel Seav ey late of froy, in -aid County
of Waldo, decease*!, having presi nted Ids tina! ac-

Nobveim-r next, at
shew cause, it any
not he allowed.

Ii

t I'll

At a Probate Court held at Beltasl, witinii ami for
the (‘ounty of Waldo, on the second lTi«*-»t:»v ol
October, A. D. ltC7.
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Farm for Sale.

for a lie i»\ all llu u^^ist-i.
For Sul* iu Belfast by W O. Poor 1 Sou

ISAAC Nil l\1.1 )ON, late of Sears mold,

and Boston.
CO., Montreal
.'illleulVt.'l

1,1

®VHb

M

Win-re fore your petitioner prays your hoi or to
a license to sell and convey, at private
sale so much of the real estate of said deeea-ed, in
eluding the reversion of the Widow’s dower then on,
as will sati-ly his debts and incidental chatgt -, ami
ch irges of Administration.
MARI MeDFRMOl 1

\*sk ,1

t

KAMILY BASKS.
oil alios

WEST.

•*< 'if. of Richmond” also connects with th*
N. B
i'orrlaiid .Sc Boston mcuiih is, w hich have Portiai,
at
..k P '1 Passengers Ticketed tbroug
1 are.
1 D'. |e-- than b. Boat and Rail.
* YBt >
A 11 I.KMI.N, Agent tor Belfast.
Belfast, .1 une H, Is?;.

■

l ave, Morocco
Manual o' •ii

Richmond,

at

>

grant her

S

Pamphlet.

H. D. TOWLF &.

1STow is Your Time.

Or

of

ct

( '. KI

LBV, Mastkk,
Bangor every .Monday, Wednesday ai
Friday mornings at '■> ;o o’clock; touching at all
usual Landings on* the River and Bay, arriving n
Portland at about l.-Uio’clock P. M., connecting with
both the Ka-'tern and Boston .St Maine Railroad.,
which l»*av «• P< >K I LA \ 1 > at ?».;;o P. M., and arriving
•f| P. M., in --eason to contn 11
in BOSTON about
with the >hore Line Railroad, which leave* Rost

>

said
ot Winterport,
McDermott,
County, deceased, lespectfully repre-cnts that the
goods, chatties and credits of said dect a-ed are not
sufficient to answer his just debts and charge- ot
Administration, by tin* sum of three hundred dollar-

ri'lil f. subscriber lierebv gi\e- public not ice to all
A concerned that lie li.i> bei-n dul\ appointed and
taken upon him-ell the trust <d \dmini-ti at.<r oi
t he estate ol

Sts.

iii,! liuttlc u'n rn ntril u prrftrt <' I
IIfor alt Li min
•f' /'//./..s'.
Tiro tu four liottfis in tin- ii'orst rase#
of /.//'/.'/) S'),
SflWI'i/.l, Si I/I Til hi M
mini M. I I Is M, A//>.\7 ).s, /M s7'/7’.s7.j, <A
/. / /.' /.' //, uml all ill.-senses of thr shL\ anil III.DO/),
internal and K.vternal use. K.ntirely Vegetable.
Money returned in all ease* of failure; none tor Is
Send tor!
year*. 5‘I :i Bottle. Sold everywhere.

Children's Cat riayes,

Belfast, Oct. 10, 1877.

Bitter- the hest in

Pile 6c Humor Cure.

Curtains and Fixtures, TasseF,

C.

give entire satis-

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff,

ly'-'S

Brackets,

St.,

FULL LINK OF

EP. Pi.

me

OF

kc.

first-class Drug Store

IPU TTE SPICE3 !

Ware, Feathers,

Flower Pot.-. Lap

in

McDKKMOTI,
Winterport,
MARY
County of Waldo, Administratrix ot the
in
late

11th,

Will leave

*'*

ounty

At a Probate 'Hurt held ut Belfast, within ami l.n
tin* Comity of Waldo, on tin* second fuesday oi
October, A. L>. ls?7.
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an*
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R. H. MOODY’S.

The

Call and Pay!
indebted to
whose term of credit has
notified to call and settle at
THOSE
expired,
and SAVE COST.
OAKES ANGIER.

HYACINTHS!

in

he fouud
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HALL & COOPER.
Belfast, Sept, ID, IK".

kept

in fact

V.sortmeiii

—AND—

White Lump & Common Lime,
Sea-Sand and Hair.

Pointer.

Sponges, ike
P.verytliing

A

39 Main

PLASTER,

Hulk

JUST RECEIVED
our

Rubber

JUST

nearly

v

CALCINED

in

and (dmhs,

FLOOH-HOnM!

In addition to

Lowest TPrice.

FINE

t.

Pomades,
Tooth Hrushes,

ill Bella-.1.

Barrels of the Best Brand ever ottered
for -ale in this city, just received and for

W

the mai’ki

Ihtir (fils

EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET

IM/ALK, N. V.

Cement! Cement!

u

Pt-rfunn rtf

or

occupy the whole of Two Faroe

Bnildinos,

Maize lia.

ira l.

ol

Hair Hrushrs

s

11

table in t w fil! In •; 1:!
class grocer, ;oid ;..ttn

!

Pun

Meal.

IhlTLijS, IIOS1 ii.-i .1 ut ion> n.r ehii
-i
White Wheat
1 N at ri I ion*, the
Mu-i P:e I n in foie. tile
:•••='
! b. a oMgbl.v looked
‘le,.Touted, will
'•
.1*
prepared for t tie
»•••!.-'•
I«*i
.tie by all first-

large Stock and great variety

A

Shoulder Braces

Picture Frames, Picture Cold and Knobs,

c —

•,.

seen

advertisement.

ftVAOat

\ »-ry de. irabiefor F t.'illh
,.1
PIT \ Lr->. ASYU M"
!
ilreli. illy 1 FI > I f J P I* i N 4 ..
1 ii‘I *11.11,
R.o-le i'oM

all kinds.

1 lie best and most durable

FURNITURE!

BREAKFASTOEREALS
WhiteWheat/'V
Barley Food

sTin'h

Wooden

AMERICAN

and Chemicals !

Drugs

amt Hot/Ini, i

Philadelphia.

Lius

O-

LARCEST STORE!

JOHN D. WATTLES, Publisher
you

*o:

Fa net/ floods,

<

610 Chestnut St

Street,

have every one, whether
wishing to pLirehase or not, call
and examine tlu-

HOWTO OFT

THE
SCHOLARS’ QUARTERLY (issued every
throe months) is likely to Le far more widely used
during next year that! over before. Its circulation
during the la*>t quarter reached 115.000 copies. A
large share of the best conducted Sunday-schools
throughout the country are now u.-ing it m place
of the ordinary question book.
li> editors are
dote!milled that no oth.rt or expense shall be
spared to keep it in advance of all the lesson helps
jor scholars. Fv. ry superintendent and teacher
in tlie country should examine it before deluding
upon lesson helps for next year
S COST is 25 cents a year, nr $25 for a hundred
copies u year. Sent by mail without cost of
po me.? to subscribers. Subscriptions taken for
three <*r six months at. the yearly rate; under 10
copies, three months, si ven Vents each To supply
YOUR CLASS would cost: 1 or Jirc scholars, one
year, $1.25; three months,
cents;.for ten scholars,
one year, $2 5u; three months, G;> cents. If ordered
by the year, they will be sent each quarter in
The issue for the fourth
ample time for u
qua 1 tei of this year 1 October, November, Decern
bei 1 s. now i. atiy.
Fend seven cents lorn specimen copj.
l’o.qape stamps may be sent in place
of currency, if more convenient.
Address,

O

to

i.y/>

of Waldo

Probate tor the (

ol

tS-^i^City

V,

....
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Judge

lo the Honorable

DRUG STORE!
Ol

Would like

singje

rip* iow <»<

e*»

.June

1 K A M E U

< >

o’clock in tin

I.NUY M. Bl’BOLSS, iiaim d Lxecutor ii> a
t-t
certain instrument purporting t*. be tinwill and testament of Margary Burgess, late of lid
fast, in said < ounty ot Waldo, deceased, ba\ ing presented said will tor Probate.
Ordered, That tlie said liinn M give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copv of t his order to
l*e published three weeks success in el y i n t he Bepub
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they nuiv ap
pear at a Probate < ourt, t<* be held at Belfast, w ithm
and for said County, on the second Itiesday ot
November next, at ten ot t lie clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any the} have, why the same should
not oe proved, approved and allowed.
PHILO HLBsKY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—If. P. Kiki.h, Hegister.

Genuine Patent Medicines
39 Main

ten

At u Probate Court hold
the County of Waldo,
October, A. L>. 1^77-

send

H ynu will send your name
iiuii 1 u UL! IIT
H!1(1 j.ost-oUii-eaddress, towith
t
cents,
to the address given
gether
wenty-five
below you will receive'LiteTimes every week for
three months, 'this oiler is only for new subseripersohs who hav- not taken the paper within
the he l six months tl
regular price being $2.15
a year.
For seven
additional, a specimen
copy of the Selio
tptarterly will be sent.
1 esson Leaf sent free.
Specimens ut the Y\

Of all
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As Siinday-schn.il teacher4' are already on tie
lookout lor tile best helps to use ill ls7s, a plan i‘Tiered by whiclt THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TIMES
oan he taken lor three months on trial at a
very
small co>t. The Times is a If. page weekly paper.
Among the regular lesson writ, is .luting the
j.ivm m year, m addition to the editors 11. Clay
'1 lumbull ami Ceorge A. Foltz. have been Prof.
Taylor Lewis, Prof. A.C. Kendrick, Rev Newman
ilall. of London, and
Faith Latimer.” Special
articles <11 the lessons have also been given by
many dLiinguished Liible students. 'J he plans
l-T lsTS include writers not interior to these.
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25
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25
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In. Dyspepsia, Bilion- Mnini.rh,
11. Suppressed, or Painful pm.
u I'cri**!!-.
<5
It. V«!ul(*W. too
i:j. l!roii|i. Cough. Jiitii.-ult
It. fcalt RSirniii, Erysipelas. F. unri -bs.
v
in iUicnmatism, iihenismii<- r ims.
i.
5
Hi. Fever anil isue. chili ]-'•
17. Files, blind or bleeding.f.r
IS. Opildeiiliiy, anil >oi «■ *>r \\ ilk I’.yejj,
Hi. 1 aiarrh, ik me oi .’hronir. inllm-i
•20. M iiOop’ihiX oiicIj, violent conch',
21. Asthma. opprt. vd Bi. athm/.
'•
22. Kar ll;»rhai,^i‘'< impaiieU b ••arin.r,
s.
•j
^eriituSa, eiilati.tiids. ■>\'.fliiius.
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21. Uciirr.tl iieliil.ty, l"n\Sieal W'-ahle-sc,
so
25. ilrop>>l md
Secretions,
itit;.
20.
sii KiM-s? from lining,
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2s. Nervous Ill-Bill! >. Y ,tl \\i„.
2o. *ore Woutli, Cunlu-i.
30. I ciliary Weakness.
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Si
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j«sf what
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spec hie Hie well 1 ricd p.
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Hest in Use.

MOODY’S

°
X 30
O —<

FOR A STAR1

<r

Oil!

Safety

Combines

\

Please state V'ht

OF

REAPERS! Linen Glace Starch Polish !

Custom Work done to Order in the most Desirable manner. Fit and Workmanship guaranteed.

High Street,

Tuesday of November next,

KINDS.

Brilliant While

Custom Work.
20

s8eKa c n

forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, w hy the
same should not be granted
PH 11.0 [JERSEY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest —Is. P. Fn-.LD, Register.

A true copy,

P PIC E S

ANDREWS

>lie pe is:r[ •““'TYTTc

Lowtll, Lawrence, Haverhill, Boston & New \ ul(
—making close connection* with hotlt the Kusten.
and Poston & Maine Railroads; and arriv ing h,
in o’clock P. M., in season toconn*.
Poston at
with the Shore Lim Railroad lor New York, win

*\Fi:,

iiKMlirincs known. They

Upon
foregoing Petition, Ordered, flint the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
a
causing copy of said petition, \\ nh this order thenon, to be published three weeks successivcl) in tin
Republican .Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be h- ld at the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second

ol

ORGAN best. *@~Look:
RPATTV PIANO. News,
Den I I ! startling
12 slops $55.
orga
in#
organs,
Pianos only sl tO cost Fo5u. (,’ir. Free. 1>. 1*. iieattv,
Washington, N. .1.

a

kinds

all

CfVCOMPLEXIfl^g^
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CON FECTIONERY

the LARGEST STOCK and

I. O W E S T

DKSCKII*! hi.N.

MA MTAi l'I CKK

The

B1L10USNESS, '&

FANCY CARDS. »<, two alike, with
name, JQ cents, post-paid. MAN-St N. V. City.
HA r f AN CARD CO., :ur K.
I

.a.

OIASRHEAV

SICKHEADACHEA ri
SUMMER COMPLAINTSm-

I S KiO

i,\ti;a» r>

PRICES.

LOW

all K i in is.

dI

P«pper-sauce. Ketchup, Horseradish,
Citron, Sage. Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.

Worsted & Diagonal Suits!
AT

Spices.

1

Vest#«, all Wool, $4

A Full Assortu« lit

1

^VLsSM
constipation^ 3

F0RDiSLw5£S0i
£ ; LiVERSToMfeGi
‘a

a

-.X

K

^%^v-

oet%

IKI.I.1KS t>l

C ins in (’oats, 1'ants and N'ests. at
J $10.00, $1‘J.00 and $14.00, per .Suit.

to ii a v k
in:altiitiie i.i veh
>1 1ST HE Svlil'T IX OltOKit.
4,^

Cheapest

mmIs

«!•.

..

Fruits, Dried and Green.

Suits !

ITS il1 1>ant* ami

QC
LO

„V -sum^sss'
f%
UV£L|,s
o /4&Vr t'R'v’fe'iik

Funned (i<

city at tin*

the

/L//-r. /*. U,

Full Line Choice

LOWEST PRICES !

Cheaper than

'hr,

(

ol the

one

the second

Hie

1877

Bangor, Portland, Portsmouth, Salem, Lynn.

ia. and nMrTFvr

sr

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

1877.

e-

& Best Selected Stocks

Suits !

C&thart/c j,
Atonic/!

Groceries,

Fancy

ami liciib

counters

on our

I»K. \ I IK IN

M- VI.F.K IN

rraisim sms:
to he found in the

RUN WELL
WEAR WELL

BR

ALSO

Wish -to call attention to their Stock of

Clothing. Cloths. Hats. Caps

A I I.

CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!

Brothers,

The Popular Clothiers,

Largest

CLOCKS

ME.

Fall and Winter Goods! on;\i; ii \NUFA1 II km;

We have

S£TH THOMAj

Variety Store,
BELFAST,

F. B. SWIFT

F—

SWEET NAVYsCHEWING TOBACCO! Andrews

awarded the bi-lo -t prize at Centennial Exposition for its line chewing •jualities, the excellence
and lasting eharacterof its sweetening and flavoring.
If you want Th«* best tobacco ev« r made ask your
grocer for this, and ee that each plug bears our blue
strip trade mark with words Jack-uni's Best on it.
Sold wholesale hv Boston and Portland Jobbers.
Send for sample to <
A. J u k <>n & Co., Manufacturers, Petersburg, Va.

A.

New

s

High St.,

\ N i) Wilt >i r

SHINGLES !

hand, one of the LARGEST and
BEST assorted

Geo. G. Well

Opening*

—o

w.i-

BELFAST, MAINE
on

AT

JACKSON S BEST

sale at the

WATCHMAKER fi JEWELER,
Constantly

\ew OrleaiiK. la
Wan I'ranriKo, Cal.

Paper

Ware.

Rest Assortment ol

Belfast.

llll

Grand

PAH 1 H F FAS ADHKKSS

riitcaiio, III.

<»t'

ALL kl.\l»> FISH TACRLK. IHlIlKS, LI\F.S, rk,

WANTED!

F. WELLS’.

B.

Assortment

Tobacco and Cigars
IN
hie riTY.

Williamson’s Block,

T-iig\ti St.,

WILSON SEWING 1 MACHINE
CO.,
Will llroiilhv.iy.
ork
it.t

soil.

Fruit And Confectionery.

H. L. LORD’S.

Lv

A. IWI. CARTER.

Large

smpm-: i <•

Belfast, within and tor

at
on

e3

KvcrywSsoro proved

I, I X E

CIl.l XUKOE TIM i: /.A. I 17 Ml UA.YliOi;

HU MPKKEYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
Bren in crenerai u**- forj wen! v years.

represents that said minors are seized and possessed of certain real estate situate in said Belfast, and
bounded as follows: Beginnirg at the west line of
Waldo Avenue at the N. E. corner ol land formerly
occupied by Isaac Smalley; tin nee northerly on said
Avenue JO rods to land formerly of John I u -;
thence westerly by said liuss line SO rods to a stake
and stones; thence southerly parallel with said
Avenue JO rods; thence easterly, parallel with said
Uuss line so rods, to place of beginning, together
with the free use in common of a certain spring near
said last mentioned line. Said premises being sub
ject to the Widow’s right of dower; that an advantageous oiler of one thousand dollars lias been made
by Mary E. Downes of said Bellust, which offer it i->
for the interest of all concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put out on interest
for tiie benefit of said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey said real estate
of said minors' including the re\ersion of the Widow’s
dower thereon,) to said Mary E. Downes for said
sum.
EAl HA A. UUSS.

estate

S!

AND

Wooden and

Remenibc-r the placr,
Al Main Street,
BELFAST.

6,500

HARD

u

undersigned Guardian of James A. Uuss and
rjMJK
JL George II. Uuss, minor heirs of James A. Uuss
late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, respectful-

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
October, A D. 1*77.
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THE MILE POWM

for the County

>.f David

S O A
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The Prices shall suit You

Corn! Corn!!

and Graham.
KINDS OF

ALL

AT

W ••them m l»«» lime tln ir Haiti itg-ft w ith
drastic purgative- incur a tearful responsibility. I he
et effective',laxative, alterative,
gentle, ninderat«
and :iuti bilious operation of Tarrant’s Si:i.t/j-;i<
Ari:itiim particularly adapts it to the disorders of
children.

Catsup

BY THE LALLOX.

Oat Meal

of Probate

the

B K S T

FurnishingGoods

AGENTS

Cider,

and

KEROSINE OIL

I "i
for
Temperance 1*1 avf, drawing Hoorn Plays, Fairy Piays,
i '.t hiopi.ni Plays,Guide Books,Speakers Pantomimes
Tableaux Fights, Magnesium Fights, Colored Fire,
burnt <i ork, Theatrical I- ace Preparations, Jarley’s
Wax Works, Wigs, Beards, and Moustaches at reduced prices. Costumes, Scenery, Charades, New
catalogue sent tree containing full description and
price.-. S:\M1 FHF.NCH & SON, l..* Nassau St.,
New York.

by

Saxe Holm, alleged to be a woman,
says: "Women have a perpetual craving
to be reeogiib'.od. to be admired : and a
large part of their ceaseless chatter is no
more nor less than a surface device to
call your attention to them, as little ehil !
dren continually pull your gown to make I
you look at them.” Since reading it a
large army of indignant women are
charging through the country with para
sols in rest, inquiring with llushed faces
who this Saxe Holm is.
[New York

Vinegar,

WEAK!

Plays! Plays!
Plays!
Plays!
Heading Clubs,
AinateurTheatricals,

FOK

Syrup,

Pure Cider and

l;

n

Land Commissioner

G

sons

of the Prince nt Wales, on ller Majesty's
training ship lor cadets, the Hritannia,

G.

NOTICES.

Judge

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

ly

WELL i

added to his Stock the best ol

lias

-•

!

PROBATE

Store!

Variety

BUY

•>

Kngland

“Well, it can’t be for long,” convulsively sighed the bereaved widow, as she re-

Crow.
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